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COACH JOHN MCGILLIVRAY
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I've-m.61y- ottin
"Vitr9cort, 11.71,Ce we- are Picrroaded
fxcIt artat clme !Twitxusc.r, x..f. tkrow off
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aid let rim wit-Ajerielvrcxce tilt race
markeel ottfor ,Let 7.if ix o),Ir tyff oh epu;
tke o(tkor axcl:iecter ourjraitit." Cack Mcqillivray and, kis wife, Solinie.
cach McGillivray graduated from Cedarville Col-
lege in 1970 with a -Bachelor of Science degree in
Education. In 1974, he was hired as a physical
education instructor at Cedarville College. That
same year, he led the men's soccer team to the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) Nationals. In 1976, Coach McGillivray
earned his Master's Degree from the
University of Dayton. In the midst
of these successes, Mc6-illivray kept
his focus on Christ. In 1978 and
1980, he led MIS soccer teams to the
Ivory Coast and Liberia. In 1981,
McGillivray ran a soccer clinic at
Word of Life in Schroon Lake. He
also coached the men's soccer team
to secondplace in the Na tional Chris-
tian College Athletic Association
(NCCAA) Nationals. 1982 brought
ntore acclaim to Coach McGillivray
as he was named NCCAA National
Soccer Coach of the Year. Thatyear
he also became the women's track
coach at Cedarville and took his third MIS Soccer
team to the Ivory Coast. From 1983-99 he was also
an assistant track. coach for the pole vault and high
jump. McCrillivray was the President of the NAIA
Soccer Coaches Association from198.3to 1985. Coach
McCrillivray led the soccer team to the NCCAA
Nationals in two consecutive seasons - 1984 and
1985. In 1985, he received the NCCAA. National
Coach of the Year once again, this time for W omen' s
track. 1986 brought McGillivray's final trip with
the soccer team to the Ivory Coast. McGillivray's
leadership skills as a coach were not the only por-
tion of his personality that won awards. In 1990,
the Ohio Collegiate Soccer Officials
Association presented him with the
First Disti nguished Merit Award. For
the next two years his attitude on
the field and the quality of his char-
acter would garner him greater
awards with the National intercolle-
giate Soccer Officials Association Na-
tional Merit Award. In 1993, Coach
McGillivray was inducted into the
NAIA Flail of Fame capping a career
of differing responsibilities in the
association. Now an Associate Pro-
fessor and Chair of the Exercise and
Sport Science Department,
McGillivray has just completed his
as head coach of the women's soccer
oack Mcqillt:vray's 1968
yearboo k 1,44to as a,
Cedarville College student.
first season
team. 1-te has also just ended his 24th year as the
men's soccer coach with a record of 215-197-27.
He currently resides in Cedarville with his wife,
Bonnie. They have five children and three grand-
children.
-.vac& Ailc6illivray is inducted
irtto the NAIA Hail of Fame
in, 1993 in, San Antonio, TX.
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Once again, a record number
of freshmen and transfer stu-
dents, 718 in all, joined
Cedarville's campus on the
Getting Started Weekend.
Freshman Chris Maklin said,
"The small group idea is inge-
nious. I still am good friends
with many from my small
group. I loved it because it
gave me the opportunity just
to walk up to people and say
"hi" knowing that they will be
looking for someone to do the
same too."
Freshman Holly Ritzel
agreed. "I think the small
groups during Getting Started
Weekend are a great idea, be-
cause they allow you to meet
many people right away. One
of my closest friends at
Cedarville was one of the first
people that I met from my
small group."
The weekend progressed
with the usual Friday night
Early Arrival Party and small
group activities on Saturday
night. Transfers experienced
a somewhat different program
going to the Opera House,
Young's, Beans'n'Cream, and
then a faculty member's home.
Transfer Rebekah Kozlowski
said, "The activities really
helped me get acquainted with
life here at Cedarville. One thing
that stood out to me was the en-
2,cAecca 'order
thusiasm shown by everyone.''
According to Dick Walker.
parents usually appreciate and
are most impressed by the
helpful students who assist
them in unloading and mov-
ing. They also seem to like
having their picture taken with
their son or daughter and the
Cedarville Bee. All in all,
Getting Started '98 was an
experience to remember for
the entire family.
Hofrraeth, discovers what
regi,stratioh., a really a& about.
0 STUDENT LIFE
Geg Flory mot Dan, Bosworth, are,just part of the, qating Started creurthat
helped ietcohtiog students get settled into college, life,
WOMEN'S
HOUSING
Bates oversees-
housing registratioh,
helping b get haw
st-hdentr s-ithlted
their rooms-.
aking hewfriends
and Pneeting the bee
are two hallwarks- of
ge,tting Started
res-kman, Emily McQuinh
and parents- have their
picture Wait With the,
fuscous Cedarville bee.
teve Black, Jed Sknitk, 8eh
ktoltler, Chad Foerck,
Carla, Clark, and Mandy
thowthat
friends- getting back
together is dire& part of
qetting Started Weekend
GETTING STARTED 0
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Kezia McNeal moved
across 72 from Faith to
McKinney, while alumni
Lori Anderson, Lyndel
Rising, and Tabitha Sheen
launched their careers as
RD's in Printy, Faith, and
Maddox, respectively. All
three were anxious to
spend time getting ac-
quainted with the women
in their dorms. Rising en-
couraged the women of
Faith to find a balance be-
tween their relationships
with God, schoolwork, ac-
tivities, and ministries.
In every residence, a
dorm room is a combina-
tion of
study car-
rel, bed-
3 oom,
hangout,
and sanc-
tuary.
With a
living
space this
multi-fac-
e t e d,
some-
times you
Student Services Office.
One of the best ways to
judge the personalities in
a room is observing the
computer. Junior Stacy
Roman made good use of
her computer by install-
ing a Mopey the Fish
screen saver. Failure to
feed Mopey twice a day,
or tapping on the glass too
often made the poor fel-
low float belly-up across
the screen. Other stu-
dents indulged their ani-
mal loving instincts by
hosting live pets in the
dorm. Unfortunately,
dorm pets are limited to
an
that can-
not sur-
vive out
of water.
Senior
Christina
Lay en-
joyed her
pet Beta,
Mothra,
while her
room-
mate, jun-
ior Kristan
Gott, took care of Bert and
Ernie the goldfish.
In Bethel, exceptions
were the name of the
game. The administra-
stMetNitzei
Adam 8rdlik
n ever upc, acc4
know what will be going
on. There are roommate
matches made in heaven,
and then there are unsuc-
cessful pairs formed by the
studies ftr aiv
tUttillg aczun,.
0 STUDENT LIFE
2.,ethle-pta
donitf caw- Jahr
af g Cedarville- /co.
wg.r khhr wayftr die Kew Am
tion smiled on the soon to
be torn down dorm, al-
lowing residents to keep
more unusual pets and
providing funds for the
dorm's Titanic extrava-
ganza at Open House.
Junior Shawn Dabravalskas
was proud to be a
crewmember for the final
voyage and will miss
Bethel next year. "Most
certainly, the desire to pre-
serve historic architecture
permeates the hearts of us
all," Dabravalskas said.
Over Homecoming
Weekend Bethel hosted an
open house for visitors.
In Bethel's last year, even
the most progressive of
Cedarville residents found
a soft spot in their hearts for
the dorm that went the way
of the old steeple.
kris& Krata
Warder and Stephanie
Aittanfa lounge, around.
(far top)
atide,tic ability, or
lack thereofi by
participating in,
beadtball volleyball.
Larltijyt
Phootx0Ay
everat tvontengather
to celebrate the
evonderfut friendships
GItade. daring theyear
at Cedarville.
'wittily, Lancaster studies
diligently Liv her roan. in,
Maddox Hall.
he Miter Center is a,
favorite stcdying place
ftrHaut)/ enginners,
including Sarrons.
RESIDENTIAL LIFE 0
at& Lasso, Jennifer Bear,
and Myra, Luther
e-xperinctnt OPGJzmie
Michas- ltair at- the,
Epsilon, A#14, Pi, booth
&geld Fraley pose,s- ftr
caricature, drawing
by John, Norris.
efley grow; Aiatee.
Nash, and be
Sci ilapiai,padftr a,
pictwa, after bravely
volunteeri g ftr
Deltas
throwing booth
STUDENT LIFE
raurogkfivt-fedgames, tite- ovatd or xizatioptal
laircre !ludo* the opportunity to h eCONt
acquainted -with, tkelAgriOltfOISOfiZeiNIS (Ott I Gilt& OK CaVV:
gt-wat also gc57^act timt-tvNtett mew people or catck)9-witk "Oaf.
ORGANIZitirair
AB members were on hand
elping things run smoothly.
ember Lesley Grow said, "It
as fun to see everyone in one
lace, much like a big party."
Organizations provided ac-
ivities such as a sponge throw,
'Name that Tune," and face
ainting to increase the stu-
ent body's awareness of the
iverse organizations. Epsilon
lpha Pi created the most con-
emporary and brightest hair-
styles for the evening with fluo-
rescent hair coloring. One
could also visit Phi Epsilon
Beta's tattoo parlor or throw
shaving cream pies at Delta Pi
Sigma members. Mu Kappa
transformed the ordinary col-
lege student into a native resi-
dent of Bangladesh at their
photo-taking booth by allow-
ing students to dress up as na-
tives of other countries.
The organizational fair
would not be the same without
the popular attractions. Stu-
dents traded their tokens for a
caricature drawn by John
Norris and accepted the chal-
lenge of the huge inflatable
games, including a bungee
cord, sponsored by CAB. Of
course, one must not forget the
free pizza, the opportunity to
achieve vocal fame with
U99.5' s karaoke, or the vol-
leyball matches between or-
ganizations.
International Student
Organization's president Pe-
ter Chevere said, "It's a great
way for the student body to see
what's out there and the different
ways to get involved. You can just
have fun without being obligated
to join any organization."
With a turnout consistent
with years past, organizations
recruited interested students.
Even if some organizations
were not able to increase their
membership, everyone involved
enjoyed the time of interac-
tion with old and new friends.
fog
Wives- atm/si-
t° keep- duir
balance, tviti&
jousting—
me. of the, many
activities
proin;ded by CAB.
gleasem. and
Rebecca.
Derantis speia
ft -Jlae/tight
at tite,
Ofryanizatiofutt
Fair.
ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR 0
Ox Oct. 6, tke ntept:fxdwwx:: tem!
hXYCI tiltfr t,t ut eA.,4/t1.0h, elAeXt
COVIdt Wtkeg)e) (11.(1 Old a 11011, COXiCit.
The event gives the two teams
a chance to kick off their sea-
sons and get the students in-
volved and aware of the up-
coming games. Head Coach
of the men's team, Jeff Reep,
said, "We had a great number
of students out for the event.
We feel that the crowd is a big
part of what we are trying to
do. Last year there were some
games, specifically on Satur-
day nights, when they just
STUDENT LIFE
wouldn't let us lose."
The women's team played
first. They scrimmaged for a
15-minute period. "The girls
had a good time; they got to
play a lot of offense and try
new things," Head Coach
Kathy Freese said. This year's
team was young after having
two profitable recruiting years
in a row which has put the team
in the best position it has been in
two years, according to Freese.
The women's scrimmage at
Moonlight Madness was fol-
lowed by the men's team.
They were introduced to the
crowd in traditional fashion
with spotlights and pep band
accompaniment. Reep said,
"The guys were in better con-
dition at this point than they
have been other years." The
scrimmage was fast-paced
and became an avenue for the
players to try out offensive
StWelYelmrck
moves and run the ball as
much as possible.
The men's team had the
majority of its players back
from the previous season, in-
cluding MOC Freshman ol
the Year Jesse Deister. This
year, the team faces the added
challenge of playing in the
new American MidEast Con-
ference which includes teams
that are known for their strong
basketball programs.
rrite- FriAy eemoox of Weekatd ytarkr
o4 0 CCVIOX W oxt ;vitt-find more-
tivot(5e-tx. rrite- otmal e-ginterig woe- we-
ir litt irrt vlicgtiox tefiyattal hre- iptcomig
egne- aace-
sanktenieet fropu, shored" Andy
Scianizit a partner geerv
Reckteluvalot draggle, to pat their
canoe, out of the. water near the,
/wick, late,
ate. 141;k4444, 4uut 8rock
Weston, pmeteuret their
canoe. safety across Ce_dar
Lake.
The winners come
away with a crowd of
admirers and graphing
calculators, the losers
with wet clothes and
rubber duckies.
This year, first place
went to freshmen
Jonathan Campbell,
Lance Ferguson, Jef-
frey Fleck, and Travis
Hoffman. The quartet' s
boat crossed the water
with a time of two min-
utes and 29 seconds,
the fleetest of 24 card-
board canoes made by
students from Intro-
duction to Engineering
Design. Team mem-
bers are advised by an
upper-class engineering
student, but must do the
work on their own time,
in their own dorm
rooms and lounges.
Dr.Lawrence
Zavodney introduced
the canoe race in 1994
as a problem-solving
task for the freshmen.
"I chose a canoe race
because Cedarville
College has a lake that
cannot be used for any-
thing except scenery,
growing algae, and
keeping fish... Student
teams that do not fol-
low good engineering
design will experience
failure. Failure for a
canoe design means
getting wet. Therefore,
this event is both an
educational experience
for the students and
entertainment for the
spectators when
someone sinks,"
Zavodney said.
In recent years, a
non-engineering divi-
sion has since been
added to the competi-
tion. Like the engi-
neers, these students
are provided with only
cardboard and tape to
build their lake-faring
vessels. This year, a
team of biology ma-
jors, at home in aquatic
surroundings, bested
three other depart-
ments with a time just
16 seconds off the win-
ning engineers.
acd teat aitzei
ayer ...1<rifmt aeo
MOONLIGHT MADNESS/CANOE RACE CD
tite-we-e-k 40re- the
at Cedarville- Collge,
tite-thdotts ,4gax., to witk the an.mat
6(;{,q/ce-t:
The athletic center was trans-
formed with thematic decor to
serve as the dining room for
the second year in a row. This
year's theme was Moonlight
Serenade.
Rev. and Mrs. Bob Rohm
were selected as the marshalls
for the event. The evening was
opened in prayer by Pastor
Rohm. After dinner nursing
major Rebekah Blackwood
was announced as the 1998
Homecoming Queen.
A senior homecoming at-
tendant at her high school in
North Carolina and the repre-
sentative for her freshmen
class, Blackwood was famil-
iar with homecoming proce-
dures. She enjoyed getting
dressed up and spending time
with her friends at the ban-
quet. "It went by really fast,"
Blackwood said. "It was fun
just to be there and take pic-
`g;{qte-t-
tures with my friends."
Blackwood's responsibili-
ties as queen did not end with
the banquet; she also partici-
pated in the Cedarville Home-
coming parade on Saturday
morning.
Blackwood was selected
from a group of five senior
attendants that included: Laura
Brdlik, Rebekah Crosson,
Rachel English, and Angela
Howe. The three other classes
V'ete cebtarek
also participated in the event
Representing the junior clas
was Geneva Roberts
Kandace Kenyon was th(
sophomore attendant, and th(
freshman class chose Erir
Brauns to be their represen
tative for homecoming.
Blackwood gave a shor
speech after receiving he
crown. The night ended witt
a concert by Clay Crosse
the Dixon Ministry Center.
egiors- Karm, Hayes
aia 8oswortk
prepare,frr their final
Hootecauing
bahluet.
C) STUDENT LIFE
eady to date, an, Hilgeocan,, Doug Kerwin,, Dale, Pi/414, Jason, dander, Ju,lie,
Brotm, Jessica, Kais-er, Brittany Smith., and Rebecca, Brown,.
lay Cros-s-e, lthcup- to
Honteconling's- ace-we,
Moonlight Serenade,
(fir left).
alie, Finnigan, aftd Rick
De,Walk, s-hdr& vwoment
together (left).
Skuitk andftance.
enjoy eack other's
company.
ooking cheerful at the,
Hokstecomi.ng bagu,et
are, /twit& Stout and
Ilan, Belt.
levt Caftellaw
rirtit acody
HOMECOMING BANQUET 0
7ite-11 99R ---10111t-COMI.4116 gCtiYitiff at CeaIan Ille- Co ltge-
hg-ax witk9e-eckufroit cacktitt
fotior attexhott- candidates %trig cit9e1
axd exh-ce witk tite annuard tkrox k tit town.
HOMECO AINIG
Rebekah Blackwood, a
nursing major from
Greensboro, North Caro-
lina represented her class
and the college when she
was chosen to be the 1998
Homecoming Queen.
After receiving her
crown, Blackwood gave a
short speech. Blackwood
said that she "felt honored
to be the Homecoming
Queen and do the parade
and the game."
As a nursing major,
Blackwood has plenty of
academics to keep her
busy, but she is also a part
of many different organi-
zations on and off cam-
pus. Later in life, she also
plans to use her skills in
nursing to do missions
work.
The other four senior
attendants were Laura
Brdlik, Rebekah Crosson,
Angela Howe, and Rachel
Skurdal. Representing the
junior class was Geneva
Roberts. Kandace Kenyon
was the sophomore atten-
dant; and the freshman class
chose Erin Brauns to be their
representative for Home-
coming.
stPortArkt
Itstor Bob Rokm. skaka hands with
Howecomigg Crum, Rebecca Blackwood
ckih t
0 STUDENT LIFE
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HomEcommgtryrIEN
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tal<tycthrecr
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HOMECOMING COURT CI
&hell& Clark, shows
excite:4444i- duritig the
Howtecoming festivities.
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The theme for this year's pa-
rade was "My Favorite Holi-
day."
Many floats featured
traditional holidays such as
Valentines Day, Christmas,
Easter, and Fourth of July.
Other groups decided to base
their parade entries on
Grandparent's Day, Chinese
New Year, Cinco de Mayo,
and Charter Day.
Although any parade-goer's
dream would have been
complete with the traditional
candy, balloons and mimes rep-
resented in the Celebrate '98
parade, some surprises were still
in store. A men's organization
handed out root beer floats made
on the spot, and the junior class
passed out chips and salsa from
their Chico de Mayo float. The
Undergraduate Alumni Associa-
tion gave away water bottles with
custom-made Celebrate '98 la-
bels. CAB members also recog-
nized alumni with yellow and
blue corsages.
During the parade, Presi-
atilt
1,9g.
dent andand Mrs. Dixon shared
their horse-drawn carriage
with the President of Central
State University, and his wife.
Cedarville College and Cen-
tral State were both chartered
in 1887 and celebrated their
112th anniversary in 1999.
Pastor and Mrs. Rohm rode in
another carriage as the Grand
Marshalls for "My Favorite
Holiday."
Other events of the Cel-
ebrate '98 weekend included
Alumni Chapel, concerts, and
gneinat 0 If ox
reunions. Colonel Loren Reno,
a 1970 Cedarville graduate,
was honored as Alumnus of
the Year. The Concert Cho-
rale joined Larnelle Harris on
Friday night for a Christ-cen-
tered concert. On Saturday
night, Dr. Vernon Whaley con-
ducted a combination of col-
lege music groups in a praise
concert to end Celebrate '98
on the right note.
For Cedarville students and
alumni, Homecoming will al-
ways be a favorite holiday.
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Other college music groups
involved were Jubilate, a
Homecoming praise team,
Women's Choir, Men's Glee
Club, the Orchestra, and a
variety of soloists. The con-
cert was titled "Glory, Honor
and Praise, An Invitation to
Blended Worship".
In Dr. Whaley's forward,
he said, "Glory, Honor and
Praise is all about the worship
Trafir Coxcert-
of Jehovah God - who alone is
worthy of our love and adora-
tion." Staff member Matthew
Moore used drama to commu-
nicate the message to worship-
pers. Junior nursing major
Lindsay Wagner helped set the
tone of the evening with Scrip-
ture recitations from Revela-
tion and I John.
Senior nursing major Sarah
Martin attended the Praise
gxelrgx Olfm
Concert. "It was really wor-
shipful. It wasn't a production
at all. I liked that we got to
participate too. That was mean-
ingful."
Despite the gala activities of
Homecoming weekend, the
Cedarville family made it a pri-
ority to worship the Creator.
This act reinforces our motto,
"For the Word of God and the
testimony of Jesus Christ."
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All ten acts were musical in
nature - no ventriloquists,
tightrope walkers or magi-
cians this year. Erin
McDaniel won the $75 first
prize with an original ballet
performance, choreographed
to the song "I Promise." Ben
DeLong finished third in the
judging, while the Erin Flora
and Meredith Gbur duo fin-
ished second.
Adam Henker and journey-
man guitarist Phil Sheward
got the night off to a good
start with their song, "Bur-
dens." After Kim Baggett's
performance of "Love In
Any Language" and Steve
Hallgren's original compo-
sitions "Take His Hand" and
"Confused," Sheward took
to the stage a second time to
play and sing, "Part of Me."
Willy Shelton, broken arm
and all, sang "With Me,"
followed by the night's only
female duo, Flora and Gbur.
They sang "Refine Me," a
cappella.
Trumpeter Ben DeLong,
the last act before intermis-
sion, amazed the crowd with
a back flip while on stage.
Forced to wait due to prob-
lems with his back-up mu-
sic, DeLong took the oppor-
tunity to give an unsched-
uled display of his talent -
one which earned him a re-
turn trip to the stage later in
the program, by the MC's
special invitation.
Brian Antes led off the
second half of the show with
a few Michael W. Smith cov-
ers from the "Trilogy" al-
bum. Emily Cook followed
with a performance of "In
Return", after which Phil
Sheward and Brian Antes
returned together to sing
"When a Love is Right."
Erin McDaniel's ballet
brought an invitation back
onto the stage by MC's Joel
Shenk and Scott Lehr to teach
Lehr to dance. McDaniel
tried ... with only moderate
success. Lehr's antics led
into a set by the most an-
ticipated band of the
evening - On Going Fight.
Members Aaron Kline, John
Eck, Steve Hallgren, and Jo-
seph O'Neal played two
songs which got the crowd on
their feet and clapping.
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Grandparent's Day chapel
kicked off the festivities
on Friday morning.The
service opened with some
jazz tunes from the
Cedarville College Lab
Band. Each grandparent
who attended chapel re-
ceived a corsage or bou-
tonniere of white carna-
tions. Grandparents who
met special criteria re-
ceived prizes, courtesy of
the Campus Activities
Office and CAB mem-
bers.
Alice Stolz, ninety-five
years old, was awarded a
dozen red roses for being
the oldest grandparent
present. Other grandpar-
ents were recognized for
having five or more grand-
children attend
Cedarville. A few couples
were honored for being
married 60 years or more.
Many Grandparents
were familiar with the
chapel guest, Ralph
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Carmichael. Carmichael
directed jubilate and
Women's Choir in his
most recent composition,
Remembering, a grouping
of six songs based on
Psalm 105:1-5. "Remem-
ber his marvellous works
that he hath done," Psalm
105:5.
After chapel, grandpar-
ents were free to enjoy
lunch at Chuck's or at-
tend class with their
grandchildren. Later, they
were able to greet Dr.
Dixon at a reception in
the Ministry Center lobby.
Many grandparents also
enjoyed the variety of
music styles presented in
an afternoon concert by
Men's Glee Club and
Concert Chorale. On Fri-
day evening they could
choose to watch the Yel-
low Jackets play basket-
ball or volleyball or at-
tend a production of The
Glass Menagerie.
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Cedarville's Career Services
Office has the goal of prepar-
ing students for their future
careers. For this purpose, one
of Career Services' long-stand-
ing traditions is Career Day.
Fall Quarter of 1998 pro-
vided the opportunity for three
different Career Days. The
first was held on October 29
for business and communica-
tion majors.
Senior Kristy Young, a corn-
munication arts major, said,
"Career Day gave me the op-
portunity to interact with em-
ployers in various job fields. I
enjoyed learning about some
careers I could have after
graduating from Cedarville."
November 5's Career Day for
seminary students included the
following: Baptist Bible Semi-
nary, Faith Baptist Theologi-
cal Seminary, Grace Theologi-
cal Seminary, Grand Rapids
Baptist Seminary, aster's
Seminary, Southeastern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary,
Trinity Divinity & Graduate
School, Dallas Theological
Seminary, Capital Bible Semi-
nary, and Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
The final Career Day for
Fall Quarter on November 19
focused on engineering. Ac-
cording to the Career Services
Office, about 50 engineering
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resumes are sent to the rep-
resentatives prior to their ar-
rival at Cedarville. Out of
the 50, approximately five
students are contacted for in-
terviews before one student
is selected for the position.
Lew Gibbs of Career Ser-
vices makes the majority of
contacts for Career Day
through interactions on other
campuses with career empha-
sis days.
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Christmas in the Insane
Asylum? As the 10-year
tradition of Open House
at the 'Ville continues on,
the competition for some-
thing new and creative is
sometimes fierce. It can
even be a losing battle
when hall or units dupli-
cate each other unknow-
ingly, such as The Lion,
the Witch, and the Ward-
robe found in Willetts and
in McKinney this year.
But competition was not
an issue for McChesney as
first place winners in the
men's hall division of
Open House. They never
set out to win. Senior
Tom Wright, the RA, said,
"I enjoyed the fact that
everyone came together
and had a really good time.
Open House really uni-
fied us. We had such a
fun time getting to know
each other better in a crazy
way." Not only was Open
House a fun experience,
but it was also an eco-
nomical one. Wright ad-
mitted that they only spent
$8 and two hours of deco-
rating time. Each hall
member was responsible
for his own outfit, either
buying it at a thrift store
or using something they
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already had. One guy
wore plastic skis and a
helmet, another an old
bath robe. Chad Brickel
dressed up as an old band
director, wearing a hat and
sunglasses. "Each one of
us took something that was
our own personality but
amplified it. We didn' t hold
anything back," he said.
Open House '98 fell un-
der the direction of Student
Services for the first time,
instead of the Campus Ac-
tivities Office. As a result,
Student Services chose the
RD's of the dorms to serve
as judges instead of
Cedarville staff or other
friends of the college. RD's
from the men's dorms
judged for the women's
dorms, and vice versa.
Perhaps the most
unique part about Open
House '98 was the
weather. With 60 degree
weather during the first
week of December, the
dorms packed in more
visitors than usual, it
seems. According to
Kelly Marsh of Student
Services, many friends of
the college and their chil-
dren attended Open
House because of the
warm weather.
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Dick Walker and the rest of
the CAO had several different
activities from which students
and their visitors could choose.
The Lab Band performed a
concert on Friday night.
Later that evening, the CAO
offered "Fun in the Sun" for
the visitors. The beach-like
atmosphere was a welcome
break in the middle of the win-
ter quarter. Students and their
guests enjoyed food and ac-
tivities like The Climbing
Wall, The Bungee-Tramp, The
Joust, and Bouncy Boxing in
the Athletic Center.
Late Friday night students
chose from a few different ac-
tivities as well. Delta Pi Sigma
held a late skate while the CAO
offered Late Nite Bowling.
On Saturday, the gym was
open for students to spend time
playing sports with their "Li'l
Sibs." The CAO also offered
the option of playing Q-Zar, a
laser game, in Centerville,
Ohio.
The weekend concluded
with back-to-back men's and
women's basketball games
against Walsh University.
Another opportunity for
the students is the option of
purchasing t-shirts for their
li'l sibs. The t-shirts display
two bees in sunglasses and
flip-flops, holding surf-
Tett k'ebtecrek
.1_99g
boards. Walker says that "th€
desing is a take-off on th€
Tun in the Sun' activity.
The weekend is not limitec
to siblings only. Senior Kristy
Jackson invited two girls from
her home church to visit dur-
ing Li'l Sibs. Jackson said
"I'm looking forward to bring-
ing them to the basketball gam€
and the Late Skate becuase
neither of them have stayed ur
until 2:30 in the morning."
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In the course of eight sermons, Alistair Begg set the tonefor the 1998-99 school year, encouraging students torest in God's care while striving to know Him better.
Begg opened the Fall Bible Conference with comments
from a collection of personal thoughts he had recorded in
the flyleaf's of his Bible.
During the morning sessions of the conference, Begg
delivered messages covering the theme "My Times Are in
Your Hands." As comforting as the morning sermons were,
the evening services were an exhortation for students to
take action. Begg spent three nights encouraging students
to say to themselves, "I want to know Christ."
Begg hoped students would take different thoughts with
them from the conference. "Obviously in the morning we
would just learn to trust God for everything. There is no
issue too large for God," Begg said. In the evening,
however, he wanted people to learn that growing closer to
Christ is a process rather than a goal. He said, "It is the
whole notion that we want to see knowing Christ as some-
thing that is not static but progressive."
At the annual convocation service, Begg addressed the issue of
particularity in the Christian. Although he encouraged the embrac-
ing of some areas of tolerance, Begg believes that particularity is
inescapable in the Christian life. "If you don't want to be thought
of as narrow, I don't know where you'll go. We are inevitably
narrow. It is the scandal of particularity."
Begg closed his time at Cedarville with a message on Psalm
31:15. He said, "We're not tossed about on the ocean of chance.
There is a responsibility to be faced. There is a humility to be
fostered. There is a security to be found."
Concerning the student body, Begg said, "I've been struck by the
vibrancy of the group, the care with which they have apparently
listened to the talks, and the depth of the questions they have
wanted to ask in private conversation. There seems to be a
seriousness in the desire to follow Christ." When asked what he
most enjoyed about the conference, Begg said, "Being for the first
time in this new auditorium and being struck by the tremendous
impact the college is having on so many young people. It's nice to
be part of that."
Step !mks
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Aparade of colors went by as theprofessors of Cedarville College tookheir places on stage for the eigh-
teenth annual convocation exercises on
September 24, 1998.
Convocation is a time in which the
college family gathers together during the
chapel hour and celebrates the beginning
of a new school year. All of the professors
display their own caps, gowns, and hoods
for the occasion.
This year's events were highlighted by
several arrangements performed by Dr.
David Drullinger, remarks by both Aca-
demic Vice President Dr. Duane Wood
and College President Dr. Paul Dixon,
and finally the Fall Bible Conference
speaker, Alistair Begg. The message was
a continuance of his series entitled, "My
Times are in Your Hands." He based this
series on Psalm 31:15.
Begg challenged listeners to realize who
the Christ they proclaim really is, "He is a
Prophet, Priest and King."
Although Begg encouraged tolerance
in some areas, he expressed his belief that
particularity is unavoidable in the lives of
Christians.
He also encouraged both students and
faculty to "seize the moment" and "de-
clare the cross."
Dr. Clifford Johnson closed the event
with a benediction and Dr. Drullinger
played the recessional to Glorious Things
of Thee are Spoken.
The convocation exercises proved to be
a time of learning and encouragement for
the college family.
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D r. John MacArthur presented three challenges to the Cedarville College family duringthe Winter Enrichment Conference: Be strong, value truth, and understand the mes-sage of the Gospel.
MacArthur is the pastor/teacher of the 5,000-member Grace Community Church in Santa Clarita,
California. He is also president of Master's College and Seminary. He authored the MacArthur
Study Bible and numerous other books. Although MacArthur's stay was cut short because of the
sudden loss of his mother, he spoke to students, faculty, community members, and a group of pastors
through two morning services and one evening service.
At the beginning of his first message, MacArthur said, "In case you're wondering what my theme
is, its 'Things I Want to Talk About.' Each message focused on a timely issue that was pertinent
to the college family. "During the Winter Enrichment Conference, I wanted to raise the level of
commitment," MacArthur said. "I wanted to focus on developing the right kind of thinking. I
Corinthians 2:16 talks about having the mind of Christ. As we think-- we are. I wanted to present
familiar things in an unfamiliar way so that it would come through fresh."
On Wednesday morning, MacArthur presented four illustrations from II Timothy 2:1-6. He
encouraged the listeners to view themselves as teachers, take on a soldier's mentality, exhibit an
athlete's discipline, and seek fruit like a fanner. MacArthur challenged the listeners to remain
strong in a culture that is quickly declining.
MacArthur's Wednesday evening message revealed the destructive nature of lying, specific to
the reasons for President Clinton's impeachment trial. In his introduction, MacArthur pointed out
numerous verses from Proverbs that show how much God hates lies. The main part of MacAuthur' s
message came from Jeremiah 5. "Love of truth and fear of lying is the foundation of Christian
character," he said.
Many pastors from surrounding states came for a pastors conference of Thursday. They, along
with the rest of the college body, heard MacArthur speak during Thursday's morning chapel.
MacArthur emphasized how important it is for Christians to understand the gospel. He used II
Corinthians 5:18-21 to demonstrate that reconciliation is at the core of the Gospel message.
"Substitution is the key word," MacArthur said. "God treated Jesus as if he had committed every
sin by every person who would ever believe. Jesus was here for 33 years to live a perfect life so
our life could be credited -- that is the heart and soul of the Gospel."
Many students responded to MacArthur's straightfoward presentation and were disappointed
that the remainder of the conference was canceled because of the unfortunate circumstances. "He
has a way of taking issues directly out of a Bible passage and presenting to his audience what the
Bible says about them and why it's so important that you understand them," senior Shannah
Campbell said. "He gets to the real meat of the matter, but he never goes over your head. He talks
very well to an audience of various levels."
Wednesday's evening message on lying drew a lot of feedback. "It's not enough to know that
it's wrong to lie," Campbell said. "We have to know why it's wrong and the consequences of a
leader who does lie."
"One thing that caught my attention was his quote, 'When somebody becomes a liar, they're
capable of doing anything," junior Ryan Stephens said. "We're all depraved and capable of doing
anything. Why single out lying? It didn't seem like a good analogy to me."
"My favorite message was this morning," junior Rebekah Schuring said in reference to
Thursday's message on salvation. "I appreciate how he brought it back to the most important thing
-- that we remember what Christ did for us is totally undeserved. Every time we hear it, we should
be totally struck in awe. What got me the most was when we left. Everyone started talking about
lunch. Nobody stopped to take five minutes to thank God for what he's done for us. When you hear
a message like that, you have to stop and thank God."
stentulmson
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Evening and morning speakers, worship-
ful melodies, mission representatives, and
informative seminars comprised this year's
Missions Conference.
The Tuesday night service began with key-
note speaker Ed Lewis, Senior Missions
Mobilizer from International Teams, giving
the message. Lewis' message was "Finding
God's Will in Important Decisions." Lewis
used an analogy to illustrate offering our
bodies as living#20sacrifices (Romans 12:1-2).
Students responded with laughter when he
asked them to imagine dousing their pet
hampster, Chucky, with gasoline and burning
him as a sacrifice. He said that unlike Chucky,
who is dead, we keep wanting to get up off the
alter. He concluded#his message by saying,
"When you have the mind of God, you will
think the same thoughts God does and will be
able to make decisions in a way that God
would."
ce
On Wednesday night, Lewis sobered his
audience with a message about self-deceit.
"Lies you tell yourself are the worst kind
of lies," he said. "We do our best to forget the
lost and dying. We're telling ourselves lies,
that it doesn't really matter. The condition of
people outside of Christ is sad," Lewis said.
Thursday night, Lewis gave his final chal-
lenge to the student body. "One source of
authority that you cannot question is Jesus,"
he said. "He gives us two commandments: we
are to love one another and disciple all na-
tions. In a war effort, everybody better be
involved. It's the same with his body. Not
everyone will be a foreign cross-cultural mis-
sionary. Some might plan battlefield strategy,
financially support missionaries, or play the
extremely important role of a prayer warrior.
I know God wants you to be involved."
stmrktison
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Chapel with Dr. Dixon is atime that many membersof the college body look
forward to. Almost every Mon-
day he shares with Cedarville stu-
dents what the Lord has laid upon
his heart for that week. The focus
of the 1998-99 school year was
"Practicing the Power of Prayer."
Many of Dr. Dixon's messages
focused on prayer, mainly Christ's
prayer life and our own prayer
lives. To start out the year he
shared the priority, place, and pur-
pose of Christ's prayers. He then
challenged students to apply prin-
ciples of Christ's prayer life their
own. Dr. Dixon's lessons ranged
from the prayer of Jabez to the
prayer that each student should
have. He also shared ways in
which students should pray and
mercies that God has bestowed
upon them. Dr. Dixon showed his
love for the students here at Cedarville as he addressed the pressures in life that each
one experiences, especially at the end of each quarter. With his message on
pressures, he encouraged students to keep our focus on God, both here at Cedarville
and throughout our lifetimes.
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Periodically during chapel, Dr. Dixon recommends books tothe student body. One book he read last year so influencedthe college president that he asked Hugh Hewitt, author of
"The Embarrassed Believer," to speak before the student body on
the annual Charter Day chapel.
Hewitt is a well-known journalist in Southern California. His
Emmy-award winning program Life and Times airs on Los Angeles
PBS station and he is often sought out as a speaker on the West
Coast. As a Charter Day speaker, Hewitt's dynamic and contem-
porary lecture came as something of a surprise. Students who
"saved a skip for Charter Day," expecting the usual aged theolo-
gian, missed a message aimed at motivating students to pursue
media careers or support those who do.
Halfway through his message, Hewitt asked students planning
on pursuing careers in the media to stand. He saw few, and asked
the rest of the audience to pray for those standing.
"The Marines of the cultural war are the Christians who will go
into Journalism and who will stand up for what they believe—not
to become Christian journalists, but to be journalists who are
Christians and unashamed of the Gospel," Hewitt said.
For those not "called" to pursue journalism, Hewitt advised,
"Find the good and praise it." In this context, he was speaking of
mainstream media. He sited
"The challenge by the Los Angeles Times, reli-the example of how few letters
foryou . . . ifs to g  ion  Christian. col u m ni i s et w, ai nt t e fvoaunngde 1 it thisai sldistressing and cautioned hisencoura e the audience against fostering ali
h . similar apathy."The challenge for you. . . is,,curc 
to encourage the church when
-Hugh Hewitt it makes a dent on the culture
and not just to complain when the culture makes a dent on the
church."
A panel of professors who recalled the early days of Baptist
Cedarville completed the celebration of Charter Week. History
professor J. Murray Murdoch led the platform discussion. Al-
though humorous, most of the panelists reminiscence focused on
God's provision during the 112 years Cedarville has been chartered
as an institution for higher learning. "Our tradition is rooted in the
Word of God, and traditions provide an anchor in times of up-
heaval," Murdoch said.
DIXON CHAPELS/CHARTER DAY
Beftre prayi n g ftr tke needs of others, students-
were asked to exawiite their own, kwtc.
ay of Prayer has become, a, specs:at taste oftheyearfrr many Cedarville students:
kilkireg; PRAYER
Cedarville College designates two days
out of every year as Days of Prayer. Classes
are canceled until 1 p.m., allowing time
for the variety of activities the day holds.
Each of the students meet
with their advisors during
the class break to share
with other students in their
groups. During this time
the group may read a por-
tion of Scripture and sing
some praise and worship
songs, but the main focus
of the time together is to
share requests and pray
for one another. The
chapel for the day is also a
special time of sharing.
0 CHAPEL
Rather than the regular hour long chapel,
it was extended to an hour and a half.
This Fall a speaker from Australia
named Dennis Patterson came and shared
with the college body.
Patterson challenged and
touched lives as he shared
how years ago the Day of
Prayer here at Cedarville
changed his own life.
The student body was then
challenged to form small
groups of two or three and
present themselves in prayer
before the Lord. In the
groups, they were further
Duds Patirrson, shares AU
testimony with, the college
during the, Fa Day of Prayer
challenged to pray for un-
saved family members and
the concerns on each of their
hearts that day. Students are, encouraged to altzetzt the various
prayer meetings held on, campus during the da),
LitilMESH I P
In the political arena, to be a black conservative is to be an
oxymoron. Kay Cole James, who served as Staley Lecturer in
January of this year, goes against every stereotype raised against
women in the public sector. More importantly, as she defends her
politics, she does so by remaining true to her biblical convictions.
"What you see is what you get. I am a pro-life, evangelical,
conservative, black republican," she said, introducing herself with-
ai you don't think it
a ects you,ifyou don't
think this has any
significance whatsoever,
I want to giveyou a
wake up call."
— Kay Cole James
out apology.
The lectures
James presented at
Cedarville coin-
cided with her latest
book, Transforming
America from the
Inside Out. Under
the umbrella theme
of Christians in the
public arena, James
titled her progres-
sive series of lec-
tures: "Transforming Myself," "Transforming My Community,"
and "Transforming America."
James launched straight into her lecture series with a challenge
that sent students back to their computers to frantically surf the
CNN website for current events. She spoke fervently of the
relevance of the impeachment crisis which held our attention from
November through the start of Winter Quarter. "If you don't think
it affects you; If you don't think this has any
significance what so ever, I want to give you
a wake up call. We are at a crisis point in
American history and I don't think it's an
overstatement to say . . . what we do now as
a free people will determine what the rest of
your life and that of your children and grand-
children is like," James said.
Each time James spoke, she exhorted her
audience to be involved, not just in church
function and recreational soccer, but tangi-
bly in public affairs. On Wednesday after-
noon, James spoke to students in American Government and
Women in America. "One of the hardest things to do is motivate
Christians to be involved in culture-shaping areas," she told the
students. "The responsibility lies with us to figure out not only a
political strategy but a cultural strategy. How are we going to affect
our culture?"
"One of the hardest things
to do is to motivate
Christians to be involved
in culture-shaping issues.
— Kay Cole James
y Colejagtes
ckallenged
students to
traitsftru4, A werica,
by first transftruciog
thecuseives.
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DAY OF PRAYER/STALEY LECTURESHIP 0
MEMORIAVhaie,AY
Stage, front stand the,proud veterans of the. Sverat dranudisty presented
Armed Forces (above', top- left) an, oral kis-tory of Anterica, (top, vitt).
CI CHAPEL
Memorial Day at
Cedarville is one of
the most moving
days of theyear.
With thefiaghoisted
high, the college
celebrates the
fighting men who
defend ourfreedom.
1998-99
limum, shares- kis- heart wit& kis classmates.
praise, baiut leads- Caplain, Shawn,
tit& studegt body t grelutait, delivers kic
"rci#1' message,.
Student Government Association chapels are a
time of worship led by the chaplain of sGA,
Shawn Brennan. The SGA praise band, led by
Andy ziegenfuss, provided musicfor worship.
Phi414 jgby
FALL BIBLE CONF./COVOCATION 0
ONOR
Every year the faculty, administration, students,
and parents gather to honor those students who
have achieved academic excellence throughout their col-
lege career. The annual chapel always falls on the Friday
of Parents' Weekend so parents can also participate in the
ceremonies and honors given to the achieving students. The
Alumni Association awards an annual scholarship to a stu-
dent from every discipline. Additional awards and schol-
arships are given based on grades, extracurricular activi-
ties, leadership, and Christian service.
Department of Biblical Education
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Biblical Education
The David G. Canine Award
The CE/Youth Award
The Hugh T. Hall Memorial Scholarship
The George M. Lawlor Greek Award
The Oxford University Press Awards
The Marlin Rayburn Award
Department of Business Administration
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Business
The Amstutz Management-Sales Award
The Boyd Accounting Award
The Business Faculty Senior Scholar Award
The J.D. Cloud & Co., L.L.P. Accounting Award
The Wall Street Journal Award
Companies and organizations also recognize students who
have displayed propensity and achievement in vested fields.
Additional award categories included the Harold R. Green
Christian Ministries Award given to Amy Clutz and Wade
Harris. The Ruby Jeremiah Scholarship, awarded to a mar-
ried student involved in Christian ministry and academic
involvement, was given to BethAnne Kapansky Clary. The
SGA Award, given to the most outstanding member of that
organization, was presented to Jeremy Bouma and Codi
Edgington.
Department of Communication Arts
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Communication Arts
The Miriam Maddox Scholarship Award
The James R. Phipps Communication Award
The Rietveld Fine Arts Award
Department of Education
The J.D. "Jack" Willetts Alumni Scholarship in Education
The Arline Littleton Autio Award
The Irma M. Dodson Award
The Erich W. Ebert Award
The Clara Monzelle Milner Award
Department of Engineering
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Engineering
The AFCEA Scholarship Award
The IEEE Dayton Section Outstanding Student Award
The IEEE Dayton Section Scholarship
The Nehemiah Engineering Award
The SAE Outstanding Student Award
Department of Exercise and Sports Science
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Exercise and Sports Science
The Dave Jones Memorial Soccer Award
The Rusty Kind Memorial Scholarship
The Dr. and Mrs. Duane R. Wood Award
Shawn Graves
Bryan Bell
Jonathan Rauch
Daniel Byrne
Paula Rummell
Coriann Kooy & Paula Rummel
Michael Wenger
Brenon Christofer
Rebecca Grissom
David Fred
Emily Alt & Emily Dizer
Dustin Crider
Michael Lewis
Michael Koerbel
Clarissa Band
Kristy Young
Jeremy Brown
Grace Frisbey
Alicia Baisley
Julie Forstrom
Kimberly Rideout
Peter Bednarek
Brandon Perkins
Krista Word
Shawn Lundvall
Arik Akerberg
Andrew Heyd & Deborah Pittman
Deborah Pittman
Michele Vanlier
Russell Pound
Edward Nehus & Kelly Reitz
Shawn Graves & Casey Ruffin
Department of Language and Literature
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Language and Literature
The Anderson Family Scholarship
The Edith Hart Milner Award
The MYCOM Professional Writing Award:
Sponsored by Allan and Patti Massey
Department of Music
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Music
The Faculty Music Award
The John E. Kohl Music Award
The Love Pedagogy Scholarship
Music Contribution Award
Outstanding Future Music Teacher Award
The Rietveld Fine Arts Award
The Kristi Lynn Walborn Award
Department of Nursing
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Nursing
The Pat Yoder Amstutz Nursin Award
The Kimberly Kerr Memorial Scholarship
The Lillian Kresge Memorial Scholarship
The Dorothy Hilma Leininger Nursing Award
The Taylor Scholarship Award
Department of Psychology
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Psychology
The Alton R. Brown Psychology Awards
Department of Science and Mathematics
The Alumni Scholarship in Science and Mathematics
The AuSable Fellowship
The CRC Press Chemistry Award
The Creation Research Awards
Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
The Austin Elmore Award in Plant Biology
The Patterson College Chemistry Award
The Undergraduate Award for Achievement in Organic Chemistry
Department of Social Sciences and History
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Social Sciences & History
Edmund Burke Award
Other Awards
The SGA Award
The Harold R. Green Christian Ministries Awards
The John W. Bickett Heritage Scholarships
The James T. Jeremiah Award
The Ruby Jeremiah Scholarship
Rachel Morris
Janelle Baker
Timothy Townsend
Sarah Flenar
Jessica Harriman
Jack Barben
Jason Naill
Jennifer Abbey & Robyn Cannon
Steven Weber & Jeremy Whaley
Amy Clutz
Allister Baldwin
Amy Lovell
Jana Glessner
Sonwoo Lee
Adam Warnken
Amy Smutylo
Jodi Stone
Gretchen Savage
Ann Marie Swartz
Kimberly Cox & Heidi McKelvey
MaranathaRuberg
Ellen Laber & Ann Weeks
Kristen Bollmeier
Richard Porter
Eric Fiveland
Brian Reen
Christine Brittin
Maranatha Ruberg
Edward Nehus
Aaron Mercer
David Reisenbigler
Jeremy Bouma & Codi Edginton
Amy Clutz & Wade Harris
Jason Hilgeman, Aime McGinnis, &
Melissa Warner
David Beary
BethAnne Kapansky Clary
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HONORS DAY iHr-
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CHAPEL
Senior Chapel is
traditionally a time set
asidefor the seniors to
pass along the
knowledge that they
have gleanedfrom
their years at
Cedarville. The
seniors usually act out
scenesfrom their
experience at
Cedarville to illustrate
these lessons. SENIOR CHAPEL 0
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Eugene Apple William Bernhard John Blodgett
William Bolthouse#20 Francis Bresson Gilbert Brueckner James Carraher Jack Cline
William Commons
ACADEMICS
James DeVries Daryle Dodeli James Engelmann Joseph Godwin
David Graham Roy Guenin E.L. Hawkins Jack Jacobs James Jeremiah
Ruth Kempton Deforia Lane C. Eugene Miller J. Dale Murphy Ra y PaMt,
Lynn Rogers William Rudd Lorne Scharnberg Bill Smith Sherri Smith
Bruce Sparks Albert Stevens Donald Tyler David Warren
TRUSTEES
thilitiVATION
For the
Word of
6-od and the
testimony of
Jesus Christ. John C. Anglitt.Vice President for Business
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Since its establishment, the purpose
of the College has remained
unchanged: to offer art education
consistent with Biblical truth. Sandra Entim
Director of Counseling Services
Jonathan PTV/a
Associate Dean
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Director of Computer Services
Carl Ruby
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Cedarville Colle e
FLOYD ELMRI3E
Biblical Education
MARINUS HAWN
Business Administration
JAMES piwpgs
Communication Arts
PHILIP BASKT
Education
LAWRENCE zavocTilpf JOHN MCGILLIVFLAy
Engineering Exercise and Sports Science
EDWARD SPENAWI
Language and Literatui-e'
JAMES COLtkUNN
Music
IRENE fky;IN
Nursing'
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STANLEY BALIfp
Psychology • •
DENNIS FLEKCtE
Science and Mathernittc's
J. MURRAY MURIWSH
Social Science and Histoiy
FACUltrirmits
JAMES BJORIVRD RICHARD `PMENr ieSK GREGORY COIR
Biblical Education Biblkal Education Biblical Education
SCOTT DRSN
Biblical Education
DAVID DRULLMAR
Biblical Education
DANIEL EMS
Biblical Education
CHERYL rAwskg ROBERT GROMANy THOMAS HUTCHWI CHRIS mile:
Biblical Education Biblical Education Biblical Education Biblical Education
DAVID himm
Biblical Education
RICHARD BALD/VM CLIFFORD FAWMT JEFFREY FAWAMT MARTHA JOHNpAN
Business Administration Business Administration Business Administration Business Administration
SHARON JOHFARN BETTY 0913E WILLIAM RAA12, DAVID SCHMT
Business Administraiiim. Business Administi;tion Business Administration Business Administration
GALEN ?RH
Business Administration
SARAH swpi
Business Administration
RONALD WAKRI JAMES KRAgL J. MICHAEL LRE,Z
Business Administration Communication A4.; Communication Arts
MISCHELLE MCINTIM
Communication Arts
FACULTY PORTRAITS 0
"For everytkiirg that was writ-tor, the pa)s-t was writtat, to teach, u/s-, so that thro ePattraPtc&
ago( the. egeoaragentektt- of the, sat ams- Pptight ha,v-e hope, may the, god wit° give.s eridaraktce,..
KURT MOREL/RIR
Communication Arts
DAVID now
Communication Arts
SUE id ,tty:t.,
Education
EDDIE BAUMMIIN OMER BONENBER#11
Education Education
SALLY CAW
Education
SHARON EINFAS
Education
CAROL ESM
Education
DWAYNE FRAf114# TIMOTHY HEAM:pil
EducationEducation
ANNA H f.V
Education
ROBERT CHASIpty
Engineering
KEITH MAWS HARWOOD HERVII
Engineering Engineering
CLINT KRIVL
Engineering
ROBERT LARAMAIILE SAMUEL SANGREG9fty JEFFREY sHoigr THOMAS THOMP*N TERESA CLAIM!
Engineering Engineering Engineering Engineering Exercise and Sport Science
KATHLEEN FREME EVAN HELLW PAMELA JOHNARI ELVIN WW1
Exercise and Sport Science Exercise and Sport science Exercise and Sport Science Exercise and Sport science
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PAUL ORCHWO
Exercise and Sport Science
JEFFREY BIM. MICHAEL CoRwits CHERYL DtilAS DONALD DIEARDCW JOY FAGAN
Exercise and Sport Science Language and Literature Language and Literature Language and Literature Language and Literature
SANDRA HARWE BARBARA LOW! CAROLYN SIM9E#
Language and Literature Language and Literature Language and Literature
JACK SIVAS
Language and Literature
JAMES SNOWDJEgl
Language and LiteratUre
JANICE ROAM"
Library
CARL BRANDRN
Library
LYNN [TASK
Library
JULIE DEARDSWF
Library
LYNNE cuppf
Library
RUTH
Library
JOYCE RIVIS
Library
LYLE ANDERARN TERRY CHAMBERLAW CHARLES CLE am)!
music music musk
MICHAEL DICUM).
music
DAVID MATRaM CHARLES PAGNMD
Music Music
MARK sp,b4„59! VERNON ....VA!
Music Music
...mid encourage ntent giveyow a, spirit o f patity Anton. g yourselves as you,ftllow-christiesus, so that
with, one heart 44nd. mouth/you, knay glor# the qod and Fa,ther of our Lordiew
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...Accept ok te,(utother, thenju,st as Chrst acceptedyou/, ifrt. order to bri t praise to q0d,...
my ate, god, cpcopel i I you, with/ ait joy a,K d peace a s you/tru,st Romuuts 15:4 - 7, 13
r.
CAROLYN cAngatti JANET CONflyky MARGARET INGIMS MARK KLIWAK JUDITH SHRUBSW
NursingNursing Nursing Nursing Nursing
ROBERT AEIR4
psychology
MICHAEL FIRgi
psychotog
,,464,1 141 EDWIN BRAITHWNETIE LEROY EIMW
and mathematics Science and Mathematics Science and Mathematics
LARRY HELIVICtK DARRIN Ffe STEVEN GOLLNLEB HEATHER KURUVRILtf1 DALI hyp
Science and Mathematics Science and Mathemaiics Science and Mathernatics Science and Mathematics Science and Mathematics
MARK mccym DOUGLAS M1117kEjt TERRY PHRIp ROBERT SCHUMACW JAPIES SELLIkv.
Science and Mathematics Science and Mathematic; Science and Mathematics Science and Mathematics Science and Mathematic,
JOHN silly,
science and Mathematics
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JOHN WHIM ittyE
Science and Mathematics
JOSEPH HALW NELSON HIENNMG JAMES MCGOLDB,LCAL
Social Science and Ftisti;ry Social Science and Ftistory Social Science and History
ALAN MON9p# ROBERT PVI#
Social Science and History Social Science and History Social Science and History Social Science and History Social Science and 1-tistory
KEVIN 9/011: CYNTHIA SUTTERantp, DEANNA THIMOR
ROBERT WIGCNV
Social Science and I-Eistory
"The, Lord, 1,s kuy shepherd, I sh,q,11 hot- ih& waktt. /-1-& wakes ute, lie. dam 'rem,
pastures, f-f& leads ute, beside quie,t waters, He restores- Puy s-out. /- f& guides ute: ix paths cf righ-
te,oushess for /-&s hanteis sake, Evm though, I walk, through the, valley of the, shadow ofdeatk,
I will/fear ItO evil, for You/ at& witk You,r rod/ and Your staff, they contfort me,"
-Psaii44, 23:1-4
STRArtraits
Ruth Age r Lori Anderson Frances Andrews Jason Atwell Judith A.wabdy Michal Bader
Ronald Bader Barbara Baise Louann Baise Patricia Belliveau Jeffrey Beste Robert Bielek
FACULTY & STAFF PORTRAITS
Michael Bieniek Brain Blair Carol Bliss Helen Blumenstock James Bowersox Connie Bradds
Pamela Bromer Margaret Burrichter Deborah Cagwin Jack Campbell Mary Campbell Alberta Carr
Gary Carter James Cato sarah Caton
Ronald Coy David Deniinger LaVerne Dickey
Pamela Elmore Kerry Estes Joyce Farlow
James clark Katherine clark
Margaret Dillon Linda Divan
Susan Faulkner Nancy Fissel
Lisa Cole
Aaron Eckstein
Dara Fraley
"Rejoice, 1.Pc the, Lord always-. I wilt 9/ it agaifrt,: Rejoice,/ Let your geittlene,ss wide& to alt.
The, Lord t)o <tot b&anixiouis. aboat anythigg, but al' everytk by prayer
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witkatanics-giving, p4ssott your relttest3- to god,. Aktddu yeace, of qod, which/
traPticeth waersta.fraing, will/guard/you" /wits- agdyottr Prtiktds- Cltristlesus...
David G-affner Paul aathany Carol George Kristi -leason Dianne aottwals Philip arafton
Harold 6reen Margaret 6reen Janice Greenwood Keith 1-tague Carolyn Hoson David Hoeke
Scott Ftowder Patricia I-tuber scott Huck Leigh Hunt Robert I-Eunt Shirley Johnson
Timothy Johnson Murtha Kaercher Lori Keirn Elaine Keller 6-term Knauff Nancy Knauff
Mark Kordic Gregory Kunz Patricia Lee Thomas Leightenheimer Yvette Leightenheimer Faith Linn
STAFF PORTRAITS C)
Old
Kimberly Longo Kelly Marsh Mark Matthews Wayne Maxie Mark Mazelin William Mc Cain
Kezia Mc Neal Fred Merritt Cheryl Miller Tamela Molnar Brian Nestor Luann Nicholas
Gary Olin Roger Overturf Katherine Parr Edmond Phillips Jr. Douglas Phillips John Potter
Ruth Prugh Donna Purple Nancy Ranger Famara Rasey Joyce Reese Clinton Rice
James Rinaldi Lyndell Rising Beverly Robey Lynn Rolim Lindsay Schneider Dawn Scott
,11, 1 1;11.
brothers whatever is. true, whatever is KA9ble, whatever right, wkatev-er pum,
wkatever is lov-e#, whatever anythiiti &xceilettt or praisewortky-thifrtk,...
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...about sack/things-. What-cm / you/ hare, learned or receive,d or k,eardfrom/ mte,, or sem in,
we,- put- it into practice, Ala the, god otpeace/ withiyou/." Mitippiait,s 4:4-9
Merilee Shank Jonathan Shrubsole Tammy Slone Allyson Smith Benjamin Smith Norris Smith
Kara Steinman Deana Stone Stephen Stone Patty Stutes Susan Terkelsen John Tocknell
Cooley Turner Trudee Wagner Richard Walker Tricia Walker Brandon Waltz John Wambold
Patti Ware Linda West Nellie West Joy W illiams
Mark, Womacic Sharon Wood Amy Y owler Stuart Zaharek
Glenda Womack Jay Womack
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Rather than traveling home
for Mother's Day, many stu-
dents spent the weekend of
May 7 with their families at
Cedarville enjoying the activi-
ties of Parents' Weekend.
The Campus Activities Of-
fice anticipated approximately
400 families to be on campus
for this weekend.
Dick Walker, the director of
the Campus Activities Office,
said, "It's a fairly standard Par-
ents' Weekend schedule." The
weekend kicked off on Friday
morning with Honors Day
Chapel which recognized stu-
dents for academic accomplish-
ments.
Parents and students were able
to attend the spring play, The
Man Who Came to Dinner. The
play ran from Thursday evening
to Saturday evening.
On Friday evening, several
college musical ensembles pre-
sented the annual POPS Concert
in the Jeremiah Chapel. Among
the groups that performed are the
Symphonic Band, Brass Choir,
and the Orchestra. Although each
of the groups performed sepa-
rately, the Symphonic Band
joined the Orchestra to play the
1812 Overture for a finale.
Following the POPS concert,
the Jazz Band performed a free
concert in the chapel.
More than 600 people attended
the mother-son and mother-
daughter breakfasts on Saturday
morning.
Walker said, "We thought it
would be neat on that weekend
for mothers to be able to do some-
thing with their children." Fa-
thers attended a separate break-
fast that morning while their
wives and children ate together.
During the day on Saturday,
families were able to travel to
Locust Hills Golf Course for a
golf scramble.
Also, the Campus Activities
Office sponsored a "Lawn Fest"
behind the Dixon Ministry Cen-
ter. The Swordbearers, Masters'
Puppets, Abundant Life Singers,
Lifeline Players, and Kingsmen
Stotyrot?y,tarkr
Quarter performed during th
event.
Colman and Clevenger, boi
music professors at Cedarvill
gave the Saturday evening cot
cert. The piano duo performed
variety of music, including sho
tunes, famous ballads, and mor
This weekend is always a f
vorite time for students and the
parents -- especially for famili
who travel long distances to vis
their children in Cedarville.
ittborak clingkman,
and ker pareats- enjoy
Parents.' weeland.
0 STUDENT LIFE
Mranitthd Ruberg takes advantage, of the,tane, she, has with, her fantify.
Kay Soyd and Mom,
spout sow& quality Hut&
together (far left).
Rents- are, even, able, to
e,xperience, "Chuck's" with,
their children, (left).
#
0 `16 4
aleb sucithiellowthips
with, parexts
downtouni, Cedarville,
(above')
Sudra, Bow& and
parents wem glad to be,
together on, this
oceiting weekend.
geft)
P4t1,94,,PmAy,
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Paul Abraham
Torrey Adams
Bamidele Ajayi
Emily Albanese
Joel Albert
Jessica Alexander
Joanna Allen
Rebecca Allen
Sarah Allen
Brian Allport
Charles Aman
Michael Amann
Rebecca Amstutz
Lindy Anderlini
FREs
"I waited patie4 ftr the. Lord,. f-f& tamed to ute, aid, heard Puy cry. f-i& lift-ectute, ou,t opt&
Erin Andersen
Michael Anderson
Paul Anderson
Shiloh Anderson
Michal Andras
Corrine Andrews
Brian Antes
Jennifer Apple
Amiee Arimura
James Asher
Emily Atwood
Benjamin Bader
Kimberly Baggett
John 13ailey
Timothy Bailey
Kerry Baker
aeorgina Band
Shana Barba
Tami Barlow
Robert Barnhart
Christina Barrons
Amanda Bartholomew
Sarah Bartlett
Brian Basner
Kevin Batista
Rebekah Baxter
Kyle Beard
Sandra Beatty
Amy Belding
Andrew Bennett
Nathanael BeVier
Allison Bielek
Melissa Bielo
Kelly Billings
Jessica Birk
Bethany Bishop
Douglas Bitzer
Lauren 13izzoco
Alissa Black
Timothy Blow
Erika Bodden
Todd Bodenmiller
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Mark Boertje
John Bolinger III
Anna Bolser
Jeremy Bossard
Jeremy Bouma
Heather Bowers
Jennifer Bowker
Daniel Bracy
Julie Branon
Erin Brauns
Bethany Brewer
Christopher Brewer
A.manda Briggs
Michael Bright
Jonathan Brockman
A.ngela Brooks
Melanie Brossoit
Candice Brown
Christy Brown
Jacqueline Bruno
Sampson Bryant
sl y pit, out o f the, w d 4utd/ ft OKi a, rock, afrutgav-e, we, aftp-w plAce,
Brett Buckingham
Matthew Buehler
Andrew Bullock
Amber Bungart
Kristie Burch
Michael Burgman
Joseph Burke
Sarah Burkhard
Amanda 13ustle
Jeremiah Bustle
Jill Butz
Jonathan Campbell
Michelle Carlson
Jennifer Caron
Kendra Cassidy
Jennifer Castellani
Crystal Casto
Lindsay Chatfield
A nna Cheney
Joshua Childs
Marcus Chin
Philip Chuang
Lynae Churgovich
Ben Clark
Jennifer Clark
Sarah A. Clark
Sarah). Clark
William Cliff
Amy Cliffe
Timothy Cline
Amanda Clover
Laura Cochrane
Timothy Cochrell
Sarah Collings
Kimberly Colyer
John Compton
Katherine Conant
Heather Connell
Alicia Cook
Beth Cooley
Margaret Copella
Michelle Corning
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Daniel Costin
Sara Cowell
Kellee Crady
Joel Cramer
Jodi Crawford
Heather Gripe
Steven Crissman
Daniel Cross
Jessica Crouch
Matthew Crowder
Rebecca Cunningham
Sarah Curts
Joshua Daniel
Melissa Dannemiller
Holly David
Brian Davis
Dana Davis
John Davis
Christine Davlantes
Benjamin De Long
Rebecca De Santis
...staktd. pat a/ PteursoKg wouth, a3rtit,orprais&to ouy 6od. Mal s-e&mdfear
Adam Dennis
Kathryn DeVoll
Sarah Devol
Aaron Dieringer
David Dingeman
Carolyn Dizer
Teri Doleys
Julie Driessnack
Daniel Dunham
Amber Durbin
Megan Early
Alison Edwards
Jennifer Edwards
Kimberly Eridon
Joanna Estes
Emily Evans
Patricia Evans
Alicia Evilsizor
Erin Ewig
Kristin Farmer
Dawn Faugl
1-keather Faul
Adam Feichter
Lance Ferguson
Benjamin Fisher
Joshua Fisher
Darcy Fivek
Jennifer Flood
Erin Flora
Valerie Flowers
Alyssa Foltz
Nicholas Forshee
James Foster
Esther Fowler
Caleb Fox
Daniel Fox
Jody Fox
Karen Fraser
Marc Fraser
Sheila Fraser
Luke Frederickson
Michael Freeze
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Rachel Frey
Shannon Fries
Crystal Frowner
Stephen Gaines
Rebecca Gapinski
Corban Garcia
Matthew Garrett
Justin Gasper
Meredith Gbur
David Gedney
Justin Geer
Andrea aensel
Justin Gerber
Stephanie Gillett
Sarah Graham
Jennifer Gration
Jason Gray
Ray Green
Sarah Greene
Amy aregory
Amy Griffith
I put their trust- ix the, Lord.. Blessed, the, wax who wakes the, Lord his trust, who does...
Janet Gro
David Gross
Carla Grossman
Jonathan Grubert
Cheryl Gumprecht
Danielle Hagen
Heather Hall
Trenton Hamilton
Amanda Ftancock
Daniel 1-tankinson
Michele Ftanft
Kimberly Harbison
Julie Hardin
Hannah Harju
Jennifer Harris
Jason Harvel
Sarah Hastings
Danielle Hatfield
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love Your SaiVatiOGL always- say, ` The, Lord, be exalted!' Yet I a pp& poor a.kcd Keedy...
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ill& Lord/think of we,.
You/am my kelp-aka/ my deliverer;
0 my god, do ktot delay."
Psalm/ 40:1-17
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...kelpyow; I wiltuphold/ yow ikkuy righteous right haxd. 'Alt who ra, against you, wilt s-ar•
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Beth Weaver
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askawed, an disgraced; thos-e, who oppos& you, wilt eb& as aothing tpench.
Thoughyou/ search for par ektemies, you,wilt aot futot M.
Thos-& who wag& war agaikt,s-t you, wilt b& as KAI:42i at all.
For I am/ ill& Lord, your goat, who takes
hoU/ ofyour right itagot afrtd/ says t v you,
`Po cwtftai; I mil keiryou/."
isaLtit/ 40:28-31, 41:9b-13
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Krista Word
Susanne Workman
William Wotring
Nathan Wright
Mark Wyse
Nathan Yorgey
Kevin Young
Amy Zimmerman
Mary Zuleger
...wpm; though yow look, ftr them, they wilt act be ftwa.
Sul-the/ week, wilt atiterit thelaktd/
aka/ o y great peace.."
Psah44/ 373-11
JUNIOR PORTRAITS
'ilk
„
14.* .V.140
C) ACADEMICS
il3e devoted to o
another in brotherly
love. Honor one
another above
yourselves.
Romans 12:10
4IP
UNDERCLASSMEN CANDIDS

t
eicyox aid
Witt tt
Wl let-kJ/Keg
k IC-6k WWII-
lerexialt
lexx.!fer ,Rda.r
mu.ci,Tive.y/camporitiv,
Eria, OH
Ntelaxic 5:1,6d 23odeil 5-44111..f
Raciness Education. bible Comprenatuive/PastoraiStudies Elementmy Education,
Columbus, OH Colorado Springs, CO Canton, Off
al.6erfrox ,21watiler
Management/Marketina
Williamson, NY
CyntitiA gllot
Elementary Educatian
Cedarville, OH
Marketmg
Moscow, P,4
out!fer ‘7,1. grimAra Wayitt- E. grxold
Spanisk Education. Elementary Education,/ Spanish, Electrical Enginetrittg
Moscow; PA Warrenville, IL Erial, NJ
2.,a.chael E. 2yrcr lovue a 'a4),c Szlticia X. 73aisZg Sillifter 73aldwix. CA.riptixa.1.13aldwix
Applied 1,/chology Nurstng Biology/Education MusicPerformance Eleasettituy Education
Aztec NM ast berkm PA Edgewater, FL Centreville, VA Danville, IN
goy JV. 7(clef
Mechanical Engineering
Cedarville, OH
C) SENIORS
2.4 X. ‘oltford Clarisfa C. &ni .2,e&-cca ar6er EA/ 110
Nursing Communicatiott/Tktea,treArts Mathematics Mar
Belosont, Londonderiy, NH Cedarville, OH Troy, MI
-Z,:ztey &tit TreTor C. 73ait ert 73aYg lovujer ear.
8usiness Coutruanication, Technology Finance/Accocutting MechanicalEngiteering Social Work,
Brownsbtay, IN Sloomfteld, West Chester, PA Huber Heights, OH
tt. 1 'ecktiel
81ble Comprehensure
Uneon,
c-ckley
Biology
Londonderiy,
Bible-Presernimary
Davison, MI
Axdrew '73zrantax. larkgag?ernis
c.tweiukci,e, .ducation, Citarck Music Ministry Computer Inftrocation,Systerns
Cedarville, OH Bellefonte, PA Cedarville, OH
Edwin. X. '&'-t4.t
101e)k C. '.gC7'
Accounting
1-annington, NY
g '4.r
ElementcuyEdun,
Mt. Vernon, Off
lus fat E Vack Rede&k Vakwod 25arac I Va.excore
Elementary Education,
Danforth, ME
Nursing Histo7
greensboro, NC Noblesville, IN
)V611:rsa E. 731ore-
Dalton, MA
leroity 73Eytke
R.Ttoldsburg, 0 ff
c.„/(1,
„ectnatiEng.,,n,
Spangfteld, OH
Xim.,6er& S. 73ouck
Management
Sebeurrting, MI
lOyCC"
Bike. Coutpreitensure
Papillion, NE
SENIOR PORTRAITS 0
gmy ..4. 730A.X )1i/hitt& .4. D li- Eric S. 13ooekt 2,e-de-cot 73arder 2)axiell. 7301WD itA,
Marketing Elententary Educatioh, CrintinatJustice. Cononunication,Arts Managentent/Marketing
York, PA Covington, PA Marion, 0 ff Daytoh, Off Cedarville, OH
lokx. E. Elizadeilk 73owerfox Xrifteit Sivoutost 7o,yrttox Xe-l& C. 6, zick
Bible Convrekeouive Elentehtaoy EdAcattoh, Elementary Eduattioh, Broadcasting Elekkehtary Edutatioh
Mason, 0 11 Daytoh, Off Cleveland Heights, OH orz Colantbw, OH
.1,o-tra .4. rdlik.
Acc.ountihg
Solon, 0 ff
VI E. rcekenfe-ld
Elententaoy Education
mr
Skawx 7). reitxeot
8ible,Conterehensive,
Huber Heights, OH
Ckristyker E. i-ock.
Cincinnati, OH
Ckrif rack
Elementary Education,
Cedarville, OH
7)eeotita E. rolver
Elementtuy Education.
Eaton, ON
SENIORS
Ckart 73rowx
Id., OR.
Ckristyke r.t214,m
CrinthuttJustice,
Chicago, IL
\leery 51. liraum
Bible Coknpreliensive-
Dayton, OF/
-4(chr4,.)q.
Carlisle, IA
Ste-ve-x 73rhiti
Biology
Toledo, OH
'Brxix
Mtniitg
qobles, MI
.7aitit X. 73mckaxast
Social Work,
West Chester, PA
Siteryl &dig
Business ComucurticatioetTeclinology
Arlington, Heights, IL
J,`latalie X. 73kxcli,
Elementary Education,
Coffeyville, KS
,..91aro 'Bi,trak
Marketing
Allenton, MI
77 any &r,ct-ti-t
Social Science/Secondarylducation
Fredericictown, 014
Xe-l& 73nr raf
ell
Eitglisktducatcm
Middletown, OH
gige-r ht-ler
CommanicationArts
Wausau, WI
Accounting
Lombare4 IL
)6ocie-lg??3,yrxe- Caldwdl SivoutakiVt. Canydell Sara4 Carr leoute E. Carlton.
BiblePresemiiteuy Biology Englisk/CouvmunicatiomArts Spanish, Education, Bible-Comprehensive,
Wausau, WI Uniontown, OH Cedarville, ON Millers, MD Springfield, OH
igiitie Cartwrisitt
Indianapolis, IN
art.iel Castellixi
Accounting/Finance
Cass, WV
51. Ca ylor
CommunicatiortArts
Lynchburg, V,4
gxdreal).- ylor
Professional Writing
Lynchburg, VA
Nicole C. CitaLlif
Elementary Education,
gahanna, OH
SENIOR PORTRAITS
erek. g Citaxdler aackel E. Ckanoller NxE. CA91.11. aodert X. Ckaixtax. leremi Ckeettwood
Mechanical Engineering Elementary Education. Broadcasting Management Management
Hastings, MI Hastings, MI Flat Rock, MI Angola, IN Holtville, CA
Xgtity Ckeyerc
Spanish, Education,
Cedarville, Off
la.M.tf CZArk
Elementary Education.
Perry, IA
Teter a. CkeYere
Professional Writing
Cedarville, OH
111:'
e. • It 90.41.:0;
)12tcAtllel. Clark
Elementary Education.
Skamong,
Nickol.g.r Ckot
P9/chology
Cedarville, Off
51xdrew 73. ("tag
Computer Inftrmation, Systems
Cedarville, Off
75iota Ckrirtouot
Bible Comprehensive
Cliffird, MI
I vi
13etk 
-2)Ute X CZ(ey
Psychology
C,eolarville, OH
Ckriftwot
Professional Writing
6alion, OH
AltitZA Clah.f
Mathematics
Lewisville Off
Naxg CiaWOK
Nursing
Muncie, IN
,2nty Clxtz
mtuic. EdliZAti4H.
Westerville, OH
Zrejog Cogter 25axie-1 S. Cackruxe-Co er Inftrmation. Systems ElectricalEngigeertng
Weaverville, NC Barboursville, WV
Xe-l(y E. CocArell
Elementary Education.
Burbank, OH
XeitA coze-
meduuticaL Engine-84'i
Cedarville, Off
Stept.tx Cotixco
Hutary
tdievizte, NJ
St9A.ex '34/. Comer
Manageenent/Marketing
P-ctetd Rapas; MI
loitioutak L Cottott 2.iichttla Cowlox
Applied Psychology Bdsihess Couvmdnications'fechnology
Colcu4thue, OH Rando#, NY
21/taxely2. COttey lerg I Compri' garox I. Cook COOk lamu. E. Cler r
Accounting/Finahce Mecitaeucal Engeneercog Bible Comprehensive Elementary Education, Mechanical Engine-m.4T
Warsaw; IN Baileytd4IL Cedarville, OH Cedarville, Off Convent Station, NJ
.4oxity 25. Coojer
Medtahicat Engineering
Polk, NE
'twtu2.Cooier gimet Coie-Igxd
English, Education,
East Canton, Off
Social Work
Vieta, CA
logxrta CDTRVOty
Nursing
Rockville, MD
Sal/Ai-Liu cowell
Finance
Dee Moines, IA
Xim..4er(y Co(v
Apo:a Psychology Matheeuatics/Secondary Education, Biology
Springfield VA R0144.8, PA Sedalia, Off
Nativot X. Crgix. Xgthie-ex 54. Crofter Nte-tirig Craulord
Biology
Leb‘uton, ff
Sara E. Crawfird
Elemeettary Education,
Norton, OH
SENIOR PORTRAITS
a,y(ot Cretwo
Elementary Education
Navarre OH
SM. Crejv
Biology
SanJose, CA
Citertox Cromer
BibIe, Pre-seminary
Mooresville, IN
6ekak 2. Croffox. William .4. Clow
CommunicationArts Accounting/Finance
Hamilton, OH Jers9, Shore PA
4111f Ext.& S. 15aw1r Cku/2. 7)e-4yte- 23 tot leiv{!ter 25evr.
Elementruy Education Elementary Education Hict-O7 Elementary Education Ete.enhuy Education,
We Chester, Off Indianapolis, IN Warrington, PA Massillon, OH Morris Plains, NJ
XeYipt, 1)eicitert 54)5e-let C. 25eSottir2,ic kat, c /W. 25e'Lfiglk agyitonii . 7)ewur III 2)9ithe 2). 251.az
Fincusce/Management Mtc Multimedia Technology Finance/Accounting ComouuticationArts
qibbsboro, NJ Mort& Tonawanda, NY Wind Gap) PA Xenia, OH Spokane, WA
ToclT 25intirci Slidrea INeri)Tr Exi& X. )izer 7)oerr lasost C. 23oere-
Broadcasting Elernenteuy Education, Accounting CommunicationArts P4riz4 Education
Cedarville,OH Conyers, GA Beaveru'eek, OH Boston Hts, Off Menomonee Falls, WI
LtraL.NYI.,
Mathematics
Kokomo, IN
7)(offox. T Nxrtcluf 104 .4. clx;Ntax..cmirv
Management/Marketing
elacklick, OH
1,114)(fieg
Foley, MN
atitivt 25xxcan.
Exeter, NH
lof9A, 51. NitAcoit
Computer Inftanation, Srtents
Springfield, DH
shfax 7Nxivoit
Elementa4y Education,
Peoria, IL
au..ckel )q. 7),yer
sodat Work,
East Lansing, MI
.2.,,yeut 25,yer
Elementary Education,
Des Monies, 1,4
Xareit Eccleston
Athletic. Training
Tibieville, FL
Eric E. &lex
Histoiy/Polal science,
Bewercreek, OH
NclAs' a it/t. Edwards ,.5-174irt Ekrat
Meclutnical Engineering Computer In firmation, Systems
Anchorage, AK Cranbury, NJ
CCCK ,7 Eicithrx
Nursing
London, OH
louttlux E. Exe7
Lincoln, ME
X0flte' EXAIGMal
Bible Coparielie4uiveler Youth,
Holland, MI
RaCkCI ..4. E511fk Ic.rfrca .4. Erie)) akttleckce E. EtkericAc 2)ciPtict,.M. ,Tarrell ria)t. X. FoutermAker
Elementeuy EditeatiOK.
Springfield, VT
Eleinenteuy Educatiph,
South, Webrte6 OH
aihle CompAensive/Pastoral J-Kdies
Brow-Pa-burg, IN
Mechanical Engineering
gleo, E Ilet, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Fin4li9,, OH
SENIOR PORTRAITS
13rott,.M. Fersc.fox
sthlogy
Adrian, MI
Noella E. Fifiter
International Studies
&tel./ton, CA
2,tdecca S. Fill el
Management/Iviarketing
Bellefontaine, OH
Eric 'W. FlYe-laxi
Ckemistry
Montclair, NJ
grgo? a. Flo?
mecT..icai Engineering
Dainson, MI
Xe-// .4. Ford 7)ax.iel C. ,Forxerf S. Forrtront Forward /o/ie- Fotryuat
Professional Writing
IVJ
Church. Music/Vocal Permance
gasport, NY
Elementary Education,
Ouspia, WA
Nursing
Caledonia, mr
Elementary EdIA,Cati4i2,
greenville, OH
. --tegtiter Fraker
Nursing
Pompeii, MI
&-ell‘LX Nt. Fr604
Biology
Johnstown, OH
atitax 1 Free-mfot
Biology
cedeuvilie,
,--leatker S. Froccit ...),tatteltew FrexcA.
Elementary Education,
Binghamton, NY
ElectricatEngineering
Holland, OH
Frg Stejitaitit Friewl Tracy 7). Friefex. 1--fei a Fniter lcfr E. olden-
mechanical Engineering Professional Writing Bible. Comprehensive/Missions Bible Comprekensive,/Missioiu CrikkinatJustice.
Orwigsburg, PA Birdsboro, PA galva, KJ' East Leroy, MI Mentor, OH
icitola." 1 ga
Management/Mar
Wertftel44 IN
Re4e-cca eitowa
Nursing
Auburn, CA
sit4y a. gitteei-
Nursing
Mowear,a, IL
Sery D. orfimA.
Christian, Education of Youth,
Salem, OR
Tanya ardner
Elemental Eduzation,
Sarasota, FL
giiterL g1ev?e
mu,d, Perf)rmance/Org.nuns,
West ckester OH
lath glick
HistO,
Jenera, OH
er/{.g ormit..
etht Preseminary
Salem, OR
rfax g? aitlt
Bible Presentikuuy
Cleves; OH
Teter 1 ate-vim rax.clart e8er
C-omputerformthow.Systems Professional Writing
Dundee, IL Croton, OH
7711'0214y . 60 ge-
BiblePreseminary
Grand Rapids; A41.
Srbtalrea erfema .4ar2ow ge*
Marketurg
Bondurant,IA
Christian, Education of Youth,
Liniontoum, OH
Sarak E. q19-ker
Ntuwtj
SaiiitAW; MI
Eri L.ekriy
Elementaq Education
Brookville, OH
gigigh R. a t
Eknleentary E
Palos Heigktr,IL
Xel& E. gry lam r,--a raitame
8ible,Contprekensim/Missiol4, Athletic Training
Blacklick, Off Lynchburg, VA
Spanish, E4Ualh.411.
gleAdatel AZ
SENIOR PORTRAITS
loAx gruienti.xe Sr C r9ocinte loxadteot 2 ray t'1"13t Z). reer lexxifer 1). groff
Music, b4ccation, Elencentruy Educatim E1ecthc4iEteetht9 Computer Information. Systerns Contruunication,Arts/Tkeatro
Washington, MI Washington, MI Oeite.s-ea, IL wkeaton, IL Conowingo, MD
..Leflg 2. grow
wiuteh.g MI
NticA.ael riedk Curo(yx,)1/t.
Music Perftrocance,
North, Sath, ME
xerettte
Elencentary Educution.
Cedarville, OH
1,ara E. yerik
PoliticatScience,
Exeter, NH
1-taircit.
Etectr.tbt.p.u,i
grevwelle, NC
,Ntattkew 7). ,--Lanter
FutancelAcrounting
Mc-Donaiol, OH
lomiltax 2.1--leotoitoxa( Stltex Z). xeld Thtstin,1-twct
meduzidadEngineeriitg Histoiy/Politiattici/Conun,Avts Mechanical Engineering OrganizationalConananications
Cleveland, MO Blountville, TN Colurnbu,s, Off Bow; WA
1,6txce- E. i--earkleroad ')/tlude 2. --larrif
Computer Inftrntation, Systems
Warren, OH
IiiblePresentinary
Lockport, NY
.RacieLL.,1---lart
Nursing
Fairborn, OH
aTicti ,.--la..rseitzalti
Applced Psychology
Whitt Lake, MIJfrco 
grec5 1-15cvelt.i.
OH
Xarot 4. yer 10)1.0e/tax ,59rd,Nt. 1--teixeiftax Erika 2, s.-te(frick Ell:Za,6Cgt S. sReltitif
Pre-Laur English. Elementaoy Edu-catiok Elementary Education. Comprehensive Physical Education.
Indismapolis, IN Vesta4 NY Beavercreek, OH CkesterGand OH Westerville, OH
iVattkew 1 ,.--termiz 77x.otAy E. 1--fewitt, 1r.
Communization, Arts Christian, Education,of Youtk
Columbus, OH 6osite4, IN
gart-W X. ,--te-y1
Mechanical Engineering
North, East, PA
Ntickele X. itilcartAur O. Ir.
Social Work
Comstocic Park, MI Wheat Ridge, CO
Cara 2.
Marketing
North. Outton, OH
CIGI ilttZ
Biology
Cedarville, OH
layrie lout!ter 2.
ElectricalEngineering Secondary English, Ed/Prof Writing
Beavercreek, OH Belle Mead NJ
601 Ntarc 1--eollinf
Electrical Engineering
Beavercreek, OH
gloria C. 1--toover
Applied P9/cnolo51I
-CP"Ajfie" °H
jt i-101'7te"
Nursing Matitematics/Internation IStudies Computer In fimmation, Systems
Chester, AnPA Niagara Palls, , Cedstrville, OH
SkanKox,..W qrgoly ,i-lowarai ,7erem.y C. s.1-loward
Cruftinalfustice
Cedarville, OH
SENIOR PORTRAITS
77kotAy S. ,---lowarel
Mecluutical Engineering
sPn:49fie"IL
ElententaAy Education
Lapeer, MI
1-Ixelrox
Rid-yard, fr
73rext
ACCOGUltuti
Southampton, PA
lirox 1
Nursing
Owego, NY
a
tt. , •
•Ne: k
b it OA.
— dl
2yc2.„i-exnt Xrirtex. 4. ,.--Itinter ,.)/tat-titew 13. 1-.-111.11 g7tty leanette 4.Vrirk
Hut.y Computer In ftrutation Systrans Accounting Management Biology
London, Off Newtown Square, PA -4onliun, IL RObe4Oitia, PA Lake- Orion, AAI
Xrit. .4. Jackson. Xarelt 4.,lacokot. .Xrrtit 4. lac+ CA.ad lexrex 7)axiel'141 loltavex
Business Communications Teclutology Elementary Education. Exercise Science Applied Psyckology Computer Inftrmation Systems
Erie PA Nutley, NJ Canya Hi14 PA Webster City, 1,4 Ofr&ekapcut, MI
Alf
,garox Iviutrox.
Broiacasting
Cedarville, OH
luZvex ,21 lolutiot
Comprekentive,PE/ffealtly EdaClitiOkr.
McClure Off
Triflta lokitrot
Elententaoy Education
Carroll, OH
7SaYa lotef
azdely
Mokma, IL
,Laxra 7).,761;trox.
Nierang.
Lansing, 141
Ntattitav 1,01JVH,
Bible, Comprehensive
Williamson, NY
Steiltou't 2.1,oyort 2,e-detca S. 1017:Igh XeTIK 'Thald C. ,77-ChkAI
Eleutenta4y Educa,tion Nursing Mechanical Engineering Philosophy
great Falk MI Carme4 IN Fairfan, VA Doumington, PA
ihrtice-
Biology
Indianapolis, IN
25,561A S. 1x.reke-
ritilis1vEcluaztiott.
Indianapolis, IN
,.it/to4 Xote- XoOttot Xoyr-mot
Physical EdkiattiOif./Exatise Science Christian, Education/Youth, M&lt4Jtic4Z Engineering
Dawdle, IN Warrenville, IL Mansfield, 0
Steidt.tx Xewy low Xemot IV lere-my S....1<cqy )01eff Xerwik Sit‘cloks.U. Xuter
Christian, Education/Youtk
Chagrin Falls; Off
Mechanical Engineering
Vineland, NJ
Mechanical Enginwing
Hastings, MI
Computer Inftrosation, _9/stow
Hamilton, Square, NJ
Elementary/special Educa,tion,
Adamstown, MD
E. X1.740fLet
Philosophy
Westminster, MD
iiy .
Music, Education,
Brunswick, Off
Scott 2.
Mechanical Engineering
Zanesville, Off
Sara.A.
English, Education,
Massillon, Off
givirta
Prelacy-
East Syracuse, NY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
lakt,1 Xilit 2.theccu I Xxiowski 11.11,M. ,Xactrier CO7WULM.Xoo,y SLri .4. Xrgel
Computer Inftrmation. Systems Eleinenimy Education, Nursing Comprekensive. Nursing
Parkersburg, WV games Mig VA grand Rapids, ktr Austin, MN grandviiies MI
Xeltdra 2.XriCk
Inter. Studies -globai Ecom/Business
Urbana, IL
2'xre C Xroiter
ethiejy
Lebanon, OH
lolut XrxeAer
Comprekeitsive, Pkyskairditcation.
Browsuburg, IN
Xlifter(y2. Xlec.gx.rki
Politicalkience.
North, Tonawanda, NY
Ntickgel Xxkx..r
P9rckology
Erie, PA
.sr
s.---lootaltiVt. _Lake! &MA 2any Ckriftint 7). 2axautter 10d 2411.4.1 icIeL7.40t1.15
Finance-
Springfielo4 Off
Finance-/Accounting
Marietta, OH
English. Education,
Rawlings, MD
Multi Technology
Lancaster, PA
Accounting
granger, IN
grq 25. 2arroh
Matanicai Esiguteering
Rock.ftrd, MI
c7xlie 2(mrilzot
Biology
Fremont, MI
Cyttitia 2auny
Edaeati..,
dare4,..,,,t, NH
Ckrirthta 51. _Lay
Prolusiondi Writing
College Park, MD
Sotwoo
Nursing
Chicago, a
LA/le-toile „4. .4c1uttapt
Biology
qr‘utcl Ledge, MI
Ncwsing
Macungie, PA
Thitoi-A,,y 73. .4e-iv
Coutputer Inftrmation, Systems
Mt-. Pleasant, MI
ige-gitAx akt,,
Vartcouver, WA
,7ont „Leotard
Bible Comprehensive
Middleburg Hts.,OH
NticAael2 .4e-wir
Aecothtj
Ioiia MI
gxdrew .4itteral.4.
Mechanical Engineerirtg
Cincinnati, Off
S'6-1111.10 -40eki
Nursing
West Fargo, NO
LA/tattnw E. 21)Oft
Athletic Training
MartUuburg, PA
LI-1mo .4ojez
nal Science
New- York, NY
.4ove-
PublicAdministratou
Springfielo4 OH
Sitawn 7). .4mxivall
ElectricalEngiheering
Southboro, MA
,Myra .4xt-ker
Social Work
Itando, VT#
9v/ S. .4ykowiki
Broadcasting
South, Barrington, IL
Ste2Itave it/tacc
switoly
Ella/tut?, WV
gmanataI ..A/lac4ay loax E. i/tallm.ax. gmairew .4. LA/talon- Carrie g. LA/loupe-lei Samxtl1).LA/lantravadi
Elestenrauy Education,
Pekin, IL
Comprehensive, Physical Education,
Last Patchogue, NY
Elementary Education,
Spring Valley, MN
English, Education.
Horseheads, NY
ElectricalEngUteering
Lockport, NY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
2hairew 7). iibotwiller AtmM, iqurckeiti 245-gi 2. J‘/(Ar1.4 atdrew ,Marilt.411 1<r,.ctin j,. ,..Marikall
Comprekteetsive E CIA Education, Secondary English, E ComnamicationArts Nursing
Temple, PA Cedar 1,-ove, NJ West Liberty, OH Center Point, IN Pompton, Plains, NJ
Ikultig..T.Ntarztexf Sarah. .4.,Martix. lexhier JC/larem. Nticlutel 2. Ntoirice 't-tk2. "lita,xie
Accounting Nursing Sati-tce, Athletic Training ComouinicatiouArts
Trenton, NJ East- fart PA Columbus, OH Fairland, IN Cedarville, OH
Xectititex 2. .Mayer Clu-i.,A.er 1 Nc2;flg jobt 73. ,McCaw geoge . „McColth C COI key
CommunicationArts Management Bible Preseminiuy Char it4usic/Multimedia, Teck. Music Education
Brookfield, WI Butler, Off Massillon, OH Atco, NJ Orient, Off
Stacit L JVc2tie( Elizgdetk 2. Jqc25o.nalei )qtreditk Ntcga4ax St9A.ex.
Music Education, Elementary Education, Bible Compreltvuive,
Radnor, OH
Bible Comprehensive
Westerville, OH Kenova, WV Cedarville, OH
25,coototi it/Icgrou
Philosophy
Sterling, VA
Xintder& Jqc,Xotzie Erin, E. Jqc,Lariy TAil!) E. ,.McVey Xe-virt ,Meahuif lofejk
Spanish, Education, Nursing Coutputer Zrtv Systerns philocophy Mathematics
North, Riclgeville, OH inulington, CT Sangor, MI VentD114 OH Cincinnati, OH
Xriftim J eNcarixis larox E. si)/territzt aau 73. Nteyerf IGOttit . CA.ae loAha
Comprehensive Physical Education,
Maple Heights; OH
Nurs-ing
Xenia, OH
International Busine4T/Spanish,
Tulsa, OK
Social Work,
Morgantown, WV
History
aig Poo4 MD
Ntark 2. )Vtiler Carrie- 51.
c.f.pvte., iriftrrnation, Systems English, Education
KcvtLte ONT Elizabeth, PA
lamtu
Pre,sen
Cedarville, OH
Engineering
Xenia, OH
Xriffie- S. ‘)\/11.11er
Eleruvrtary Education
ClUdOK, OH
NtiCkeitt Liqdler SittaUX L. iqitter .41kt/fey q. \7(u- t JVItcltell ..Z.,Ikkg S. ,.A6C/1..elL
Nwrsing Accounting CrituinalJustice, Environtnental Biology Conrprenensive, Physical Education,
Wyouung, PA Plaar, c#, OH falivany ME Cedarville, OH valley Falls, KS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
2)tafta.rial. )qod
Social Work
Woodsfie.4 OH
Itck
Ft,ske,s, IN
2trM J'vlodock
Accounting
qraftoit, OH
lolut Ntooa
med.thaEltiiezeriit Mechanical Engineering
Plover, WI Mt. Morris, NY
Eric X. )qogan, ,Motzter
phccocapcy
ID
CA,rif ,Mo
Bible
Ited, Housel WV
Xel& Ntoxtg-he
Environmental Biology
Jacks-oit, MI
E. ../V0h7liZ loutitax 2,.
Biology
Wayne, PA
Biology
Fort Wayne, IN
lothiler S. )qyerf SiM.Nt,yerf leffrg E. Nelfox Ntal-thew J.Nex4ert
CoaauucthArtc Marketing 8roa4caiting Athletic, Training Computer Inftrutatio;t,.fystem4-
Clayton, OH Blanchester, OH Frewille, NY Coiutcll Bluji-,LA Sank Centre, MN
2;itaxcla LNewntam St,e}ltaitie X. NtIVAGOt Cltrirtylter At
Elementary titillation Chentistry/Se.condary Education, Mechanical Engineering
Colicutbue, OH Carmel, IN Dalton, OH
116) SENIORS
Carole y Ob.ri
Electrical E oguteerueg
XenLa, OH
ErikA 0/1.K
Speech, Education,
Cedarville, OH
NticItellt .4. Ol.rox Opermiot Carrie C. Onte- 7)emie-1 E. Ofborn Often
Elementaq Education,
Bowie, MD
Elementary Education,
Dicrand, IL
Elemental Edsication.
Dayton, Off
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Cdars 98-99 staff: (L-R.)Joskua, Kinvitet, Rebecca,
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latograpicer Brandon, Perkins
hangs out with. Copy Editor
Pe& Samar& during a break in.
productions.
Cdars editors- a d photographer
take,a breakfrom, their work, to
have, a. group- photo take.
Everyone knows who the
future broadcasters of Cedarville
are. Students who serve on "cam-
era duty" in chapel are easily
spotted as the zoom in on Dr.
Dixon each Monday morning.
Far less recognizable, however,
are the future journalists who
make their home in the attic of
the Fine Arts building, working
diligently every other week to
produce the campus newspaper,
Cedars.
After the paper comes out ev-
ery other Friday, editors check
the approval rating. If the trash
can in the PO is full, readership is
down. If the receptacle is rela-
tively empty, word is out that
this week's Cedars is pretty inter-
esting.
By far, the most-widely read
page of Cedars is "Sidewalk
Talk," the campus photo survey
on the back page. Questions
range from the humorous--"If you
could be in one place, other than
here, where you be?"--to the
pointed--"Where is Kosovo?"
This year a close second was se-
nior Lisa Walker's humor col-
umn. Walker offered wisdom on
such topics as stress, winter
weather, and poor health. "I re-
ally enjoyed writing for Cedars.
Some people will settle for five
minutes of fame, but I wanted
five pages. This is not hard to
achieve when there are such in-
teresting campus personalities as
Loren Pierson," Walker said.
Another noticeable trend in Ce-
dars this year was the editors'
desire to foster discussion of is-
sues on campus. By featuring
both informative articles, opinion
pieces, and "Sidewalk Talk" ques-
tions on related topics, the news-
paper was sometimes the center
of campus conversation. During
fall quarter, the anonymous
"Masked Democrat" proposed
some unorthodox social theories.
Other issues tackled this year
include: Christian responsibility
for the environment, contempo-
rary involvement of women in
the church, and the ethics of "mar-
keting" sexual purity.
Cedars editors are chosen by
the advisor, Jack Simons, from
students who have taken Prin-
ciples of Journalism and excel in
writing and editing. New Editor
Christina Lay said, "Cedars is
an interesting experience. It
teaches you to deal with adver-
sity, ignorance and diverse opin-
ions. It also teaches you how to
survive on caffeine, pizza, salad,
pizza, caffeine, and other high
fat, low nutrition staples of news-
paper life." Lay and the rest of
her staff were known to pull all-
fighters laboring in the name of
free press.
Many professors and admin-
istrators have commented on the
increased quality of Cedars in
the past three years. According
to Dick Walker, director of Cam-
pus Activities, more students are
reading Cedars now than ever
before.
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Themes of loyalty, re-sponsibility, love, re-gret, memories and re-
lationships are common to all
of us. Cedarville's fall play,
The Glass Menagerie, ad-
dressed all of these issues.
The play by Tennessee
Williams was first produced
on Broadway in 1945. The
Glass Menagerie is
William's most autobio-
graphical play; he called it
a "memory play."
The Cedarville cast, di-
rected by Gary Barker, per-
formed the drama set in St.
Louis in the 1940s. Amanda
Wingfield lived in a run-
down apartment with her
crippled daughter, Laura,
and alcoholic son Tom.
Amanda was caught up in
her memories of a genteel
Southern past. She struggled
with how to help her children
achieve happiness.
Tom wanted to pursue his
own life, but also felt a sense
of responsibility to his mother
and sister. Laura dealt with
her own situation of being
handicapped and unable to
follow the dreams her
mother had for her. Instead
of attending the college in
which her mother had en-
rolled her, Laura skipped
class to play with her collec-
tion of glass animals. Due to
her inability to function in
society, Laura is a tragic char-
acter.
When Amanda realizes
that the dream of finding a
husband for her daughter will
not be achieved, she is
crushed. At last, Tom can't
take his mother's well-mean-
ing, but suffocating pressure
any more and leaves home.
Adjunct professor,
Rebecca Baker, played the
part of Amanda. Baker is fa-
miliar with the Alford stage,
having directed many
Stqyr,,b3INson
Cedarville dramas herself.
"I think we have a lot to
learn from the production,"
Baker said. "It is a poignant
and painful reminder of how
important our families are.
When God created the family
structure, he gave us a great
gift. It is a treasure not to be
trampled on. In this play we see
what happens when a family
starts to fall apart. Every night
after rehearsal I went into my
house to find some member
of my family to hug. The
play helps us remember how
easy it is to hurt someone,
sometimes irrevocably. Christ
is not involved in the Wingfield
family, and this is felt."
&Aida (Baker) shays off her dress to her daughter,
Laura Nrof, and t gentleman, caller, _lint. pa).
tm, (Brown) is weary optic khother's
(Baker) p-ers-istant nagging that he
should quit ftwkimg.
In, pail) meets- Lawn, Nroff) fir the,
fiat time as ker brother, TOktl, prown,),
watches from, bekaut.
FALL PLAY C)
Arecord 103 peopleuditioned for Cedarville'swinter drama produc-
tion, Little Women. That num-
ber was a prediction of how
popular the play would be.
Alford Auditorium was packed
for all four performances, Feb-
ruary 11-13.
The cast portrayed the
story of the four March sis-
ters who dealt with jealousy,
societal roles, death, illness,
love, and marriage. The story
took place during the Civil
War era.
"All four girls had the
courage to go after what they
wanted," said Ghena
Marchetti who played Jo.
The oldest sister, Meg, strove
to protect her sisters, and
bring security to those
around her. She found joy in
marriage and motherhood.
Jo wanted to be a good
author who was creative and
in control, an unusual role for a
woman living at that time. She
found completion when she
fell in love with Professor
Bhaer, a man who inspired
her toward her dreams.
The third sister, Beth, had
a very quiet courage. She
used music to cheer those
around her until illness and
death overcame her frail body.
Amy, the baby of the fam-
ily, enjoyed art and worked
very hard to be ladylike.
After an awkward teenage
stage, Amy blossomed into
a lovely young woman who
married the March's long-
time friend and neighbor,
Laurie, to become mistress
of his estate.
The four March sisters
remained dedicated to each
other through joy and sor-
row. They also enjoyed the
support of their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. March, their maid,
Hannah, and Mr. Laurence,
11- ammars- to be,girts ;tight ou,t at- tke, marck, kousekoldtokigkt.
Laurie's grandfather.
Director Mischelle McIn-
tosh wanted to emphasize the
strong family ties in Little
Women. "Families are the
core of our society."
McIntosh said. "In a day
and age when our society is
trying to redefine families, it's
important to see the family as a
place of acceptance, of safety,
and love. I wanted the audi-
ence to walk out of the the-
ater holding hands with their
family members, feeling a bit
closer."
stctrydrNbison
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Pfus-or Baker (citratofer) Te. attire. play cast pictured above, (ftr a, complete,
akotio (marcketti) fek41# cast list fee tke,ftllowing page).
s-e& /e, to ve,.
OJ MIARCH
kekta. Marie A/tai
MEG MARCH
Ciakissa. Sala,
BETH MARC
Laara, Liviktiston,
AMY MARC
Joaima, f-Youck,
MRS. MARCH
r qroff
LAURIE
Jeremy kyakt, throcatt
AUNT MARCH
Joaw Robarso
PROF. BHAE
8regott daistojer
JOHN BROOK
Dan, Mikter
HANNAH
ciets-s-ic Worten, pose.: Mrs'. Marcit Nrojc)
Gila /ter girls:Jo NarcluttO, meg (Baia), Awy
(Houck), mot 8e-tit (Livings-tort).
FALL PLAY
Art",,11110 1*.
1, so AP sou
Maggie Cutler
Kay grady
ottpy (Witherall,)greetr Whiteside, (C. Pierre) with,fanth
(Lauren, Sizzoce) in, tow:
R
ehearsing for Cedarville's last spring production of the
century, The Man Who Came to Dinner, has inspired cast
and crew alike.
"It hasn't seemed like work--more like playtime in
every rehearsal," actress Jen Groff said. "There's been a real
sense of fun in the rehearsals--actors doing fun things, crazy
things, being totally off the wall," stage director Matt Hermiz
said.
Written in 1939 by George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, the
play originally proved to be their breakthrough piece, winning
Best Play of the Year Honors and having (at 739 performances)
one of the longest runs of the decade.
Cedarville's version has been updated to the 1970s. Director
David Robey explains the rationale for the update: "When it
premiered in 1939, the play was a Who's Who of America--from
politics to Broadway to film. There are over fifty names dropped
[mentioned], most of which are unreachable to our students."
And, much of the play's humor derives from the glamour and
name-dropping. "It's the collision of two worlds--the fast-paced,
elegant world of entertainment and the slow paced, simple world
of Masalia, Ohio," Robey said.
When famous radio personality Sheridan Whiteside grudgingly
accepts a holiday dinner invitation to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest W. Stanley, he falls victim to a small spot of treacherous
Ohio ice and breaks his hip. Unable to be moved without risking
further injury, Whiteside takes over the Stanley house, banishing
the family to the rooms upstairs with the threat of a lawsuit, and
the parade of famous people (and their rather unusual Christmas
gifts) begins.
With 40 roles played by 22 actors, there is plenty of room for
StOltyjnad
stretching. Freshman Jeremy Sanders plays six minor roles in the
play.
"One of the values of a play like this is that it departs from
reality, goes into arena of over-the-top characterization," Robey
said. "This play allows the actors room to play on eccentricities.
The fact that it is 50 years old and still being produced shows its
power--it's an interesting verhicle."
Senior Chris Pierre, who played Whiteside, comes closest to
stealing the show of anyone. Hermiz said, "Pierre is doing a
tremendous job, wildly improvisational, tremendous instincts in
terms of performance. He comes up with a new thing every day."
Teftur main, characters- kept the aactiexce in, stitches
throughout th,eir perftrmah.ce.
Witvidejivet advice, on,tiwfuture, to Hrriet (Claris-sa, Baia) makes ow, of
Rickard (Mille- Skeithud) tout severed tri.s-its to whitesile. (Pierre,)
Jukeak4uta, Barba). during his stay.
FALL PLAY 0
and NicoleJohnson, conthirted Canticleer b(ends- acapella,
humor 6atdV s-trong nws-age,
Ke Sykupitony orchatra
I Choir - September 25, 1,998
! Markham, Sz Broadway
Feb. 19, 1999
s-ounds with. beaatifut harmony.
hell& Harru - Oct. 16
FFH - Nov. 6
Truth, - Nov-. 19
rite, Martins - Der, 1
Phillips, Craig 84 Datil/ -
Patti & iVicaleJohnson,
Jai. 27
ARTS
Ir‘h. it/tarklututz and Kenneth. Bra,odway,
AD-piatht7 gall& Alt enjoyable evening
of soothing pnusic,.(left)
!Lips, Craig, and Dean,
entertained ate student body
during winter quarter(above.)
"Gues t
concerts an
artist series
are one ot the
highlights o
"19/Yalweaayr
lookforwar
the
next show!
Araitelle. Harpic iit dth& crowd.witk kic eiwyetic
performance-.
ARTIST SERIES
"Cedarville
students are
exposed
each year to
an
exeptional
mix of
today's
Christian
artists."
T$.LfIi Price
CD ARTS
lire, Martins (above') Pd.lips, Craig and Dean,
laerftrgted wonderfully, the, trechendous trio,
contbining ministry aktd dazzled gat house, at
artistic talent. the, Vill&.
MUSIC4bilia9
• 
UctS
• •
• b.rass
Under the direction of Profes-
sor Mike DiCuirci the Cedarville
College Jazz Band has gained a
reputation for putting on some
very entertaining concerts. The
twenty member group has per-
formed several times this year
with special guest artists. Ralph
Carmichael, a big band arranger
for artists such as Frank Sinatra,
Natalie Cole and Dave Boyer,
came to Cedarville and worked
with the Jazz Band. He then di-
rected the group for a special
Grandparents' Day chapel. Scott
Belk, the lead trumpet for the Air
Force Jazz Band, came and so-
loed with the group for a Lil'
Sibs Weekend Concert. The band performed at other venues, as well.
They played for the Dayton Christian High School Junior-Senior music.
Banquet as well as a Pops Concert Blowout on Parent's Weekend.
JAZZ BAND
Michael Diatirci., Director
Sottx
1st Alto-Tim Sultoh
2hd Alto-Jeremy Srouth,
1st Tehor-Allister 84.1.dwin,
2hd Tenor-Adam. Hehker
8a.ri--Seth &arm-
Trwmptt-
8arr
Jame's- Scheid
ie. Brown.
Kevih, Sims
Brian, Shook,
Tyler Brown,
Puuto--Jeres9/ W
8ass--M.P. DiCuirci,, Jr.
Jo& stryckalski,
guitar-joluvgrapentute,
Keith, Plenty&
os--Mark. Wyse,
Kyle. Willett
Daniet Fox
Tromboote.
Feud Diatirci,
pith, Mceitcv-
Tim. Georg&
jack, 8arben,
noons, they accomplish a lot of
C) ARTS
PholAttgat
Both music majors and non-
music majors, make up the com-
position of the group. There is an
open audition in the spring for
those who wish to try out for the
group. The Jazz Band just fin-
ished its 10th year in the
Cedarville music program and
performs a wide variety of music
in the Jazz genre. Such classics
as "In the Mood," "Take the 'A'
Train," and "American Patrol"
give the group a "Big Band"
sound. Other charts such as "Matt
Mattox" and "North Shore Morn-
ing" give the group a more con-
temporary feeling. For only meet-
ing once a week on Friday after-
work when it comes to playing the
Trustfet
Jautie Scheid
Ste/dug, Hout
Brian, Shook,
P Tate,
8riag, qornick
844-itom.&
Jaw, McCaw-
BRASS CHOIR
Charles Paggard, Director
Freitcip Her&
Amy Sokg,
Julie. Saucier
Jos-erk, Mickey
Jeggifer Weaver
Tyler grown,
Peratzion,
Stryckalski
Bregdog, McDowell
Brian, Daut:s
Tromboxb
Kyle, Harris-on,
Jack Barbot,
Debbie, Pittmart,
Philir Thorreg,
Pcull DiCairo:,
Tuba,
Chris qrs-on,
The Brass choir is a select group of brass and percussion players, some playing
together forfour years. under the direction of Mr. charles Pagnard, this group
peormed in chap el,the music showcase Concert,theHomecomingPraise Concert,
and the chamber music Concert. They also playedfor several area churches. over
the p astfewyears,they haveheld mini stry tours to israel,Hungary, Italy, France, and
later Greece.
The choir was also thefirst music department ensemble to produce a nationally
released recording, with their repertoire of classical and scared music. Their CD"At
the Last Trumpet" received attention this year when it was reviewed by the
international Trumpet Guild journal.
Phop?Ayck
LAB BAND/BRASS CHOIR 0
orale
"As a/ synohogic,
band ktientber
t year, I was
challenged and
enriched by tit&
repertoim of
PPtu,sic, ou,r band/
director, mike'
DiCuirc4
selected"
-legit)/ Maits-s-,
Sophowore,,
Seu-s- aariitet
unior Hannah, Rim and Senior Rebecca, Border stop for a,
picture, inpont the, breath-taking Notre, Dante, cathedral
during the, Concert Chorales- tour of Paris:
Strait. Has s-, Chris Straits-, Darr, Raihsberger
aild Rebecca, Border toured Pa,ris with, th,e,
CohLert (kora& over Spring Break,.
F our young men dressed in
tuxedos picked up a Parisian
car and moved it out of the
way of the tour bus. One stu-
dent lost his passport in the
Cincinnati airport only to get
to France and have his credit
card eaten by a bank machine.
Another Chorale member was
almost shot by French mili-
tary guards. Through the
laughs and potential disasters,
the Concert Chorale tour in
Paris, France, over Easter
break was a highlight of the
I 998-99 academic year.
Dr. Lyle Anderson, direc-
tor of Concert Chorale, said,
"The Lord graciously blessed
this tour far beyond all our
Huck
SYMPHONIC BANDriccoto: je4siat, schAtidt; Flat& Tammy MCC0144, Katie, Buakster, Beth, Cooley, Stephanie
Croach,Jessicw Harrinuut, farak Mayer, Megan,Miller, SabrinstSpringer, Kesuira,Strong, Amy ten, Brink, Kelly Tyson, Lynette,
Wagner, Chnistinw Wheat* Oboe4 Leanne Heath, Adrienne, Hogke, Liz McDonald, Meghan, Mokrlandi Barroom Sarak
McDonald, ChristineBrittist; Bass Clarinet: Jwy Maass, Rackaatkkafer, Kristin,Swal4 Percantom Tim,Ropp, Clutd Bricice4
Brian, Dava, Jodi, Hiestanc4 Carol Marks, Jouttkut, Nelson, Jilt Stryckalskif Baritone, Horm Jolt* McCaw; Rpm, Einfeldt,
Thomas Lee; Clarinet: Cindy Litany, Kew Borror, Suasuuta, Creps, Melissa, Dannestille,r, Julie Dreissnack, Joshua, Eckbarg,
Mickel& Edwards, At424.11.014. Hancock, Joshua, Hesse, Jeiutifer Lee, Nathan, Lewis, Jennifer Reno, mark, Roeder, Nicole,
Sinzinger, Kimberly Tipton, Holly Waeckter, Andrea, Weber, AM. Weeks; Saotopkonee John, grapentine (Alto), Allister
Baldwin, Adam, Henker (Tenor), Paul Sheldon (Baritone); Trumpet: Stephan, Ittuts4Jf Brown, Tyler Brown, Ben, DeLong,
Brian, gornick, Stephanie McLain, Andrew Nyveldt, GraydeKsdutefer, Brian, Shook, Ckri s Smith, Phillip, Tate, Jared Vot;
&mock Horne Eileem,Mcesnkey, Amy Bohn, Any Clutz, Dan Kwast,Joe, Mickey,Julie Saucier, Donna, Swann-Jennifer Weaver,
Tami, Wortmaeu Trombonee Paul DiCuircidack, Barbee, Kyle, Harrison, Nick grisco,Jilt Townsens4 DavidJoituntra.,Joatluot
grissons, MickstetMcLain, Dan, Hornbrook, DakMiner, Chris McComb,Jerenty Mailer; Tubm Chris grigson, Michael DiGuirci,
Jr., Derrick, Doherty, 8etk Prank, ckris grabert; String Bass: Kenneth, Healei Contrwbass Clarietet theta Oberbeck
expectations-spiritually, mu-
sically, and inter-culturally. I
am humbled to have had this
experience along with my wife
and the Chorale."
Cedarville's Symphonic
Band, under the direction of
Mike DiCuirci, also ended the
school year by joining in the
Memorial Day chapel service
and then giving its own con-
cert at 7:30 p.m. The real
highlight of the year, however,
was the Swap Concerts with
Asbury College on March 6
and April 27. On March 6,
Asbury's symphonic band
came to Cedarville for a con-
cert. Then on April 27,
Cedarville's Symphonic Band
raveled to Kentucky for a con-
Stitt/c rdeAsbury.r.r• I
Huck
CONCERT CHORALE:
Soprano: Jenny Arw,oar, Rebecca, Border, Cinday Congd,on, Jennifer Cook, Clystat Gripe,
Jennifer Dreue4 Sara, Eleveld, Alicia, Evilsiscor, Karyn Farkas, Deneldw Foltz, Amber george,
Cetr#11, gaerette, Joanna, Houck, Jo yJesutings, Haeutak Lakes, Jennifer Lee, Amy Lovel4 Erin,
Preettis, Rebekah, R.ynolds, Becky Thompson, R.ebecca, Glphwit, Ruth, Venable, Melanie
Wadlington, Jennifer Weaver, Alisa, Whitt, Sara, Zimmerman,
Alto: Jennifer Alas, Diane Bielo, Christine Brittin, Leak caldwel4 Any Clutz, Doot,
Mane& Farlow; Holly Favorite, Tracey Friesen, Jew, glessner, Arai, Hastisigs, Julie, Henderson,
Lauren, Kirby, Ands-ea, Li nanten Jessica, Meissner, Racket Padcett, Molly Reafisroi, Hannah,
Rives, Nikki, Thomas, Sarak Whitney, Teiuty Zirke,
Tenor: mit Ausfak4 Mark. Collins, Travis Hermann, Dave Hewitt, Jim, Holman, Nat
Lykowskidason, Naill, Curt Scott, Willy Skelton, Nick, Truut, Bil Stewart, Eric Wahistrom,
Bans: Josh, Berms, Joshua, Danie Justin Dyer, Brent Fergiuon, Lance Ferguson, Tian Hardin,
autdiensenderry King, Matt Nog Drew-Peters, Jexenty Pierre, Andrew- Primo, DAIL
Raisaberger
SYMPHONIC BAND/CONCERT CHORALE
Ten.4r I: mark, Collins,
Huck
MEN'S GLEE CLUB:
Dave, Hewitt-, Adam, Morse', Andrew Rodriquez,
Willy Skelton', Nick Truth, Curt Scott, B i Siwalart, Eric Wahlstrom,
Tenor IL. Ti444,0thy Bailey, Dan Slosser,Jerany Bossard, Matt Boyd, Justin,
Goodrich, Travis Hermann, Andy Hedges-Joel Hollins,Jim,Jolutson, Kevin,
Leverson, Jason, Hai Jas-on Jason, Zaagg
Sass I: Matthew- Budder, gr CoatTs, Adam, Dennis, Brandon Dow;Justin,
Dyer, Ryan Einfeldt, Dan Farness, Kyle, gantz, Andy gingrick Hardix,
Ben Lyons, Stepheh Mattick,, Jacob Noftz, Andrew Priano, Aaron Roth,
Zack Rhodes, Graydek Schafer, Chris Straity, Eric Ivendsen, Bill Woods
Bass II: Kevin, Conger, Kart 1-ekubo, ChastJeksek, Jerry King, Drew- Peters,
Dan Rains-berger, Brain Rosseaa,, Skeward, Kenneth, Waldo&
Drigi their tour, Me, Men's glee, club !tads& opportuxity t-o
utikister malty ckurckes.
The Men's Glee Clubendeavors for men to ma-ture both musically and
spiritually. The Glee Club has
toured with its fifty members
in fifteen states and two for-
eign countries. Under the di-
rection of Dr. Lyle Anderson,
they sang at the Homecoming
Praise Concert and the Christ-
mas concert. They have also
performed for civic organiza-
tions, schools, churches, and
professional sports teams, such
as the Dayton Bombers and
the Columbus Crew. These tal-
ented men presented an array of
music from traditional glees to
contemporary music.
Women's Choir, under the
direction of Mrs. Beth Porter,
had a wonderful year. The
choir had the largest enroll-
ment in this group's history.
This talented group of women
worked with Ralph Charmichael
and premiered his piece, "Re-
membering." They also sang
in several local churches, the
Homecoming Praise Concert,
and the Pops Concert during
Parents' Weekend. Mrs. Por-
ter counts it a privilege to
work with these women.
ARTS
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WOMEN'S CHOIR: Alto: Kii,uber Bagged;
Melaxie, Barker, Diane, Bielo, Karen Belding, Kb,u,
Boesch, Pamela, Bower, Rachel Burke, Rackd
Collins, Hannitit,Dager, Angela, DeSantis, Melissa
Dov&, Elizabeth, Gosztyla, lex,/ grubert,
Hagen, Krista, Holmes, Aprib LUZ46; Jena, Mohr,
Gudrun, Olsoh, Jekitifer Pew, Perm,
Emily Poorman, Houtak, Rives, Kimber Scott,
Jennifer Secor, Dawn, Struz, Jilt Strychalski, Bec19/
Trs., Rebecca, Vitarelli,,Jessica, Wagner, Jennifer
Wearer, Carric White', Bethany Wilkins
Soprano: Lauren Bizzoco, Sarah, Bolden, Aotaitda,
Brgs, Angela, Brooks, joanita, Carr, Rebecca,
autkikilutm,, Mary Deuieese, jeni,cifer Drexel,
Andrea, goad, Amber george,, Caron, guerette,,
Megan Haase', Rebecca Hemutdcz, Christina,
Hocevar, Kristen, Konzebman, Laura, Kroner,
Deborak Long, Courtn.ey Ludema,,Jessica,
Mathieas, RebeZaLMied, Kristen, Neumann,
flu& Oberbeck, Melissa, °dens, Laura, Oki, Erin,
Prentis, Melaxie Slabaugh, Nicol& Smith, Bethan.y
Tate', Erin Tuinstra,
" So kwuy -tiotes
fat'd/IITelfcinging
empty words, but ifrt,
glee, club. . . tit&
words took, okt/ ktew-
meath tg for me, I
kfrtowthat ftuni/
trt4
wakttilti to live,the,
words of our music
s year."
Ite Men's- glee club rela,xes along the
shoreline of Nere-Jersy.

11,Fvt. rut., 0 yty fod, al aloft;
Ito comtf )/f/c.t)/ft. - aloft
my rock a vaitth/ti.
if Pit will a/to
f *NI leatiot
al tat my Amor ale-
al; my
(5e:7-mkt- 1--.1t*Pft
to it;
Ecc/cimuf .344,
TRAVELINIO
MAAS
wt&t:It& primary ftcus beixi
pulitistry to smalt cladrekt/, Mas-
ters Pu ppets1 tvektt out to local
charcha duilig the/year, to
Teitgess, Alabamta anAd georyia/
during rrikti break, axdthekt/to
michigani, atio IkAdiaita/ftr
sus/Km/ter tow
FRONT:Suzanne Eaton, Jennifer Howard,
Dan Price.
BACK: Sam ilbert, Elizabeth Abe Jeremy Hudson.
kuck
MINISTRIES
arakilz mate,s, Sa.44,
ilbert and Elizabeth,
Abe, strike, a, pos-e,
practice, room,.
Teakupractice,occurs- swiles-. Team
three, or ftur tiotes a, ogetiusts oh,a,hapty
week,. face-ftr th, at/A(2ra,
Prize, says the,
pledgewitkafear
you it frieth.
FRONT: Melissa Pellowe, Carla Clark, Matt Hamer.
BACK: Chad F oerch, John Davis, A tnie Poelman.
MASTERS PUPPETS 2
Usikti mpets. as a/toot to withter
to childrekt,ftr th& salc& of t & jos-
pet, Masters- Puppets 2 cove out to
local &arches dariktg th&year.
turikti tit& suotwer, toured
th& s-outhern, stat&s.
Photokth womack Laygilth a ay e r
TRAVELING TEAMS
TRAVELF119
ABUNDANT LIFE
Tit& Abult,bAt 4e, Singers was a,
groy, of ele-vek t, young people, who
were dedicated to their mithtry
of music. They mithteredto area,
clutrche,c duing tit& year and that,
trweled to Wiscoktsig, and
dariPti the, suotkpter.
FRONT: Jason Zaugg, Lucinda Congdon, Kyle Estepp
Jenny Armour, Mindy Robinson.
I3ACK: Matt Noll, Becky Thompson, Nikki
Thomas, David Wolf, Adant Morse, Molly Rexford.
Ilttck
MINISTRIES
Tam practi,ce ikt,tke,
Didcort AA iitistry
Center.
KINGSMEN QUARTET
Tr to area, churches,
daring th& school year, to the
Cleveland area, daring the, spring
break, and then, to the,
ktortk-cattrat and Korth, wester*
sMtes during the, s-wmoter. The,
KU/tip/gm, quartet took, the Coy& of
Christ to people/ du-or/tilt/the,
ministry of music.
FRONT: Eric Svendsen, Dan Forness (leader), Andrew
Rodriguez.
BACK: Josh Berrus, Josh Eckburg, Jerry King.
Tre, Kingsucen, Quartet Te Swordbearers-
gets keieropu owe, ruithter to a, churck
citilelreu.io,a, local tatile.m.fpring tour
citurck.
FRONT: Dan Rainsberger,Megan Miller, Wade Harris,
Alisa Whitt, Angela DeSantis.
BACK: Eric Wahistrom, Danielle Hatfield,Kristin
Neumann, JustinDyer, Matt Hoffmann,
MdanieWadlington.
SWORDBEARERS
Tk& _SW-ordSearers is a, singing
group-that traveled to various
places ministering to load
cluircites. This year, th&teakki
traveledto Iowa/and Missoctri,ftr
spring break, andto New-England
over the, sw/proter.
La aayer
TRAVELING TEAMS 0
TRAVE
LIFELINE PLAYERS
usifrtg drakua, to LW:
amdiegces- of all ages, the/
Players- traveled to area/
churches during th&yeal,
michigan, over sprati break,
molt:km te) th& soutk ceittrat au
s-outhuiesterkt, stal?s
durifrtg the saw tour.
FRONT: Sara Eleveld, Scott Simons, Jen Wishart
BACK: Jill Hand, Jason Tovey, josh Strychalski
11 uck
MINISTRIES
BReal was a, s-ketch,
perftrvhaftr teet
ai,idiences iitcluding
Cedarmailia,.
Wat- we say #cts people, a4P Pregare, 14 441..drssed in, the
p,9rtraya in, the skit,"Tohgctes." sketch, calla "cafetert61,.
Mitt Pet.lowbo thare‘
his heart witk the,
shave body on,
Weditesday night.
T Ad-Seveg,
haddies ftr prayer
bre, a, studegt
fellowship- service,.
FRONT: Scott Lehr, Loren Pierson, Joel Schenk
BACK: Jonathan Winn, Dan Byrne, Matt Palombo,
Mike Dorsey
ADVISORY SEVEN
sewing the, studatt body, th&
Adthory swat, sought to brikti
the, canvas- closer together
through, urors4- aiut prat's&
Th& team/ lathe, studeitt-
fellowship-s- that that took,
place, every sandy ahut
wedge,sday hight.
)4rot,y
PhotoklmiJacobyn LaygMakyn Gayer
TRAVELING TEAMS/AD-SEVEN
Teams
This- year, cedartia& studehts served
on/ 23 church ministry teai44s
that worked at local cluu-ches OK/
Saitday worhings and
evenings and throughout the
weekday evehihg.
Tese, children, and Cedarvill& students- enjoy Slitgulg OK/ Scutday
morning at Cornerstone, Baptist Churck itsprinifteid.
AIRWAY
BAPTIST
FRONT: Arnie Bockstahler, Nicole Carpenter
BACK: Heidi Kinniburgh, Kathy Steingass
working with/ the peopl& at Airway has
bee su it. bles-sing. To se& a/grot,fi o
peopt&trustitlg ikt,th,e, Lord to pro
them, with, all they Kea is an, awesome,
tes-timoty to what god can, really do.
iVicole, Carpenter
TA& Puithtry Matz k a t at- Sethet was
in/ decisiokt/ to purs-ae/
Ivor witkjaktior higk student-3: They
am reaching out and heed answers, and
we as teachers-, pa,stors-, counselors-, and
parents heed to be there to answer them,.
Erik(' Lee,
MINISTRIES
COLONIAL
BAPTIST
qodproved to our team, that th& ocdy
tint& things- wereigoing to run, cI4WOtWp
was urhen,they were covered inirayer.
Ckristin,a, Fulleitokt,
FRONT: Brian Rosseau, Christina Fullerton,
Stephen c1uenther
CORNERSTONE
BAPTIST
childrenis Church at Conterston,& wa,s- sack
a, learning experienze,ftr we, Ztan44,,zing
what you, team, when, qod u,s-es yowto serve!
Dr. challatge, says- it wa: ?Cs
about tint& we .ctart looking atfeetr
Laura, V+e,
FRONT: Laura Volpe, Andrea Patterson, Karissa
Walberg, Rob araybill
a/
CHURCH MINISTRIES
COUNTY LINE
BAPTIST
Côtmty L& i as-ecolaraP4 to
ut& I ôqlad 6ot providaddi&
vortuitity ftr kit& to utatister them
aka I'm/ look i K ftrward togôij back
ftr mother great year.
Rebekak Wierskhd
FRONT: Joe Ciccanti, Kelly Barron, Eric Wentz, Rebekah
Wiersma, Jessica Mathias, Brendan McDonnell, Jared
Voigt, Sara Wiersrna, Tim Mohler
BACK: Ben Fisher, Becky Shellenbarger, Kristin Martin,
Becky Foster, Mark Wallace
CHURStal
ric, Wentz, gets a, pie in, titeracefrom, Chelsea,
daring a, Wednesday evening Awalid program, at
County Line Baptut await, in, Dayton,
CROSSROAD
BAPTIST
Each tiote, I watt to work with, the,
AWA/'IA kids- I was apptazaaktsd itautbled
at hour a chose/to usemte4 He, sitowat
km& everyday Mat wke I aPui weak He, is
strotig aia will us& ku,e, 9I aim/
Ali,son, Warren,
FRONT: Christian Sicard, Jodi Stone,
Alison Warren, Melissa Penneri
BACK: Thistin Crider, Sheila Fraser, Teri Doleys,
Sarah Fraser, Nathan Childers
MINISTRIES
FAITH
BAPTIST
FRON T: Jordan Natalino, Scott Moodie, Annntarie Reynolds
BACK: Brian Neises, Daniel Price, John Moodie
We kia aft awesoweyear at Faitk.
The, ch4urck is so good to us, aiath&
team/ worked together t'wredibv welt.
Jordan, Nataiino
FAR HILLS
BAPTIST
it was so to work, witkyoung
W s that Comdr.& Lord so kwitck au to
see, what th& Lord was doing in/ their
itheS over the, c.ours-e of ayear.
Repute, yogi
FRONT: Renae Vogt, Dan Buckler, Kelly Lambert
BACK: Ben Rosner, Brian Davis, Phil Wing
FELLOWSHIP
BAPTIST
Th.& church, was malt, but th& people/
had su,ck btq hearts. They yea& reached
out to & aitd lov e e44,&. I felt lik& I was
the/ olt& being ministered to.
Crystal Gripe
FRONT: Amy Twigg, Heather Cripe
BACK: Crystal Gripe, Heather Maybury
CHURCH MINISTRIES 
-1-79
FIRST
BAPTIST
At /Int miiktistry s-eemed like, it- wouii
have, lilt& impact because f tit& siiz& of
th& church. Sat then, realized that- Phy
involveotext wIzs opportuitity to
teack okti a, mom persoktat levet.
Bid Fischer
FRONT: Bill Fischer, Nikki Luckmann
FIRST
BAPTIST
First Saptist Charck of wilotaigtokt/
has becomt& ou qod has really
bless-ed ifrt/ oar relatioktships with
the/youth/group-them
Christopher Redd-mama
FRONT: Christopher Recktenwald, Rachel Dyer,
Michelle Moore
(1-8 7 MINISTRIES
FRONT: Laura Waddell, Amanda Ratliff
GRAND HEIGHTS
BAPTIST
FRONT: Sara Allen, Heather Stark, Tarni Barlow
BACK: Aaron Mercer, Clifford Reynolds
Work qraktd Heights was a,great-
opportuktity to team about workigg with
childrekt/ and servillg th& Lord through
childrekCs- church. I was abl& to build stroktg
both withal& other team/ wepubers turd it
at/PtaziPtg how- wucit,fiw andftveyear
olds- caPiteackyow
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FRANKLIN ST.
BAPTIST
several studeitts aild I put together
music,programs ftr this grow iitg church.
They struggle, ill, the, area, o f mtusic 4414
we saw qod touch lives through th&
wifru'stry of ntusic iktvolvillg us and
other we-others ofth& coPtgratiokb.
Becky Then44,pson,
FRONT: Courtney Luderna, Becky Thompson
BACK: Dan Bosworth, Karen Hayes, Chris Straits
ara Allen, reads to a ckild whde, working ill/ tk& IlafTery 011/
Sltitalay 142011tatiatqautot Heights- Baptist Ckarck v Fairborx.
CHURCH MINISTRIES
HOPE
CHAPEL
FRONT: Charis Nims
BACK: Hillary Doot, Debbie Smallwood, Jodi Crawford
Whit& wiitistering at Hope', Iftit that I
was 'tot th& oft & semi-frig, but we beiftg
served imstead. It was a, am aktd
blessifrtg to work, with th,e, dear people' of
this small, but growifrti church/ ikt,
cluira Niuts
CH U Rct!
NORTHSIDE
BAPTIST
Northsid& Sap&t i,sa warm, ((fa 4o
chbutck It wag e'xcthiq to see- how- qoat
worked MrougIt th& lives of th.&
childrot, to reach, our lives.
Amy Rego
FRONT: Amy Reno, Patience Burkholder, Tabitha Rowe
BACK: Maranatha Ruberg, Kristie Burch
NORTHWEST
BIBLECHURCH
JR. HIGH
Tice ieopi& ofrtitit&tea.Pui, th& way they
work, togeth,er, the/ milted heart ftr
service', agd the, respoils& of th,& kids to
di& team' th,e,se. ar& 411th-if/tic that
goct could orchestrate/
Andrea, Endicott-
FRONT: Rachel Bontrager, CTrady Peeler, Andrea Endicott
BACK: Steve Light, Jordan Patrick, Jamie Ritzer
CI MINISTRIES
FRONT: David Rutledge, Doug Rot man, Mike Call, Tim Blow
BACK: Andrea Linamen, Jennifer Clark
NORTHWEST
BIBLECHURCH
SR. HIGH
god really taught 144,& what servtatthood
aiuipevswevaiw& ikt/ mithtry meagt
through/ oar kthristry. our teamigrew-
very ctôce a,c we watch,ed god us& w to
minister to th&tems agd s-har&th&joy
god ha,s- givekr/u.
Doug Rotwor,
NORTHWEST
BIBLECHURCH
CHILDREN'S CHURCH
This migistry was a/ great 1wthrg
e/xperieftc& Not OKI)/ I leant/mach
about hourto fugctioti, with/ the, team
respotsibilities, but I di;scoveratk&yeat
impact- ftr god that we cait hare/ oct.
childreti, at that impressioNabl&
Jot,/ Maw
FRONT: Julie Winar, Jenny Maass
FRONT: Josh Sherwood, Kathy Johnson, Ty Waardenburg
CHURCH MINISTRIES
VICTORY
BAPTIST
FRONT: Emily Spangler, Cynthia Lawry, April Watson
BACK: Misty Smith, Jennifer Apple,
Bethany Wilkins, Tammy Mikel
Teams
tadotts- enjoy leading worskipdaring ckildreies programs at
Heritage, Fellows-kip, tSprinifteld (far
itüt kfartin,
spouts- the. eveithtg
with, Iter girts-
during "Pajama.
MINISTRIES
BEAVERCREEK
BAPTIST
I started oat theyear 7ing to be go4
iptAtenz& at& 0 tk& A WANA kids,
th& older boys. t Ita..d no idea/
it woad actu.4 work, in, reverse,
and they would influence, we', too.
Daitiet Horithrook,
FRONT: Leah Caldwell, Dave Shaffer,
April Watson, Julie Henderson
BACK: Dan Hornbrook,Alicia Baisley,
Ranee Baker, David Bennett
FRONT: Kristen Bellmeier, Bethany Walker
BEREA
BIBLE
go to AWANA every wedite4 ugkt
was a, brht spot ikt, kty week. working
with/the, clui.drm tautkeq them/
team, scr are, rewinds- kx& o wiry we,
are, here, o11, earth/.
Citratiau, Fullerton,
FRONT: Patricia Hershberger, Stacie Weinert, Liz McKinney
BACK: Jay Higginbotham, Christina Fullerton, Elizabeth de
Beer, Leanne Heath, Matthew aoetz
CHURCH/AWANA MINISTRIES
El4MANUEL
BAPTIST
what, i ready lvgà7e is r
teach we, a, &got, OK/ tit& last two <tights;
I got to lead a, chili to th& Lord. He's
always- workieg in/their lives and lit/ My
fowetiwes IWfust too b1iv se&
Mandy McLaughlin,
FRONT: Mandy McLaughlin, Andy Kernpe,Jen Ploeg
MIDDLE: Sarah Flertar, Kris Boyes, Esther Twigg Kendra Strong
BACK: Stephen Mattick, Ben Michael, Jeremy Frank,
Joshua Michael, Mark Treadwell
FAIRHAVEN
CHURCH
FRONT: Emily Bohl, Joy Shustack, Melissa Wabeke, Pam Huts
BACK: Jennifer Lutes, Dana Anglund,
LaChelle Peters, Sarah Posegate
Ka"' al-War th,& Cedartnl& StUdeec
who do the/ teadung. malty tiotes- cf./
learn/ more aboutqod' sgrace okt4/ th&
kids we teach/than/they do fro
Dana, Angland
-1-841 MINISTRIES
FIRST
BAPTIST
FRONT: Stephanie Smiley, Julie Forstrom,
Laura Brdlik, Nicole Smith
BACK: Dart Dunham, David Jones, Chris 6-rigson,
Joe Beyer, Alan Cotten
FOREST RIDGE
BAPTIST
Working with/ Cabbies was quit& an,
e/xperien,c&--a never had Is thre& at
fimr year olds dog-pile/PK& until last year!
But it- was nic&to be abl&to leant, hour
better to work, withyoung children,
McDoutid
FRONT: Erin McDaniel
MIDDLE: Tiffany Brooks, Risha Stockton, Naomi Cooper,
Kane Potter, Coriann Kooy, Diane Biela
BACK: Jon Manshfield, Brett Scott, Daniel Kwast,
Timothy Kwast, Brent Krutndiack
FRIENDSHIP
BAPTIST
FRONT: Christina Barrons, Melissa Stumbo
BACK: John Bolinger, Jeff Olson
GRACE
BAPTIST
FRONT: Kara Allen, Kenneth Waldock, Kim McKenzie
MIDDLE: Kristen Hunter, Angela Tyson,
Hannah Allen, Meredith Mc6-ahan
BACK: James Trimble, Kevin Yankovich, Brett Cooley,
Tim Lehr, Nathan Waldock
AWANA MINISTRIES 0
NORMSIDE
BAP11ST
We, were/ able/to have a/great- impact in,
the/ lives ofth& AWA NA children,. They
were, &xcited to se& s and eager
to learn, oat god. The, Lordta.ught us
aboat compassion, as we, worked to bring
th& kids closer to Him,.
8rooke Sargett
FRON T: Weston lssler, Shawn Conley, Nick 6-risco
MIDDLE: Deanne Butthuis, Amy Morse, Pam Claus,Jennifer Drexel
BACK: David Perlow, 13rooke Burgett, Kerry L ecklider, Brian Reen
SOUTHGATE
When, I et how& from, AWANA, I wonder
th& or they helped kn,&.
I'm/ always rres-hed by their energy
and their eagerness. to team Sib& verses.
gadfly& otoK,
FRONT: Laura Kroner, Lee Anne Toyer,
Jessica Kaiser, Allison CTillett
MIDDLE: Tammy Mikel, Lindy Anderlini, Andrea King,
Sara Campbell, Amber Itumphol, Kristi Jonker
13ACK: Chris Macklin, audrun Olson,
Stephanie Britney Jones
MINISTRIES
BRISTOL
HOUSE
working with/telt& gristot Hou,s-e, wini,s-try
was awesoote/i Not only was it fun,, and
a/great ministry ftr ill& elde4, bat.
learned lots - just- and s-
tir/ft& wit-ktk& residents- e/.
sarak
FRONT: Andrew Crum, Heather Nicol,
Stacy Brazalovich, Laura Dolph
MIDDLE: Amanda Mariage, Lisa Lauritzen,
Sarah Silvius, Amy Clutz
BA.CK: Amy Lovell, Julie Lauritzen,
Mike Brame, Justin Dyer, David Reisenbigler
CEDARCLIFF ELDERLY
APARTMENTS
Ther& were, swerat s about our
ministry that stanot out in/ nty mind.
Our weekly vts- were, a. tint& to ftryet
about school an.dftcas 011/ 811COltragiiti
Aerc agOt buiUiftg 1athig rekttionship•s.
Jekkiler Fergwok
FRONT: Jordan Culp, Jenn Ferguson,
Erin Steelman, Scott Smith
BACK: Kristy Jackson, Julia Wotters, Beth Nelson,
Anastasia Mobley, Debbie Beck
VISrl'AIROM
GREENEWOOD
MANOR
greeftw000l manor was a/great
e/xperienc&ftr nte to s-ee how-qi ving just
littl& bit ofyours-elf and a/ [itY,' ofyour
tint& could knake suck a, la/sting tet
souteon& else;s-
Erik Vailowe.
FRONT: Heidi Kinniburgh, Erin Vallowe, Maranatha Ruberg
BACK: Arnie I3ockstahler, Crystal Skarnanich
HEATHERGREENE I
I lova developing relations
with the residents- andjust being
able to char& prayer requests and
bwdens withthe,m/. It was neat
to se& qoat working througk these
relationships to bri g joy to
their lives and to the team.
Skerri, DeWitt
FRONT: Katie Zwar, Jamie Hall, Sherri DeWitt, Kristil Wendler
I3Ack: Wendy Harney, Beth Wolfe, Lindsey Lorinovich,
Jillainne Hancock, Heather Pfaw
AWANA/VISITATION MINISTRIES
VI S ITATAO N
HEATHERGREENE:
At Heatitergreefrte,, sauttitz Lord
ftrstitvia, usigg us as HU. tools- to
eitcotwag& agd minister to each lift
res- ix tit& ktursing hoot& a,
Ktithtr that impacts- each o f us every
aPtd Prtatistry that- wilt be,
applicableiftr tit& rest of oar lives.
gegeva, Robert3-
FRONT: Kelsey Perkins, Erin Tuinstra, Geneva Roberts,
Kathleen Pugh, Roxanne England
100F
FRONT: Faith Buchanon, Kelly Reitz, Arniee Arimura
BACK: Alison Schneider, Myra Luther,
Matt Huss, David Morningstar
FRON T: Aimee Copeland, Rubie Maybury,
Sarah Curts, Jeff Barrons
MINISTRIES
RIDGEWOOD
NURSING CENTER
MEMBERS:
Tim Cochrell, liannah
Rives, _Jeanette Shrier,
Sherri Ross, Corrie
Christiansen, Missy Lasso,
Jo Long, Andrea Weber,
Erika Kipp, Erin Proulx,
Mandy Tobias, Amber
Scott, Tracy Valiknac
Oar mint'stry to &wood was as
witch/ a/ blessing to us as t was to
tit& re,sidents. My spirits- were.
always lift:ed because/ it was obvious
that oar visit was often,the/
highlight of the, week,ftr
many residents.
cochrelt
ECHOING VALLEY
RESIDENTIAL CENTER
buying thre&years at EVR,C, I hay&
grown, in/ my ability to comm./mica& tit&
qos pet and also to be, covl,t)rtald& with/
speciat needs adults. Tit& trem,endous
ofthese, /mop& teach, we, about how-
god works. and wake/ we, love/ Him, wore/.
Aaron, wica4644,
FRONT: Caleb Schnake, Rebecca Tharngan,
Kaley Johnson, Joy Shustack
BACK: Rachel Nadolny, Sharon Wickholm,
Anna Bolser, Tom Wright
TWIN VALLEY
PSCYHIATRIC SYSTEM
The/ Twin, Valley Psychiatric System/
ministry team, not only becam& better
frieth with/ each other, but also became/
friends with/ th& residents we/ went to vi.sit.
Spencer Me*
FRONT: Rebecca Tharngan, Kristin)acoby, Leslie Scadding
BACK: Tim Staufer, Tim Fenton, Spencer Phelps, Tim Seigneur
VISITATION MINISTRIES
YELLOW SPRINGS
RIDING CENTER
geat to se& th& cogfaegc& that
horseback ridigg Call/ build ig
who way got hAvet & ability to do
a. lot of other thiligs.
Rebecca. Leatherman,
FRONT: Julie Flick, Mindy Middleswart,
Sarah McDonald, Heather French
BACK: Leanne Fteath, Holly Dahlin, Jeff Fleck,
Rebecca Leatherman, Sarah Posegate
VISIT TIONI
HO ITAIL,
GREENE MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL
FRONT: Christa Hill, Marissa Smith, Ruble Maybury
BACK: Liza Bacerra, Steve Snavely, John Lucas, Willa Lowery
This- team, s-ertia a.,s- aids to the, hospital
stlyAs tky igteracta with patiegts,attempted to s-hareth& qmpet.
MERCY
HOSPITAL
wa,s- a/ lot offrx workigg with/ adults
agd teems wrw weir& ats-o volagteerigg at
Mer9i. Th9/ all hadiood hearts. agvl were,
igterested servigg their co
Sayak Pollock
FRONT: Janene Pereira, Lisa Pendergrass, Alicia CTood
BACK: Sarah Pollock, Leah Frazee
MINISTRIES
RONALD
MCDONALD HOUSE
FRONT: Allison Mapes, Joy Crriffith,
Sara Tomkinson, Sarah Ross
BACK: David Bennett, Julie Lauritzen,
Kimberly Mapes, Jodi Quint
it Wag very reatardiktg to kktowthat
do' little, ta,sks was a s-ource, of s-trektith
ftr both the st a that workad at the,
hou,s-& (wad the imp& who staya them.
joy gitith,
MI•
GREENE COUNTY
CRISIS PREGNANCY
CENTER
Our team/ as a, whoie, di's-playa sack a,
akt„ct compassiokta& s year
I am, ble,ssett to have, s-itare6t a/ mai part
in/ sack a, lif-&-chak plac&.
mickeze, Hoppe,
FRON T: Jackie "Bruno. Jenna Metthe
MIDDLE: BethAnne Clary, Amber Corbin,
Christine Compton, Tammi Sheldon
BACK: Megan Farley, John Mason, Jill Osmon, Michele Hoppe
MIAMI VALLEY CRISIS
PREGNANCY CENTER
Wor a/ ministry a/ tii/Pt&
rIclectiokt, upokt, th& woktders. god has
allowed to otter o you". Cif& Thos-e,
iktdividuats- that you ,pou,r your life, ill&
often, hare a kgack, wore, disparagiftg
backg rottktd aka situatiokt/.
Sty/Patter Friesa
FRONT: Sarah Gilchrist, Elizabeth Johnson, Summer Friend
BACK: Keiko Noble, Jessica Pennington
VISITATION MINISTRIES
SPRINGFIELD CRISIS
PREGNANCY CENTER
We, showed tiles& wow/ten/that u.i& care,
and qodgave, us amazing opportunities
to touclitheir liv e s ftr
Sarah Pos- ate.
FRONT: Jeanette Irish, Laura Fturnrnitzsch,
Michelle Corning, Amy Belding
BACK: Caren Furst, Melissa Blore, Sarah Posegate,
Christine Trages, Christine Lancaster
DAYTON
DETENTION HOME
This minatry allowed we to be u,s-ed by
th& bic. Spirit ifr r,a/ way I would kali&
gem- image e possible/. 8y stepping out
of pry co rt zofte littl6 the, Lord
rea4 us we, to show- th's love, to some,
"edYPes9P-1&..0,,,,t,&„
FRONT: Michelle Bridges, Kristina Bilodeau,
Alicia Rambikur
BACK: Joshua Miller, Scott Cameron
MINISTRIES
GREENE
COUNTY JAIL
Tirt& atotate,s- tes* to the/ byte/it of this
ministry throug1 1/ their coututitm.ent to
attekaing t k studeht-1 e d studies. Those,
that have, been, vet-m/s-a or that have left
to serve i prisokt, rv'lect a, 5-traria/toted
faith with/their letters- of encou,ragememt.
Beh Molder
FRON T: Marlena Proper, Cortney Kirkland,
Kyra 6-ray, Katie Mumrnau,)essica Alexander
BACK: David Cookjeremy Tencio, Jason Alexander,
Benjamin Mohler, Michaet Wenger, David liarrison
GREENE
GREENE couNTY
JIINENILE DETENTION
FRONT: Sarah Clark, Kimberly Cox, Kristi Rock, Alissa Voltz
BACK:Sam Logan, Paul Q-wilt, 6-reg Sanderson,
Nathan Eikhoff, Elizabeth Whitley
god showed Hi,s- grac& by answering
prayer, by utihisterinq to th& team,
weotbers, an,d most of ail, by saving sow&
ofth & inmates. To qootbe,th&glory.
pa.at owiti
CO. RESIDENTIAL
TREATMENT CENTER
Thep& there, wer& dying to acperience,
realgehthce, tom and compassim wa,s-
awesome, to be/ abl& uteet Mat heed.
Safa, Athuir
FRONT: Jen Kerr, 6-ina Doerr, Cara Snider
BACK: Melissa Seward, Nathan Yorgey,
Mike Hanser, Sara Minier
OPERATION REBIRTH
we, had tit. oppprtunity to buitot up-
teenage. bo spiritual# and wow, e,
them, as struggleutfropn, day to
Eutily kfc,Qt:diot,
FRONT: Rachel Burke, Ryan Stein, Emily McQuinn
BACK: David Mowrey, Jenni West
CPC &
CORRIECTIQVAlt
VISITATION MINISTRIES
CEDARVILLE
TUTORING
FRONT: David Drye
ROW 2: Joanna Allen, Julie Trout,
Laura Cochrane, Sarah CTreene
ROW 3: Erika "Sodden, Holly Ritzel,
Sarah Allen, Kimberly Yoder
BACK: Kimberly Eridon, Rebecca Vanderground,
Tracy Friesen
I learn d patience/ a n pers- stence, dealing
with/the/ children/. Ats-o, teal/nail/le/
impact tha,t Olt& can/ hay& as a/ role/ model
ftr tit& kids- in, a/ short- autount- °paw/.
navid Diye,
Te a in s
11YLbers of the, Dayton, Clthtes-e. cltratian, dwell, tea at 'gather of, a.
Wedites-day eve itiog ftr prayer mitt-dims-kip:
DAYTON CHINESE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Since, wei wed the gar o f mark ais- ow/
"t&xtbook," we, wer& t-o kutur4 talk
about god and Hu' impact xi/ ow"
god blessed the taamis- desire/ to drax-the,
chines& closer to god.
13eit Clark,
FRONT: Kristy Young, Esther Loh
MIDDLE: Lindsey Wolfe, Amy Cliffe, Laura Holzmann, Aimee copelartd
BA.CK: Linda Knauer, Marcus Chin, Ben Clark, Kristin Rosner,
Jan-Harm Wolters
MINISTRIES
FRONT: Laura Cochrane, Jenny Coble,
Julia Roberts, Stacey Shcolnik
BACK: Rachel Ryan, Seth Martin,
Michelle Clark, Allison Justice
SPRINGFIELD
TUTORING
ou,r tea,Pn/ dedicata to
PPutking a/ differ•enc& in/ kids' Cities ani2G
prayi ftr die/ Pteeds of eack ott& in/ our
weekly prayer weetings.
IZacite4 Ryan
ZION'S LIGHT
TUTORING
ioaPtigrants- invite. students. into
their hoPga to develop-their ability to
co in/ E ask. Through/the,
seas Mat a,rel, god f caw&
growth a.n.d al-tin/v(4 reap-a/ harvest.
&tea, Mask:tan
FRONT: Ryan Einfeldt, Eric Fiveland, Jud Neer, Ben Lyons
ROW 2: James Deaton, Sara 6-ectraitis, Kimberly McLeod,
Rebecca Nasman, Rachel Morris, Erin McDaniel
ROW3: 'Becky Foster, Emma Chmura,
Robyn Cannon, Lindsay Chatfield
BA.CK: Ann Weeks, Ross Meyers, Katie Masterson
Wild Morris able, to Tte, Lkt Tutoring
frrpn, a, special bond lei& teani, worships- during a,
tutoree,titrougk Lltt. training re,treat.
TUTORING MINISTRIES
I was able/to learw about th& kids-joys and
s-orrows- ahd be/ Christ-lik& otodetftr
thaw. I prau& godftr those vortunitiesi
Kerry Keaiu,
CEDARKIDS
FRONT: Charlie Shiftlett, Chris Ffutchinson, Joe Strychalski
MIDDLE: Ellen Laber, Maren Meyers, Emily Dizer, Kerry Keane
BACK: Chrissy Wheatley, Adam Renker, Matt Carr,
Rebecca Vandernark, Karen Mapes
YO
CLOWNS
FOR CHRIST
FRONT: Katie Conant, Amber Tucker
MIDDLE: Ruth Wagner, Kimberly Harbison,
Sandy Bennett, Rebecca De Santis
'BACK: Steve Olson, Angela Howe,
Melissa Nuttall, Karissa Walberg
Our roup- caot& together as strangers
mid as clowns, but th& barriers that
wer& brokewftrwed bolds that lasted
Akttber Tucker
COLLEGE
PARTNERS
This was. a/great opporttau:ty to get
involved on&-m-one, wit& sta olents from,
th& co . sau how- qod coal d use
a. willing servant to mak& an, impact in,
son/tem.& else's I f &
Daniel Seilers-
FRONT: Nathan Stephens, Carrie Fleck, Daniel Sellers
BACK: Lissa Young, Michelle Moore, Adrianne Eads, Jessica Seeley
MINISTRIES
FOSTERING
FRIENDSHIPS
The/ fruit of this- wini/stry long term,.
Welt be/ with/ the,s-e, kicis ftr thre&years,
giving thaw &Rica, t prinr.#1„e,s- by which
to grow. H9/, knayb& t do a, little/
bit of growing ours-elved
Jeremy Pierre,
FRONT: Sarah Leisure, Lori Bunger, Danielle Hagen, Debbie Huff
ROW 2: Mary DeWeese, Holly Dahlin, Beth Bowersox,
Jen Gordon, Sarah Bishop,Jessica Jacobowitz
ROW3: Stephanie K urowicki, Pamela Bower, Becky Cunningham
BACK: Jeremy Pierre, Jason Olander, Ben Peterson, Mandy Hlad
INTERNATIONAL
FRIENDSHIPS
inte-rnAtionat Friendships 4s. tininistry
uiltem cmgo into Coluotbus anot do a,
prograkt4/ftr the/ international children,
while/their parents. are/ in, Sibl& stud&
Oar hearts' de,sire, is. to reach, across-
catrues thes children, with, god's lam.
Joy Cart
FRONT: Joy Carl, Bethany Tate, Rebekah Huffman
ROW 2: Elizabeth Sprull, Michelle Miner,
Erika Bodden, Janette 13aker
BACK: Edwin Bett, Motoi Ishikawa, Karl I-Oernbo, Roy Mwangi
01JTREA
CENTRAL STATE
UNIVERSITY
whiz& at cedarviii& anderstanot the/
goodness of ga6' loveAngaitlifidgess-, the,
CSU students know-that in/ a, different
way--bae/ sharpened auk other's faith.
megan, wanira
FRONT: Mikki Sides, Jonas Mjavatn, Megan Wawro
YOUTH/OUTREACH MINISTRIES
DAYTON
GOSPEL MISSION
FRONT: Meredith Fteckrote, Abbey Beck, Julie Trout
BACK: 6-regory Rheam, Kristin Schutter, Paul Abraham
14/& out withate kids, a d it- is
<lice gettifti to kitouratem, it's great
seeiktg them, learkt, about qod aptvt get
involved ikr,tit& Bible, stories.
Pazd Abraham,
OUTRE#A91
THE OTHER PLACE
FRONT: Matt Nituiser, Philip Thorsen,)ack Bailey
Th4001/ WAS a. modest ntigistry with/
14, ti attektdanze, at tit& Bible. stadia cm
y proua to be, reward Mos&
at tite, shelter aktAdftr u,s- well.
Jacic Salley
OPEN HEIRS
FRONT: Michael Cross, Rob Kocher, John Bailey, Daniel Sudlow, Phil McCubbin, Trent Ftamilton, Ken Mansfield, Stephen CT- raines,
Stephen Ftallgren, Lance Ferguson, Molly McClure ROW 2: Jenny Maass, Laura Fturnrnitzsch, Kristi Jonker, Aaron Dieringer, Eric
Mitchell, Rachel lieffield, Emily Albanese, Beth
I-Eollins ROW3: Jena Burns, Ruth Wagner,
Jessica Flynn, Megan Rause, Veronica Lawton,
Esther Fwigg, Katie Livingston, Ftannah
Livingston, Beth Cooley, David Matwitz
ROW4:)ewel Alley, Nikki Dillefield, Kimberly
Tipton, Angela Brooks, Rubie Maybttry,
Monique Nicolalde ROWS: Andrea Weber,
Heather Kemp, Adam Rorex, Lori Turner,
Michelle Ftorrte, Karen aeeninger, Amy Cliffe
ROW6: Jeremy 13ustle, Dan Byrne, Tim Staufer,
Kyle Prowitz, Tim RickertJared Anolegate,
Carrie Miller, Aleesha Hager, Tim Cochrell
13ACK: Jeremy Tencza, Chuch Hicks, Jeremy
Mailer, Ryan Kurzen, Jean Osborne, Willy
Shelton, Amy tett Brink, Brock Weston
Nash, Meghan Mohrland, Amber Zedwick, Karie Artne LeppJohn Stedge, Erin Ewig,Joel
MINISTRIES
1 •
FRONT: Tim Seigneur, Dan Foster
ALBANIA
FRONT: Shanna Lenhart, -tna Doerr, Anna Spears, Jenny Coble
The, attire trip- was a, clear represeKtatim
o f god's guidance, goodgess, alagrace, aft,
Our lives. There, is Pto greette,rjoy atm,
serviitg Hiotl
j coue,
Thisjear; Cedarville- Co Itge- se-xl-
oxt v-Yer 23 ,M9S groxid
COhthy ax6/ worU, sent ipt. a
Yartely c9acities. Tittle- teams
wert covrifd of stidexts axisfaat
-w Ito 8)1 aye- tite-fr timt Art
wixter hitt- , sirt hreak simmer
-vacatiox, to artic!)ate- ix. mixistrics.
ARIZONA
FRONT: Katie Kepner, Pam Claus, Amy Twigg, Zach Rhodes
MIDDLE: Erin Vallowe, Melissa Foote,
Sherri DeWitt, Christine Trayo
BACK: Ken Mansfield, Jenni 6-ottwals,
Dale Sorensen, Sarah 6-reene, Jim Keenan
OUTREACH/MIS MINISTRIES
ARIZONA
FRONT: Sherri De Witt, Pam Claus,
)enni Gottwals, Sarah areene
MIDDLE: Dale Sorensen, Ken Mausfield,
Melissa Foote, Zach Rhodes
AUSTRALIA
To able/to worship- milt, believers okt,
the. other side, opt& world to the, sante,
God wa s great! my i fe/ afrtd
heart war& changathro h/ this trip<
_Jodi/ Harlow
FRONT: Jodi Hurlow, Krista Morris,
Yvette Leightenheimer, Roxanne England
BACK: Chris Carter, Tom Leightenheimer, joe Mulvaney
MINISTRIES
CHAD
FRONT: Julie Lauritzen, Michelle Edwards, Andrea King
BACK: Miriam Perez, Dana Anglund,
Dr. Dennis Sullivan, 13eth Brentlinger
a ve.,..da a
1111.6bl
VP Mile
117 11111,
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ENGLAND
FRONT: mike Moran, Pete Warinsee,
Josh Tackett, John Bolinger
BACK: Roger Swigart, Brian Sampsel,
Roderick Willis, Ken Yoder, Mark Vanlenten
EUROPE
we, weir& lit, 15 cottiltriec &Virg video aitd
photoqr aicct we, saw- god's- Itaitd
atOng way Every we/ were,
awestrack, witkth& ways • Ft& woua
?voted- aktidgaide, us in, oar travels ah.d
the people, that ti& woald lead us to.
Krista Warder
FRONT: Krista Warder and Shannon Boynton
MIS MINISTRIES
GERMANY
.t learned to depeka or/ qod ill/ gear wrr
alaftaka Hiku/ to be/ wore/ aithful Nut
powerful tf ta had wer um, bre/.
JegKifef Lutes
FRON T: Amy Edwards, Connie Schwartz, Leah Frazee
'BACK: Adrianne Eads, Jennifer L utes, Patricia htershberger
GERMANY
FRONT: Connie Schwartz, Christy A,bbs,)ennifer Lutes
BACK: Adrianne Eads, Leah Frazee,
Rebecka Gleason, Amy Edwards
okt&girttoU ut& in, her broken, E
that we wer& tit& ofr y friefras ske/ had
ever had. ite, knew-Jesus, battelt lo
fu,st tit& sakxe.. saffos-eyou,doka- r
understata th,& impact of the/ uthtistry
agtityou/ cow& how& agid cam, take, a,
step, back ((Jut se& th,e/ wkol& are/.
Abbs
HUNGARY
Th.& Hafrtgarians wer& opekt/ to what I
hato offir. lou&
with, lotrigg, with, sharati su/tdes ala
tears. fel in, & t beimg them
Afrarea, Creawer
FRON T: Andrea Creamer, Daniel Summers, Rebecca Nasman
MINISTRIES
FRONT: Kathryn Johnson and Susanna Steeg
JAMAICA
FRONT: Shannon Boynton, Kristi Jonker, Diana Lyons,
Jordan Natalino, David Fretz
MIDDLE: Julia Wolters, Rachelle Paquin, Sheri Phipps,
Kristy Jackson, Holly Matthews, Rachel Menz
BA.CK: )an-Harm Wolters, Daniel Kwast, Timothy Kwast,
Rob 13ayley, Lon Nolt, Jonathan Fuge, John Diggle, Sam Bryant
WAS (tot unusual to imk, up altd see/ a,
team member taking a, breakfrom/ work,
to pack a/ child on, a/ swing or show-them
a/ lizard that w& ha dug ap: This w-as
ouf dial/we/to showth& children/that
even, titok those, arounti thaw r*cted
themftr being deafi stilt loved thaw.
Dizuta,
PERU
what- I leartud th& n/tost tow
qod u,s-es- us when/ w&feet th&
most inadeq uat&.
sarait, Posegate
FRONT: Josh Michael, Ben Nesbitt, Charis Nirns
MIS TEAMS
FRON T: Dennis Lowstetter, 6ary Kuhm„ Ted Forrest, Jason Coviil
MIDDLE: Josh Miller, Shaun Power, John Mason, Brad Kormash
BACK: Jared Coleman, Dan Castellini, Carl Wiese
PHILIPPINES
Th& Philiepates mrs trip-provided 144,&
with, an, atcredibl& e,xperieitc& both/
spriritual# an,d cultur4. TraveZtg
all over th& cowttry sharaig witk caws
14,9/ lomftr ckft:st, e/xperiehcarg a/third
ui-orU cultam, a playati a/ tot of
ba,s-ketbali combated to gim me, a/ st,u44,-
wer that I will never
Jason, Covia
MINISTRIES
FRONT: Amy Edwards, Christy Abbs, Becky Shellenberger
TOGO
We/saw-how-god was able/to
manifest His stratgtit,thro
our weakness, evat, catei,t, co&
felt iitadequat&.
mere,dith, 6/toss
FRON T: Dr. Irene Alien, Jana CTlessner,
Meredith CTross, Sonya Foster, Dr. Carolyn
Carlson, CTretchen Savage, Dr. Lois Baker
MIS TEAMS (20-7=
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The student Government Association
at cedarville college is composed of
many members,led by elected officers.
These officers lead the association and allow
it to complete its intendedfunctions.
The SGA chaplain holds a special role as he
addresses the student body each Friday at
SGA chapel. He also serves as a key
organizer in the SGA services. Thisyear,
SGA underwent restructuring and
adapted a new logo. Through these
changes, SGA was able to have a
productive and effective year as they
served cedarville college students.
SGA
OFFICERS
FRONT: Becky Crosson, Dick Walkerjeff Beste, Sarah Carr
MIDDLE: Elizabeth Morris, Andrew Blodgett, Kelly Ford
BACK: Paul DiCuirci, Lance Harkelroad,
Shawn Brennan, Mike Lowstetter
o:- ORGANIZATIONS
FRESHMEN CLASS
OFFICERS
Nat& ge,Vier
Rebecca, VanDentark,
Etkao, Hodge,
Jeremy 8u49144.a,
Ellie/ Mayhew-
SGA/CLASS OFFICERS
PUS
CAB
Front: Roxanne England, Rebecca upham, Kim Kleiman,
Aimee Nash, ROW2: Diana Christensen, Leslie Grow, Ginger
Butler, Row3: Gabe schlappi, Holly Sorensendennfer Paulik,
Geneva Roberts, Tiffany Burgett, William Woods, Row4: Lucas
Mudrg, Rebecca Leatherman, Adam Rizer, Scott walker,
michael Lewis, Rows:Aff Beste, Krista warder, Robert Bayley,
Kelsey Perkins, David Fourman, Dick Walker
Gum Roberts-, Kleinuuv,
Citristensm, Krata
Warder, and Rebecca,
Leatherman, sp,ort Kew- hats- at
a Reds jaw& cal& CA8.
0 ORGANIZATIONS
C13 ',umbers- Rebecca,
Leatheyman,, 814Ayett
and Aintee, Mask enjoy
an, evening
witk Mrs. Vidcm, at
th.e, DVxofra how&
A*. 4te
*. .14.
4 • .
40%.
#4•'
PA, 4* k,1 •
'kr
, • g-
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,
Ale
C48 members- attempt to lead soot&
singing at tite, organizational Feti,e:
ACA8 outing turn,s- in,to a, nokuicat
e,xptri eitee, fiN, its- uteutbers
udenty went overboard in,fun, during a,
CA8 spgsorat raftigg trip- (ritt)
CAB
eh* Myers shows- his- mire.
and special talent. Besides- th&
John. balanced a, ladder
and s-occer cage, (top,
&liar s John, grapetin& and
Allister galdwinfight it out
with...guitar and bass, rather
than, light-sabers.
Caylor Andrea, and
All;con, s-erenade. the. crowd at
th,e, Show:
0 ORGANIZATIONS
.P1)%rig
' . •
•
.moom••••••or
Stwe. Keary dentostrates ki.s- abilities in,
the. martial arty. (top- and ritt) the. Talent _Own':
Face. entertain, tile, camew at
TALENT SHOW
ALPHA BETA
CHI
FRONT:Julie Forstrorn, Todd Musser,Jennfer Groff
BACK:Jason Pierson, Matt Hermiz, Gary Barker,
Jeremy Brown, Daniel Scott
Ottek
A, A@ha, Chi kpteotbee paints- a. 'tow& as part
of a, cootimain.# service project.
0 ORGANIZATIONS
ALPHA CHI
FRONT: David Fretz, Andrew Krum, Luke Postema, Ben Lyons
ROW 2:NiCk Chou, Neilo Vitali, Dan Byrne,
Ken Shierman, Ross Meyers, Tim Cothrell
ROW 3: Stuart McQuillen, Edwin Bett,
Chris Risheill,Joel Taylor, Andy Bergman
BACK: Mark McClain,John Mason,Joel Cramer,
Tim Seigneur, Spencer Phelps
ALPHA DELTA
OMEGA
FRONT: Karen Hayes, Allison Ramsey, Michelle Vanlier,
Christine Compton, Amy Pollard, Britney Jones, Rachel Volpe,
Megan Ruoss, Amy Crunelle, Tonya Swiger,Julie Lamborn,
Holly Sorenson, Amanda Melcher, Katie Little
ALPHA PSI
OMEGA
FRONT: Paul Chevere, pup Thorsen,
Melissa Lasso, Nick Chou, Heidi McKelvey
ROW 2: Kimberly Cox, Amber Corbin, Sandy Swales,
Matt Pedersen, Ann Marie Swartz, Vakrie Claus
BACK: Amy Combs, Chad Sterling, Dave Hassenzahl,
Jared Skillings, Rachel Ayres, Philltp Zimbardo,
Matt Carr,Jastnine Robinson
BARA
FRONT: Sarah Mayer, Mandy McLaughlin,
Alison Warren, Heidi Newell
ROW 2:Paul Yven, Tracy Valiknac, Lisa Hockenberry,
Amiee Arimura, Angela Turner, Krista Van Hasser, Sandy Bennett
ROW 3: Royce Hunt, Natalie Bunch, Michelle Ackerman,
Sarah Flenar,Joel Cramer
BACK: Daniel Summers, Krista Warder, Luke Allen, Debbie Beck
ORGS
21.7)
CHI DELTA
EPSILON
FRONT: Karen Mapes,Jdlian Cross
MIDDLE: Christine Olbrich, Kristin Hoovler,
Amy Stowers, Mary Zuleger
BACK:Leanne Heath, Sarah Crawford,Julie Winar,
Hannah Dager, Mike Pierson, Rose Marotta
CHI
SIGMA IOTA
FRONT:Jennifer Cobb, Kristy Jackson, Sheryl Buckley
BACK: Amanda Pilgrim, Lissa Young, Kelly Reitz
CHI
DELTA NU
FRONT: Mike Call,Nathan Eikhoj,
BJ Bechtel, Michael Pierson, Andy Gingrich
MIDDLE: Cheryl Fawcett,Joy Carl, Rachel Bontrager,
Jeanne C arlton, Krista Morris, Heather Kemp, Amy Cliffe
BACK:John Sorrell, Adatn Rorex,Jordan Patrick,
Ryan Cook,Jodi Hurlow, Esther flogs
ORGANIZATIONS
FRONT: Lisa Pendergrass, Heidi Kinniburgh, Marissa
smith
MIDDLE: Bethany Frank, Laura Kroner, Amie
Bocksthler,
Andrea King, Maranatha Ruberg, Deborah Clingman
BACK: Amber Zedwick, Rubie Maybury,
Kristie Burch, Michelle Moore
CHI
THETA PHI
Miller, Slutri
Kregei, and
Sedcy Eichorn,
di4play their
work at el,
sen,unicr.
Juu:or nursing
kraijors- wcodet
their new-
cutiPtu- bre,
edcperience.
CNA
FRONT: Tom Lawson, Becky Garber, Nikki Sides
ROW 2: Susan Wallace, Corrie Christiansen, Sarah Dunn,
Amy Zedwick, Laura Keller, Naomi Redington
ROW 3: Sara-Beth LeBlanc,Jana Holiday, Anne Norman,
Sarah Duda, Rachel Thompson, Caren Furst
BACK: michelle Moore, Rachel Nadlny,jean osborne, melanie
Brossait, Amie Bockstahler, Michael Munro, Adam Warnken
ORGS
ORG
Ired Mitcke
proudly suffortr
ESO at- the,
Olganizatimi Fair.
Btit, Frank, Dr
Silvias, K4
Montaguz,
Melanie, Lelintan,
tuck student3-
about recycling at
the, Oig. Fair.
EARTH
STEWARDSHIP
FRONT: Cynthia Lawry, Kelly Montague,
Jeanette Irish, Charis Nims, Deborah Clingman
BACK: William Leukhardt, Matt Jopson
DELTA
PI SIGMA
FRONT: Elisabeth Morris, Lindsay Peterson, Becky Crosson,
Joanna Houck, Rebecca Upham, Candace Dodge
BACK: Sarah Dunn, Sara Eleveld, Lisa Katz,
Sharma Lenhart, Aimee Nash, Leslty Grow
ORGANIZATIONS
EPSILON
ALPHA PI
FRONT: stephanie Kurowicki, Sarah Silvius,
Naotni Cooper, Faith Buchanan
BACK:Jamie Michael, Delton Hochstedler,
Myra Luther, Anastasia mobley
FRONT:Jatnie Michael,Jennfer Bear, Anastsia Mobley
HOMES
FOR LIFE
FRONT: shaloah weber, Allison Hume,
Christy Abbs, Tom Lawson
BACK: Ryan Cohan,Jason Smith, Ben Nesbitt,
Tim c ochrell, Shannon Grimm
ORGS 0
IEEE
FRONT: mark Robertson, Bronson Hokuj; Nathan wright
MIDDLE: Ed vander Bush,jennifer Lutes,
Stacie Bennett, Robyn Dressler, Dan Cochrane
BACK: Arik Ackerberg, shawn Lundvall,
Roy Mwangi, Douglas Papay
INTERINATIONAL
STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
FRONT: Fernie Fernandes, Sonwoo Lee, Esther Loh
BACK: sandy Swales, Edwin Bett, Roy Mwangi
(i) ORGANIZATIONS
"Let your light shine bOre
men, that they may see
your good deeds and praise
your Father in heaven."
-matthew 536
KEA
FRONT: Lori Wilmer, Darg Fivek, Kristen Prince, Sarah Leisure
BACK: Mike Freeze, Nick Gapinski, Trevor Batt,Bill Woods
MENC
FRONT: Ryan Einfeldt, David McGrew, philip Tate
MIDDLE: Andrew Nyveldt, Tammy McComb,
Cynthia Lawry, Eileen McCoskey,
Angela DeSantis, Ken Borror
BACK:Hannah Rives, Kristen Small,
Amy Lovell, Amy Clutz, Karyn Farkus
When- o f tite, Intergationat
Studegt agagiizatiog, egjoy
tioce. of ellowship, to get to
Worm& agoticer and take, a
breakfrog. s-ciwot.
intergatimai Student
Opyatizatiost keiat
intenuctional ftr its
utegthers this • year.
ORGS
MU KAPPA
FRONT: Ann Weeks, Kara Allen, Esther Loh,
Janelle Baker, Hannah Allen
MIDDLE:Julia Fawcett, Fernie Fernandes, Tammy Stark,
Marisa Smith, Laura Holzmann, Abigail Beck, Kimberly Ketterer
BACK4 Schumacher, Kenneth Waldock, Paul DeHart,
Kimberly Yoder, Roy Mwangi,Jeanette Waldock,
Ryan Eiifeldt, KristiJonker, Karl Hjembo
OFFICERS
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
FRONT: Heidi Kinsey,Jonathan Burson, Ghena Marchetti
BACK: Tim Sutton, David Colae
0 ORGANIZATIONS
r‘
,11 0
PHI
EPSILON BETA
FRONT: Rebekah Blackwood, Rachel Puckett, Deborah Meitzler,
Esther Haffey, Ruthie Price, Roxanne England,
Mandy McGuire, Tiffany Burgett
BACK: Rachel Dier, Nikki Chakalisiessica Estepp, Kandance
Kenyon, Sarah High, Lisa MacPherson,Janice Maurizi,
Lindsay Wagner, Carolyn DeHaan, Lindsey Borland
,PHI
GAMMA PSI
FRONT: Jill Townsend, Melissa Crawford,
Mandy mullendennfer Tegtmeier
BACK: Shelley Yahara, Kelly McLaughlin,
Stephanie jopson,jocelyn Jones
MI
PI DELTA
FRONT: Michael Wade, Andrea Patterson,
Todd Mitchell, Ross Meyers
MIDDLE: Shawn Stephens,Jolie Fourman, Baca Blackburn,
Pamela Bower, Sarah Grapentine, Karen Hayes
BACK: Rebecca Leatherman, Andrew Gingrich, Naseem Qussar,
Kevin Leverson, Ann Weeks, Krista Morris, Kristin Jacoby
ORGS C)
REPUBLICAN
CLUB
FRONT: Tim Mohler,Joel Taylon Aaron Mercer,
Andrew Rodriguez, Michael Ferrigno
ROW 2: Karen Hayes, Stacie Bennet, Elizabeth Spruill,
Kristen Bolhneier, Wendy Harney, Angela Howe
ROW 3: Stuart McQuillen, Richard Anderson,
Benjamin Mohler, Christopher Risheill
BACK: Dan Bosworthieremy Tencza, Spencer Phelps
ORGANIZATIONS
ROTC
FRONT: Levi Gangi, Heidi Kinsey,Joanna Cormany,
Pam Claus,Justin Wood, Chuck McKinney
MIDDLE: Tim Sutton,John Compton,Jim Asher, David Colae,
Adam Stiegelmeier, Brandon Dow, Paul Raley
BACK: Eric Peschell,Jonathan Burson, Matt Snyder, Micah Hutchins
"Be very car01, then,
how you live notas
unwise but as wise,
making the most of
every opportunity."
-Ephesians 5:15-16
FRONT: Mark Robertson, Benjamin Kaminsky,
Christopher Nott, Greg Flory
ROW 2: Nathan Lewis, Stack Bennett, Amy Morse,
Lindy Anderlini, Michael Wade
BACK: Ben Carpenter, Paul DeHart, Shawn Mundvall,
Luke Postema, Andy Litteral, Ed Vander Bush
SAE
SIFE
FRONT: Kimberly MacLeod, Ben Nelson, Tim Mohler,
Mike Lewis, Carrie White
ROW 2: Chris Troupos, Rachelle Denton, Sarah Leisure,
William Woods, Kristen Prince, Benjamin Mohler
BACK: Christine olbrich, Debbie Krick, Kyle Kickbusch,
Joe Mulvaney, wendi Rouse, Rebecca Fissel
SFHRM
FRONT: Vanessa Policani, Sara Minier
BACK: Nathan verwys, Sharon wickholm
ORGS
SIGMA
PHI LAMBDA
FRONT: William woods, Andrew Cheney, Roger Swigart
ROW 2: Rick Dc walk, Scott Lehr, Stephen Black, Ryan sparzak
ROW 3:Jonathan Faulkner, Aaron Cook,
Tim Prusha, David Harrison
BACK:Jed Smith, Ian Dickey, Nick Spaulding, Jeremy Pierre
STC
FRONT: Gudrun Olson, Sarah High, Karen Belding
MIDDLE: Wendy Pochop, Erin Ross,
Kelly Warriner, Troy Pfedfer
BACK: Kimberly Eridon, Casey Rtthrin,
Sarah Flenar, Aaron Warriner Jatnes Deaton
SPANISH CLUB
FRONT:Janelle Baker, Edith Granilla, Charis Nims
BACK:Joe Mulvaney,Jon Murphy
ORGANIZATIONS
11.
SWE
FRONT: Heather Maybury, Debbie Pittman,
Robyn Dressler
ROW 2: Lindy Anderlini, Stacie Bennett,
Amy Morse, Amy Carpenter
BACK:Jennffer Lutes, Carol Okiri,
Ann Weeks,Jenny Elliott
TAU
BETA ALPHA
FRONT: Andrew Heyd, Deborah Pittman, Andy Litteral
BACK:Jeff Miller, Shawn Lundval,
Luke Postema, Mark Robertson
THETA
RHO EPSILON
FRONT: Roger Randall, Steve Light, Andy Kempe
ROW 2: Mark Clark,Joel Hollins,Jim Johnson
BACK: Ben Peterson, Paul Rua/a, Tim Amstutz, Chris Moles
ORGS
TIMILATHIANS
Jeff Matter, Scott Cameron, Shawn Dabravalskas
Bethany DeGraw, Kevin Meadows,
Aaron Mercer, Marlena Proper
John Botkin, Dan Cochrane,
Damon McGraw, Shawn Graves
UAA
FRONT: Kris Boyes, KrIsty Youn&Joanna Houck,Julie Forstrom
BACK: Erika Olin, Alison Modock,Joshua Berrus,
Angela Howe, Paul Shelden
titKappa, International spends an.
evening together after a, wetting.
Ap cki, spostcors axotiter alutual
"Menis
EiDI ORGANIZATIONS
4114, Ch414teotbers rakeyards at houses a s part of commemitys-erv projects.
EO members visit Halfwit, Prairi& Fing Field at
Writt Patters-m Air Force, Bate,
C/A members, s44 Gillett and farak Marti's,
wear their Paining s-itirt3- with lewide,
ORGS 0
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The Cedarville
College women's
volleyball team took
their game to a new
level in 1998.
ThA1408#415
claimed a share of the
American Mideast
Conference champi-
onship, won the
NCCAA Midwest
Region title, played in
the NCCAA Nation-
als, and qualified for
the NAIA Great Lakes Regional. The
spikers rolled to their third straight 30-
win season at 32-12 overall. They tied
Mount Vernon Nazarene and Walsh for
the AMC crown at 14-2 and even hosted
the conference tournament where they
finished second. Third-year mentor Teresa
Clark was voted the AMC and NCCAA
Midwest Region Coach of the Year.
To say the least it was a record-setting
season. The main reason for the success
belongs to the senior trio of Julie McIntyre,
Julie Opperman, and Suzanne Lehman,
who were each voted to the All-AMC and
All-NCCAA Midwest Region First
Teams. Specifically, their leadership
guided the Lady Jackets to what was their
first NCCAA region title, their first con-
ference championship since winning their
only other league trophy in 1989 in the old
Western Buckeye Collegiate Conference,
their first NAIA Great Lakes showing, and
their third NCCAA Nationals appearance.
all
McIntyre was voted the team's MVP
and was selected to the NCCAA All-
America First Team. She completed her
season with three-year career totals
of 933 kills, 2,285 assists, and 1,336
digs.
Opperman is Cedarville's all-time
leader in kills (1,898) and attack percent-
age (.328). She was named an NCCAA
Second Team All-American.
Lehman became just the fifth player to
reach 1,000 career kills and finished with
1,124. She was named to the NCCAA
All-Tournament Team and her .987 ca-
reer serving accuracy is the school's best.
Several younger players helped the
Lady Jackets as well. Six-foot hitter
Heather van der Aa, who paced the team
with 554 kills, was voted the AMC Fresh-
man of the Year and was named to the All-
AMC Second Team. Sophomore setter
Lori Bunger was first on the team in
assists with 1,096.
stawkivomack
Ircity team,: (front l-r) Pam, Has; Robyn, Pitmiuv, Ckeryt Meyer. Chrasie, Fred;
Lori. Bugger. (middle) Student Trainer Jerietkuv qoodbar, Heather Smith', Surauute,
Lek4n,JLdü McIntyre, Reemts-mal Student Assistant Julien, Johnson,.
(back) Assistant CoackJim, Clark, Aosty Martik, Leak Ziegenfuss,
Heather mut, der ,4a1 Jul& Oppermuv, Head Coach Teresa, Clark,
0 ATHLETICS
Sanger fraises littera)/ and hopes frr art, ace. as ate
prepares to serve,
CEDARVILLE VS: Central State W, Urbana W, Indianapolis W, Indiana Wesleyan W, Grace W, Taylor L, Saint Vincent W,
co
4,<
,z)
n
 W
,
 Central State W
,
 Olivet W
,
 Rio 
opur, on' `Ni rurqm auoinv tisirm uoulaA 'TIN '1 tidasof'45 '1V,,/ tioyinis rMaTr45 an/Acetic 'hit apurai)
Lawn, by
Kruckerbocker
McIptlyre,pounols througktite
opportents clefense. as- Pam, Huts-
holds positiokt bekistot her.
Swint Leiapuut mot Heather vaiteterAa,
go crit to block a, spa& mot pre,vent the
oppolunt frowt,gaining a, poigt.
CEDARVILLE VS Spring Arbor W, Grace W, Indiana
Wesleyan L, Ohio Dominican W, Heidelberg W, Tiffin
W, Lee L, Bethel L, Malone W, Indiana Wesleyan W,
Mt. Vernon L, Central State W, Rio Grande W, Walsh
W, Mt. Vernon L, University of Illinois-SpringfieldW ,
Siena Reights W, Taylor L
ditior Varsity: Lackeile,
Peters-, Robyn, Hgner,
Kn1,ce Ke.tyo, Adrianice,
Bozicic,Julia, Wolters-, Becky
Tr5cts, /9/s-s-a, Foltz, Jessica.
Stevenson, R.ebekait, Siterigg,
Julicit,Jolinsoit(Heaot Coack.),
Diaga, Lyons, Eli.z.abetk
Jokitsofrt, Darcy Fivek, Kristakt
gott, Jim, Clark
(Assistagt Coa.ck).
Ph41501-ktk
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The women's volleyball team started the
year with some high expectations.
Ranked 12th in the NA1A reat Lakes
region and hoping for a fourth straight 30-
win season, the Yellow Jackets were facing
a difficult task. Third year coach Teresa
Clark built the team around five returning
players, with only three seniors and a
single junior. The team exceeded their
expectations in working to a 32-12 season.
Seniors Julie McIntyre, Julie Opperman
and Suzanne Lehman led the team to the
NCCAA (Treat Lakes regional title.
ATHLETICS
Jackets Volleyball
takes the 6-reat
Lakes regional title
In impressive
32-12 segat.
YEAR
REIMMIBER
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL HIGHLIGHT
Layout by
Phq?sfErNrcoby
Cack Mc gitatiray du-cages-
gapcte, strategy uritk Ailion,
Huote, and Kri.stiit,
DeVinney.
Rultintan. takes-
charge. of Mei-aid as
captain, Carrie ante,
anticipates- du- play.
Geneva 2-0, Tiffin 1-5, arace 6-5, Indiana 3-5, Seton -0 Cot), Malone 3-2(4 ot; pk), Tiffin 1-4, Grace 2-3
cedarvitte
posted some
impressive
victories before
guati5/ing for
the amc and
naia midwest
region
postseason
tournaments.
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The Lady Jackets
showed improvement
in their second year
of varsity soccer com-
petition by posting
an 8-9-2 record.
Their campaign fea-
tured a new confer-
ence with the Ameri-
can Mideast Confer-
ence and a new coach
in John
who joined the pro-
gram after spending
24 years coaching the
men's program.
Cedarville posted some impressive vic-
tories before qualifying for the AMC and
NAIA Midwest Region postseason tour-
naments. The kickers blanked Taylor, 3-
0, to open the home schedule and then
followed that up by rallying from a 3-1
halftime deficit to win at Wittenberg, 4-3.
They made it three straight with a 6-0
romp over Marian.
The Jackets tied their first-ever AMC
match, 2-2, against Walsh on a rainy day
at home. They bounced back to win their
next league game with a 3-2 overtime
decision against Notre Dame College
when Allison Hume scored early in the
extra session. Cedarville extended their
unbeaten string to 5-0-1 with a 4-2 victory
against Otterbein.
Another first for the women was their
Homecoming match. They dealt AMC
runner-up Geneva a 2-0 setback. Follow-
ing a wild 6-5 win over Grace, the Jackets
completed their regular season with a 0-0
non-conference tie at Seton Hill.
Cedarville opened AMC Tournament
play at Malone where they had lost, 3-0,
earlier in the season. This time, the Jack-
ets outlasted the hosts in sudden death
penalty kicks for a 3-2 win.
Freshman midfielder Michelle
Ruhlman was voted the team's MVP and
was named to the NCCAA All-America
Second Team. She was second on the
team in scoring with 7 goals and 6 assists
for 20 points.
Sophomore forward Allison Hume,
who was named to the All-AMC Second
Team, was the team's leading scorer with 14
goals and 4 assists for 32 points. All-AMC
First Team performer Kristen DeVinney, a
sophomore midfielder, had a team-high 7
assists with 4 goals for 15 points.
Seniors Carrie Orme and Lisa Thomson
served as captains. Thomson, Andrea
Creamer, and Sundi Myers earned NAIA
and NCCAA All-America Scholar-Ath-
lete honors as juniors or seniors who main-
tain a minimum 3.50 cumulative grade
point average.
StInk4omack
Weskmzur, Michelle Uhlman was voted MVP by thee team
after ker fret year with the team.
Huck
city Women's- Soccer (front l-r)Jennifer Walker, Andrea. Creamer, Liz-a. Thomson,
Lisa Hockenberry, n d Myers; Carrie Orme, Rachel English (middle) He CoackJoith
Mc6illivray, Michelle Ratiman, Sterkanie, Aittaktut,, Jessica, Alexander, SioHutn
Pagan, Katie Mammaw, Sec/c7 Kozlowski., Amiee Arimara, As-els-tont Coach Dawn
Wambold (back) Smslent Trainer Petk NelsonVulie Hardin, AMA, CheitLy, Geneva Roberts,
Sarah Hastings; Allis-on Hwme, Kristen DeVinney, Anlanda Yoder, Amy Nyk.
WOMEN'S SOCCER 0
tOrkCER
A ROW era in
Cedarville College
men's ssfffeir resulted
in a trip to the
National Christian
College Athletic
Association
ChNNOMENO in
Florida. The Yellow
ifiikets had made five
appearances in the
NM% Nationals
under 24-year
head coach John
Mcaillivray. But he
moved over to the women's program and
relinquished the coaching duties to one of
his former players, Roger Swigart, who
paced the club to an 8-14 record and 2-14
slate in the Mid-Ohio Conference.
The Jackets had little post season aspi-
rations after grinding through the tough
American Mideast Conference with a 3-6
mark. They were fortunate to end up with
a one-game playoff for the NCCAA Mid-
west Region banner and responded with
an impressive 4-0 win at Indiana Wesleyan
to earn the automatic berth.
The kickers silenced the critics in the
first round of the national tournament by
stunning the No. 2 seed, Cumberland
College, 2-1. They dropped a 3-1 decision
in the semifinals to eventual runner-up
Judson College, and ended the season
with a 3-2 loss in the consolation match to
AMC foe Mount Vernon Nazarene.
Sophomore midfielder Aaron Cook was
named to the NCCAA All-America Sec-
ond Team. He was the team's leading
scorer with 9 goals and 8 assists for 26
points. His 1.18 points per game average
ranked 9th in the AMC.
Senior Dave Rutledge was voted the
team's MVP. He tied for second on the
squad in scoring with 6 goals and 3 assists
for 15 points, and was named to the All-
AMC Second Team.
Fellow senior Duane Hammond totaled
15 points on 4 goals and 7 assists. He joined
Cook, Rutledge, and sophomore goalkeeper
Matt Powers, who had a 2.38 goals against
average, on the All-NCCAA Midwest Re-
gion First Team. Freshman defender Steve
Zarrilli was voted to the Second Team.
Swigart was tabbed NCCAA Midwest
Region Coach of the Year. His first year at
the helm included not only the AMC
schedule, but Cedarville's usual demand-
ing non-league assignments. Three of their
noteworthy victories included a 4-0 shut-
out over new AMC member Saint Vincent
College in the Homecoming match, a sur-
prising 2-1 decision against AMC playoff
qualifier Walsh University, and a 3-0 win
versus Grace College.
staryNomack
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Vtaity (kneeling L-r) Duane- Hammond, Michad Burguwi,
Matt Powers, Chris Brock, Ti Sutton', Justin, geer. (Haat& Assistant Coack
Jini Mutter, Aaron, Cook, Matt Bicknell, Ryan, R111.4 Scott Schier,
Rob Marsha, Aaron, Bair, Andrew- Chenefi RAM& P01441.44 Head Coack Roger
Sseigart. (back) Student Assistant Nick Spaulding, Tini Pruslui,
Jock Radcliffe, Michaei Moran', Tim/ Rickert, Dave, Ruttedg4 Rod+ Willis,
Stem Zarrill4 Student Trainer Andy Chouinard.
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The Lady jacket cross
ramify program
proved to be one of
the best in the NA1A
again in 1998 both
on the WNW of
competition and
in the classroom. For
the sixth straight
year, they WW1
among the top teams
in the country at the
meet and
they repeated as
having the top
academic squad in the nation.
Cedarville was ranked as high as 12th
in the NAIA poll. The runners placed
15th out of36 schools at the NAIA Cham-
pionships and 3rd of 17 at the NCCAA
Nationals. The women won invitationals
at Rio Grande and Wilmington, and they
placed second in the American Mideast
Conference.
The senior class of Becky Jordan,
Christy Taylor, Jill Breckenfeld, and Jori
Forward completed an outstanding four-
year run. Jordan was the team's number
one runner in seven out of ten meets. She
earned NCCAA All-America honors (top
15 finishers) for the fourth straight year
and won individual titles at the
Cedarville and Rio Grande meets. She
had a season-low time of 18:30 for the
5,000 meters and ran under 20:00 in
eight outings.
Taylor was the squad's number two
performer, yet won the Wilmington Invi-
tational and was the team's top finisher in
the All-Ohio Championships. She was
perhaps the most consistent runner with
her times in the last eight meets ranging
between 19:05 and 19:35.
Breckenfeld held down the third spot
and broke the 20-minute barrier in seven
of her last eight meets. Forward came
next in the lineup and turned in a season-
best time of 19:46.
Several other runners experienced var-
sity competition for the first time ever.
Junior Kelly Reitz, sophomores Corrie
Grigorenko and Sarah Pollock, and fresh-
man Wendy Somers all contributed
throughout the season.
Cedarville was presented the NAIA
Scholar-Team Award for the second
straight year for having the highest com-
bined team grade point average (3.72) of
all the teams at the NAIA Nationals.
Jordan, Taylor, Breckenfeld, and Reitz
were named NAIA and NCCAA All-
America Scholar-Athletes. They were
also recognized for academic achieve-
ment by the American Mideast Confer-
ence.
SttirkliVomack
Kay Reit z presses ftrward to
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IN.", Cross. Cowttry(front G-r) Hanna. Cook,, farak Pollock, Emily Evans,
Cowie. grorenko, Wendy Somers; Jegni. gerber, and Laura Hammond. (back)
Head Coady Elvin, King, Ckristy Taylor, Kelly Reitz, Kristeg iVickols, Becky
Jordan', Jen, Heidenreick, jori, Forward, andfilt Breckenfeld.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 0
CROtOUNTRY
The Yellow Jacket
men's cross country
team was ranked as
high as 17th
Ntlitififti4f in the
NA114 after finishing
fifth in the NCCAA
Nationals during the
119A season. Their
climb back to
becoming a consistent
member of the NA114
Top 25 included
invitational team
WM at Rio
Grande and Wilmington as well as a
runner-up showing in the American
Mideast.
Senior performer Ben Thompson closed
out his career as the team's number one
runner. He overcame early season inju-
ries to lead the Yellow Jackets in the final
six meets on the schedule including an
overall first-place finish at the
Wilmington Invitational. He was also
the individual runner-up in the AMC
Championship.
Thompson saved his best time in the
8,000 meters for the NCCAA Nationals
on his home course at John Bryan State
Park. He finished ninth with a time of
25:07 and again earned a spot on the
All-America squad (top 15 finishers).
Thompson was also named the
Wheeler Award recipient as the
NCCAA's outstanding male runner
of the year.
Joel Peterson joined Thompson as the
lone seniors on the team. He ran in the
number two position until a mid-season
injury pushed him back in the line-up.
Peterson had a season-low time of 26:06
at Rio Grande where he was first on the
team and third overall.
Scott Ruhlman was the only junior on
the team and saw varsity action in eight
meets. He was an NAIA and NCCAA
All-America Scholar-Athlete, and also
garnered academic recognition from the
AMC.
Sophomores Ken Loescher, Eddie
Nehus, and Steven Wakefield played a
significant role on the success of the
team. They were the only three runners
to see action in all ten varsity meets.
Wakefield achieved All-AMC honors
upon placing seventh in the league
meet.
Newcomer Jody Fox participated in
nine meets and placed among the team's
top three finishers six times. He had a
season-best effort of 26:14 in Cedarville's
own Friendship Invitational in leading the
Yellow Jackets by placing seventh indi-
vidually.
StiaraYk4o mark
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WS' Crosy Country: (front l-r) Ken Lae-feller, .ftzven, Wakefield Sen, Thompson',
Justzn, gerber, and Eddie, Istelv.a. (back) He Coack E1 King, Jody Fox, Joet
Petzrsok, Ed Lads; Scott Deur, Pla.aije,,
Ria Meutager Dm, Foster.
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Eratkitball
"For Kis iMPPy!"
These words of
Coach Kathy
Freese %ONO
in the ears
of the Cedarville
College Women's
Basketball Team.
She made it into
the team thltift,
and would repeat
It wheneverthe
%NH broke from
a huddle to take
the floor.
The team came off the a losing
record from last year, to start with an
impressive 10-3 winning streak go-
ing into Christmas break. "I'd say
one of the toughest parts of the sea-
son, was convincing ourselves that
we are a good basketball team and
that we can win games. One of the
hardest obstacles for us was mental,"
said Freshman Patty Shryer.
However, the team struggled after
break for the first part of the winter
quarter. With that behind them, the
team finished with a winning season
for the first time in the last few sea-
sons. The main thing that pulled the
team through the season was good
team work and a positive attitude.
Amanda Porter commented, "I really
enjoyed working with my teammates
and growing together as a team."
Stcgt bvjarrtin Grayer
"I'd say that the highlight of the
season was beating Central State Uni-
versity," said Stephanie Schanher. The
Lady Jackets had practiced with CSU
during the fall, and had established a real
ministry with the girls, but being able to
beat them in a basketball game, was
unexpected. "They were ranked in the
nation, so when we beat them, we were
really excited," Stephanie added.
American Midwest Conference
Freshman of the Year, Kirsten Rossotti
led the team with an average of 15.5
points per game. "One of the hardest
things for me was getting adjusted to
college basketball. God gave me strength,
and I had to go out night after night and try
to be the best player that! could," she said.
Both Scholar Athletes, seniors Gillian
Gombis and Heather French leave the team
in good hands as all but three will return
next year to be contenders in the AMC.
jackets try to rum, a, play from, tk.e, top- o tke, archk.
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intstek's Basketbal : Stepkaxie, 5c/ranker, Chard)/ Cole., Heather French., III4I gootbis,
?ant. Scvaitey, Amanda. Porter. Stanolisti:Joy Williams, Kathy Freese, Michad Tharp
Pattie. Schryer, Ass9/ Martik, Nostrse.,Jes ti f er Jokes,Kirsfrx, Itogott4 Nat
McKikkok, Sarah. Hills, Sarah 7101444S, Heather Stark,
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 0
Eigiketba
The Basketball
team finished the
season with a
a remarkabletilt
overall record, and a
10-6 record in the
ftgligYIR Midwest
Conference. They
earned a spot in the
NCCAAM#911#1
Tournament, where
they made a good
showing.
"We had a lot of fun this year as a team,
which was a direct result of the unique
comradery that we developed both on and
off the court. We were unified as a team
and that helped to escalate our level of
play," said sophomore Jesse Deister.
The team enjoyed a high point during
mid-season as they won some important
games. One of these big wins came in a
come-from-behind battle with number
one ranked Mt. Vernon Nazarene. In late
March, the Jackests traveled to the
National Christian College Athletic
Association's national tournament. They
won their first round game against the the
two time defending champion, Christian
Heritage College. The team went on to
place fourth overall.
As graduating seniors, John Krueger,
Shay Richardson, Jackie Williams, and
Aaron Stumpf led the team by example
and made big contributions during prac-
tice and game time.
During the Feb. 23 game against Geneva
College, John Krueger shot his way into the
Cedarville history book as he passed Ken
Rucker to become Cedarville' s Basketballs
all time 2nd highest scorer. Krueger ended
his career with a total of 2,366 points.
Of Shay Richardson, Jesse Deister
said, "I've never seen any one play
through injuries and continue to per-
form at this level like Shay did. He
was an example of determination to
the rest of the team."
Deister also commented on Williams
and Stumpf, "Jackie always practiced hard
and motivated me to work hard in prac-
tice, and Aaron was the emotional back-
bone of the team, he served as our inspira-
tion in tight situations."
Although the graduating seniors will
leave a void to fill, the out look for next
year is optimistic. Three of the five
starters will be returning, along with a
solid supporting cast.
StWAYin Gayer
MA. Basketball: (front L-r) Keith, Mer,Jackie, Williams, Clint Hayes, Kyle,
Mraz., Jason, Marshall, Robb Burt. (Second row; L-r) Travis Herman", Joluf.,
Dearie,, &wide& Ajayijolter., Krueger, Ben, Tit,oknpso Reef)) Kevin
Y412kOttiCk,friSOK/ Dom. (Back row; l-r) fess Deal* David Dingesuut,, Ted
Forrest, Shay Rickardson,, David Fourman,, and Aaron, Shane:
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The Cedarville
Cheerleading squad
contributed to the
14PM" P atmoshpere
of the home and away
basketball games.
They hyped up the
which pommyfans, 
impacted the perfor-
mance of the players
on the court. The
primary tEitgwas on
encouraging the play-
ers to do their4§1.
mtLEADERS
In order to perform during the basket-
ball half-time shows, the Cedarville
Cheerleaders practiced weekly. Beleiving
that God should be the focus of every
activity, they prayed before each practice
and at the start of every game.
Team practice lasted around four hours
on practice nights, where they learned
their roles in the various routines and
stunts that they performed. The guys
were responsible for the safety of the
girls in each of the stunts. The girls
had to learn a total of ten different
routines for performance at different times.
The team verse was Phillipians 2:3,4
which says, "Do nothing out of selfish
ambition or vain conceit, but in humility
consider others better than yourselves.
Each of you should not only look to your
own interests, but also to the interests of
others." Coach Dawn Scott urged them
to think about the words of that passage
daily.
The girls on the squad had a ministry of
encouragement to the players, leaving
them little goodies and encouraging notes.
Not only were the cheeleaders an
encouragement to the players and fans,
they also encouraged each other. "There
were a few new guys on the squad this
year, and I enjoyed working them and
helping them to learn the techniques,"
said Senior Co-Captain Tom Sanderson.
As with any team, the cheerleaders
developed close friendships. "After four
years of experience, I can honestly say
that this year, we were more friends than
just teammates. In years past, we'd go to
practice then go do our own thing, but this
year we were pretty tight as a team, and
that made practice and games more enjoy-
able." added Tom.
SIStglakilYrtGrayer
Sarah, Howls, facet let0..5 and Kristin,
How e r pep, aptly, crated with, a,
CedarviUte. spirit cheer.
Cite" Leaders: (frohtt-r)Jacci,Ayette, Cay Wren, (, hiddie i-r) Sarak
Kristzn, Howler, Christa Hit t, N Sin-zinger, Seth Martin,.
(back t-r) Toyn,Sandersm, Andrew-Howe-, Denver Seely, Dave, Chiurdler,
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tecw.
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The Pep Band is composed of 160
volunteers who give up their Tuesday
and Saturday nights to play their instru-
ments at the home basketball games.
There are many students who play, but
there are also alumni and local residents
who help out. The group starts practicing
in early October and starts the season
on Homecoming Weekend at Moonlight
Madness. It is probably the most popu-
lar musical group on campus, and it
definitely has the largest listening audi-
ence.
This was a very notable year for the
Cedarville College Pep Band. First, the
band released its first and only CD en-
titled "Blue and Gold." The CD contains
almost all of the songs that get the crowd
riled up at home basketball games. In-
cluding "You Can Call Me Al" and of
course the favorite stand-by, "Hang on
Sloopy." The CD will be used at home
games when the band can not play, and it
will also be sold to those who want to
cherish the Pep Band long after their days
at Cedarville are over. Another reason
this was a memorable season was that the
director, Mike DiCuirci, was inducted
into the Cedarville Athletic Hall of Fame.
He has been the leader for the last twenty
years and has turned the Pep Band into
what many consider the best Pep Band in
college basketball. What would a
Cedarville basketball game be like with-
out the Pep Band? The Band adds so
much to the atmosphere of every Jacket
home game. This was also the first year
that a member of the Pep Band made a
basket in the game. Jackie Williams, se-
nior guard, played the beginning of "Hang
on Sloopy" at several games and later
went on to score!
Csolarvil&'s perbeutd, under the,directiotvof kir Mickatt Diatiratua Dr. jeaxes
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Cdarvill2's. mascot, the,
yellowjacket-,
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Linen.: (first row-l-r)Julia, Wolters, Erin, McDaniel, Missy Tarnick,,
Caron,Dizer, Wendy Somers, Charles- Archibald, Edward Low-
(second row) Chris Merckx (Associate Trainer), Patrick, Thaman,,
Braden, Wingert, Siobhan, Fagan', Aaron, Bair,Jack, Bailey
(Hu'rd row) Katie, Mammaw, Aray Clcouinard,JeriAnh qoodbar,
Sa.rak Thomas, Sarah, Hilts, Robert Hirsch/email, Matt Loose,
(fimeth. row) Bob Duchardt (Head Trainer), Mickstet Maurice,
Be& Nelson', Sheri, Phipps, Aliss-a,WWits
Jason, Graluune,, Emu& Het/wig (Program, Director)
PEP BAND — MASCOT — TRAINERS
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The Lady
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The 1999 women's
tennis team had an-
otherfASSIMAIlsea-
son with a 10-4
(.714) overall record
and 4-1 (.800) in
cAPPraratiferrecord.
The Lady Jackets
were led by Casey
Ruffin, Ginger Butler
and Beth Wolfe, but
more than ever, this
year's success was due
to Ife-ViR 0611
wornlisa en
Freshmen Amy Gregory and Heidi
Stevenson were able to help immediately
at the number four and five positions and
sophomore Jennifer Elliot also stepped up
this year to fill the number six position.
Senior Joyce Boggs, junior Angela Mast,
and freshman Tricia Evans all made sig-
nificant contributions throughout the sea-
son in doubles.
The team began their year in Canton-
ment, Florida for a week of spring train-
ing. A new stop this spring break was
Hilton Head Island, where Cedarville de-
feated Olivet Nazarene University 7-2.
This year' s schedule was strengthened
with the addition of Olivet Nazarene Uni-
versity, Dayton, Indiana Wesleyan, Wright
State and Muskingham. The difficulty of
the women' s schedule was a definite key
to their success at the Conference Tourna
ment.
The Lady Jackets were very prepared
and captured four flight championships.
Ginger Butler at No. 2, Beth Wolfe at No.
3, Amy Gregory at No. 4 and Wolfe/Gre-
gory at No. 2 doubles. Despite this valiant
effort, the team fell two points short of
upsetting four-time defending league cham-
pion, Walsh University.
Other season highlights included the rec-
ognition of Ruffin, Butler and Wolfe as
N.A.I.A All-American Scholar-Athletes.
Ruffin, Butler, and Wolfe were also named
to the All-AMC Singles Team and Ruffin
and Butler were also named to the All-
AMC Doubles Team.
With the loss of only two players, senior,
Joyce Boggs, and the early graduation of
Ginger Butler, we can be sure that the
women's team can look forward to another
successful season.
stRFOltutter
eger Butler stand s prepared teammate, Cas9/ Ruffin s-erves
to tit& opposing team,.
Ilaten's Tennis (kneeling l-r) Tricia Eveuts, Katie, Koeffen, App9/ gregory,
Angela, Mast, Stevens-on, ginger 8u,tler, (a-twang l-r) Head Coack Pam,
Jolutson, Team, chaplain Eleanor Taylor, Joyce, Boggs, Jennifer Elaott, Casey
Ruffin, Assistant Coack Zack Ruffin, and Assist-cute Coack Dee, Morris.
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WOMEN'S TENNIS
The future of men's
tennis in Cedarville
looks very bright. This
season, the team
finished 13-5, with a
4-1 record in the
American Mideast
Conference. The team
finished second in the
AMC Tournament and
went to the semifinals
of the NCCAA
National Invitational.
The Yellow Jacket's
tiiiinis
season began well until their loss to
NCCAA National Invitational Champion
Bethel. In their first match the Jackets
defeated Olivet Nazarene 7-2. The team's
next match was an impressive win over
Thomas More. Next, the men played Ken-
tucky Christian and won 6-3.
In the next contest, against Lindsey
Wilson, the team was down 2-1 after the
doubles competition. Singles players Carl
Weise, James Metsger, Jeff Powell, and
Jason Hall won in singles to pull out the
victory.
Coming on the tail of a four game
winning steak, the Jackets faced
Wittenberg and lost. The men also lost
their next match to Division I Dayton 9-0.
After the loss to Dayton, Cedarville
defeated Blufton 8-1. The team won all
the doubles matches in straight sets. They
went on to defeat Wilmington, again 8-1.
Then conference foe Walsh came to
Cedarville and beat the Jackets 9-0.
In the next match, underdog Cedarville
overcame Taylor 5-4. The teams split
singles and won with victories by Hall/
John Bailey and Metsger/Lutz in doubles.
After the suprise win at Taylor, the
men won their first AMC match against
Saint Vincent. That victory was immedi-
ately follwed by one over Geneva 9-0.
Tiffin folded with a forfeit, but Otterbein
gave Cedarville its final regular season
loss 5-4. Cedarville then won another
AMC victory over Malone 7-2.
At the AMC tournament, Cedarville
finished second to Walsh. Eric McVey
and Weise were named to the All-AMC
Team in singles and doubles. Bailey and
Hall were All-AMC selections in doubles.
Cedarville ended the regular season
with a 5-2 victory at Heidelberg College
with singles victories from Weise, Bailey,
Metsger, Hall, and Powell.
Champion Bethel nipped Cedarville,
5-4, in the semis of the NCCAA Invita-
tional. The Jackets got victories from
Bailey, Metsger, and Powell , and Metsger
and Lutz in doubles.
Cedarville ended the season by defeat-
ing Kentucky Christian in the consolation
match of the NCCAA Invitational. Bailey,
Metsger, Hall, and Powell once again
won and the Jackets swept doubles.
StRraYINomack
WS' Tennis(kgeeligg t-r) plat 844,4 Pouneelt,Jauta Iviets-ger, Pet&
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Mcll, Head Coad t., Alax Edlunot.
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"We expect
this season
to be
interesting and
challenging,"
said head
coach Alan
Edlund.
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The usual view of
golf is one of the
individual versus
the tilMitself, but
one of the most
team centered
sports at Cedarville
is Reg No matter
the abilities of the
player, each golfer
mustegdAlin well
for the team to win.
Cedarville performed well and im-
proved throughout this season, improving
from match to match. In their season
opener on April Fool's Day, the team
finished only fifth out of eight schools
with freshman Mike Poelzer shooting a
77 and finishing second in the tourna-
ment. April 5 brought the Shawnee State
Invitational and fifth place finish for the
golf team, led by sophomore Matt Dunn's
79.
The Cedarville Tri-Match finished with
Cedarville as runner-up to Urbana in the
Apri 8 contest.
During the Urbana Quad on April 13,
Cedarville placed third with sophomore
Matt Dunn' s 78 leading the way. On
April 19, Sophomore Russell Toms carded
a 75 for a career-best and fifth individu-
ally at the Walsh Invitational. The next
week, the golf team traveled to the Mount
Vernon Nazarene Invitational.
For the 18th year, the golf team hosted
the Cedarville Invitational at the Country
Club of the north. This year, the golf team
placed second, again led by Matt Dunn
with a 71. Dunn recieved medalist honors
for his achievement and became only the
third Yellow Jacket to win the tourna-
ment.
Though the team finished a disappoint-
ing seventh out of seven teams in the
America Mideast Conference Champion-
ships, Coach Jim Kragel and the team
look forward to next season. With only
one departing senior and no juniors, there
is no where for the young team to go but
up. As seen by their perseverance and
improvement throughout this season, the
future looks bright for the Cedarville golf
team.
Muivane.y kitran,approacks-kotio the green, on, the,
stk kole of the Cedarville, Invitational Tounuutteitt.
e got-r) Head Goacklikt,c, Kraget, Russ- ToPus,Joitatkag, Murpity,
Mike, Poeizer, Kyle, &aid, Joe, Muivaitey, Matt Dunn,
MEN'S GOLF
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Women's softball at
Cedarville is in a state
of rebuilding. With a
first year coach iniim
Irish, a new field
being built, and only
two seniors on the
team, the 1151' season
was a tough but
rewarding season.
After finishing 4-21 in
1998, theJjegkett$
improved this season
to 9-29.
Led by two seniors -- outfielder Noella
Fisher and infielder/pitcher Bonnie
Schaefer -- the team gained confidence
throughout the season.
Though this season was an improve-
ment from the last, it did not begin well. In
their first outing against Athens State, the
Lady Jackets lost both games, with only
three total baserunners. The ladies contin-
ued in that trend for six straight games, all
contributing to an eight game losing streak
that began the season. The hard work in
practice began to pay off when the team
beat Lagrange 4-1 with RBIs from Robyn
Pitman, Jill Butz, and Noella Fisher.
After their first win of the season,
Cedarville lost five straight games until
beating Mount Vernon Nazarine 4-3 in
the second game of a doubleheader.
Cedarville went on to lose three more
games before winning the second game at
home against Rio Grande 6-5 in a last-at-
bat comeback win. Bonnie Schaefer had
three hits, including the gamewinner.
The win against Rio Grande was the
first in a string of three wins for the
Jackets. The other two victories were over
Saint Vincent (11-1, 18-9).
The three game win streak was upset
by Tiffin, who dealt the Jackets the first
two of nine losses.
When Geneva visited, the ladies pulled
out the first of two games in extra innings.
That comeback was spoiled in the second
game, though, as Geneva shut out the
Jackets. The women turned back to their
winning ways and swept a doubleheader
against Notre Dame (OH).
Malone then swept Cedarville (11-3,
14-3) despite two terrific games from
Becky Summers. Summers was 2-3 with
a double and two RBIs in the first game
and 2-2 with another double and two
RBIs.
The women finished their season by
splitting a doubleheader with Taylor.
Despite a losing record, this season was a
definite step in the rebuilding process.
The ladies are optimistic about next sea-
son with a familiar coach and a newly
constructed field.
Kiva Softball: (kheding l-r) Kelly Killian., Robyn, Pitman', Sarah, Bishop-, Se&
Wearer, Pisker,Jill Butz, Ells-fa Morrisou, (stanzligg l-r) Head CoackJiuf,
Sec.19, Summers, Becicy Kozlounki., Liuolsay Stzpluzni gillett, AffJfil,
BOISer, Debbie- Krick, Bode- Schoifer, Student Assistaht Julie Schaefer
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WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
IgASEBALL
The 1999 season was
a restructuringyear
for the Yellow Jackets
tbintkikeam. The
young team, led by
seventh-year coach
Norris Smith
persevered through
the UAW finishing
with a 2-32 mark. To
open the season,
Cedarville lost two
games to Carroll
College in Dade City,
fiPFighlwhile in
training camp.
Bryan Mangin homered for
Cedarville. The next team Cedarville
played, Warner Southern won 14-4.
Micah Huntchins had two hits and
Nathan Verwys scored twice for the
Yellow Jackets.
Hutchins went 3-for-4 in the first of
two losses to Webber (9-5,10-0). Next
Cedarville faced Warner Southern for
two more games. Warner Southern won
both games, completing Cedarville's
spring break sojourn in Florida.
The Yellow Jackets arrived back in
Cedarville to play their first home game
and were defeated by Wittenberg 11-0.
Following a loss to Wilmington,
Cedarville began AMC action with two
losses in a doubleheader with Malone.
The men then traveled to Capital and
were handed another loss. The team
continued to play away from home,
losing two games to Urbana.
The Yellow Jackets then played a
doubleheader with AMC foe Walsh.
Walsh won both games. Cedarville then
lost two games to Mount Vernon
Nazarene.
The team faced Wilmington and lost
5-3, scoring twice in the ninth innning
but losing with the winning run at the
plate. Cedarville had a season best 10
hits in the game.
Coming off a loss in the opening
game of a doubleheader, Cedarville
knocked off AMC rival Saint Vincent.
Mangin had a complete-game victory.
When Rio Grande arrived in Spring-
field to play the Jackets, they won 7-3
in the first game of a doubleheader.
Cedarville responded with an 8-6 win in
the second game, led by Trevor Creeden
and Hutchins who delivered three hits
apiece for the Jackets.
Cedarville finished the season by
losing both games of a doubleheader to
Asbury in their final appearance.
Coach Norris Smith stepped down at
the end of the seaon and has been
replaced by Greg Hughes. Coach
Hughes began a rebuilding process at
Wilmington in the last three years that
has led to two consecutive 12-win
seasons for that team.
IOLA- &Labatt: (kneeling t-r) Tin f, Sactic,, een,Saturiey, Dew, qerber, Micak
Hair-kiss, hetunilton, Michatt (standii9 t-r) Head Coach, Norris
graig Bantie, Trevor Creeden, Civa Hafted* Nat/Loy Vertor, Dan,
Rickett, 81-yeut, mangik, 8riak scott Van,DerAa,, Ti4n,
mccorklel Drew- Bowe, Assistant coack Brandon, Locks:
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MEN'S BASEBALL
Tratitelit FIELD
Despite a very successful season, the
Lady Yellow Jacket's reign atop the
NCCAA came to a close this season
when the women's track team tied for
third with host Indian Wesleyan at the
Championship Meet.
The women did have two NAIA All-
Americans. Freshman Kate Beatty tied
for sixth place in the high jump at the
meet in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida,
while senior Jill Breckenfeld ran fifth in
the marathon.
The team placed second in the inau-
gural American MidEast Conference
Championship. The Jackets were aided
by four first place finishes at the event.
course of the season. Senior Alison
Huizinga put the hammer mark at 148-
feet, 10-inches. Junior Jodi Quint broke
her own school record in the javelin.
This year the team graduated four
distance runners that have been consis-
tently solid performers for the past four
years. Becky Jordan (NAIA All-
American, school record: 5,000 meters,
3,000 meters, 3,000 steeplechase), Jill
Breckenfeld (NAIA All-American—
marathon), Jori Forward, and Christy
Taylor.
Next season will prove to be a test for
the underclassmen to pick up the gaps in
the distance events and set new marks in
A number of school records fell in the the throws and sprinting events.
SVe Ii ldnarek
Huck
VILA- Track & Field (Row-1, l-r) Kelly Reitz,Jill 8reckenfeld, Lind,/ Mitckeit, Christy Taylor,Jori, Forward, Kelly Ford,
tlec19/Jordan,, Huizingallennifer Walker. (Row-2) Assistant Coach, Elvin, King, En4 Evans, Rebekah, Millet-, Jeoufer Heidenreick,
Kristen, Nichols; JodyThonspson,, Jerif4kut, podbar, seu-ak Pollock, sluuutok Fries; Manager Jenelle, Forward, Head coack Paul Orchard.
(Row-3) Mickelleitulthniuf.,, Jessica, A&xander, Sandy Kate Beatty,frd& Hardin,/ Wendy Sonars,
Corrie grorenloo, Elisabeth, Klawer, Katie, Livings-ivy.
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of tkos-e, trailing ker.
Tte javelin, throw; a, test of
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WOMEN'S TRACK
lid & FIELD
The men's track team ran, threw, and
jumped its way to great marks and
shattered numerous longstanding school
records in their spring season. They
cashed in on sold performances from
young athletes.
At the NAIA Championship Meet
sophomore Eddie Nehus ran the 800
meters in 1:49.86, nearly three seconds
faster than the old record. The 4X400
team set the NCCAA Championship
meet record in a time of 3:16.03. The
four-man squad consisted of sopho-
mores Nehus and Cliff Reynolds,
Freshman David Dingaman, and Junior
Nate Jenkins.
At the NCCAA meet the men took
fourth out of 13 schools in a highly
competitive field. Four Yellow Jackets
won their individual events. The 4X400
team posted an impressive come-from-
behind win to cap off the competition.
Senior Dan Hudson and Junior Shawn
Graves both bettered the school record
in the hammer throw. Hudson eventu-
ally finished the season with the record
mark.
The men's team also finished second
place to an excellent Malone track team
in the American MidEast Conference
Championship meet. Seven Cedarville
men were winners in the meet that the
Yellow Jackets hosted.
The 1999 season was successful for
the men's track team and the future is
bright as they lost very few members to
graduation. The younger athletes'
intensity is high which bodes well for
the next season. Cedarville hopes to
continue their success next season.
RPM Pettarek
Ka Track, & Field (rotv-1, l-r) David Patton', David Dingekntut,, An4 Paugh,, Mike, Marsh', Shawn, graves, Aaron, Hauer, Lee.
Reinhard, Peter eednarek, Nathandenkins, Eddie, Neltas. (R.otv-2) As-sistant Coach, Elvin, King, Carl Traub, Nathan, Freeman', Aaron,
Margene,, Cliperolds, Ken Loes-cher, gr Havens, Jason, Ale,xander, 8a e, i4jayt:, Head Coa-ck ?cud Orchard. (Rout 3) Stwen,
Wakefield, Dtut, Plaatje,, Jody rox,Justin, gerber, Dout, Hudson', To& Ilintz,Joet Peterson', Scott Radom*, Matt Hadley.
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Pairokti
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Adams
Colorado Springs, CO
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Alexander
Danville, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. David Allen
Jamestown, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Allen
Findlay, OH
Trudy Anderson
Chino Valley, AZ
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Ball
Elgin, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Bamford
Belmont, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Band
Londonderry, NH
Terry Barrons
Caro, MI
Mr. James Beckley
Londonderry, NH
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bodden, Jr.
Pittsburgh, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Bohl
Solon, OH
Thomas A. Border
Dayton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John Boyes, Jr.
Cleveland Heights, OH
C)I CLOSING
Mr. and Mrs. John Brazalovich
Saginaw, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bryant
Tremont City, OH
Marilyn E. Buchanan
Fairbanks, AK
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Buck
Salvador, Brazil
Janenne Burgett
Fredricktown, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burke
Glen Ellyn, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carr
Newtown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. John Case
Palmdale, CA
Mr. and Mrs. John Christy
St. Petersburg, FL
Gale Clark
Greenville, OH
William L. Clark
Perry, IA
Mr. and Mrs. John Clutz
Westerville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Cochrane
Barboursville, WV
Dr. and Mrs. Joel R. Colinco
Belleville, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Colyer
Canfield, OH
Dr. and Mrs. William Commons
Harrisburg, PA
Mr. and Mrs. James#CopeIla
Holland, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Cormany
Rockville, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Crecco
Navarre, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Cal Cripe
Goshen, IN
Pamela Davis
Cambridge City, IN
Walt Dearie
Lockport, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. DeSantis
N. Tonawanda, NY
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Dunn
West Chester, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Eckburg
Aurora, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Marty England
Holland, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Al Epperly
Anderson, IN
Michael Erickson
Fallston, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Estepp
South Webster, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fischer
Northridge, CA
Dr. and Mrs. Karl Fivek
Peru, IL
Dorothy Forbes; Dr. Philip Kellar
Hobart, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Foster
North East, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Fox
Manchester, CT
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Frazee
Ironton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Furst
Appleton, WI
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Gombis
Palos Heights, IL
Kelly Grady
Blacklick, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Griffin
Hastings, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Grow
Whitehall, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Habegger
Uniontown, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hermann
De Land, IL
Dr. and Mrs. McArthur O. Hill
Wheat Ridge, CO
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hodge
Franldin, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John Hollins
Beavercreek, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Holmes
Rocky Mt., NC
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Howard
Springfield, IL
Mr. and Mrs. George Huff
Mansfield, OH
Dean Hughen
Little Rock, AR
Mr. and Mrs. James Huskey
Georgetown, OH
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Jacobs
Westlake, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jacoby
Camp Hill, PA
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Jenista
Vienna, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Roger P. Johnson
McClure, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kipp
Beloit, WI
David Knauer
Mechanicsburg, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Koeppen
Galesburg, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kregel
Grandville, MI
Mr. and Mrs. John Lacy
Farmington Hills, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Landis
Lancaster, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Don Lindburg
St. Charles, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Geoff Lofthouse
Rochester, NY
Mr. and Mrs. John Lovell
Bowie, MD
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Low
Clinton, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Luck
Ft. Washington, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Luke
Kearney, NE
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Luther
Randolph, VT
Mr. and Mrs. James Marshall
Lathrup Village, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Martin
South Charleston, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Martin
East Earl, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mast
Tunlchannock, PA
Paula A. Matthews
Lancaster, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McLarty
Burlington, CT
Mr. and Mrs. John McMurray
Kingsport, TN
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McVey
Decatur, IL
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Miller
Pittsburgh, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Miller
Monroeville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Michael T. Mills
Dayton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Mizer
Middleburg, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moll
Schaumburg, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Morse
Chelsea, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Mraz
Akron, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Nafziger
Freeville, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nelson
Vicksburg, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Rich Paugh
Springfield, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Paulik
Derry, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pereira
Hagerstown, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pierre
Oberlin, OH
PATRONS CD
Parefit
Patrau
Mr. and Mrs. George Pilgrim
Fredonia, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pitman
Taylor, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ploeg
Grand Rapids, MI
Linda Pool
Vienna, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Puterbaugh
Dayton, OH
Jim Rausch
Kokomo, IN
Mr. and Mrs. David Reisenbigler
Erie, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rossotti
West Caldwell, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rutledge
Clarkston, MI
Mr. and Mrs. John Shelford
Naples, FL
:146. CLOSING
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Skillings
Chillicothe, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith
Elmer, NJ
Michael Smith
Salem, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. John Sparks
Xenia, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Svendsen
Algonquin, IL
John P. Taylor
Clifton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Taylor
Springfield, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thompson
Solon, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Trout
Colesville, MD
Patricia J. Turner
Middletown, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Larry A. Tynon
Maroa, IL
Rev. and Mrs. Vinton Upham
Harleysville, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Waardenburg
Nashua, NH
Dr. and Mrs. Ken Wiesert
Indianapolis, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Whitley
Naperville, IL
Mr. and Mrs. James Winar
Brecksville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. H. Cliff Winburn
Tulsa, OK
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wright
Corunna, MI
Mr. and Mrs. David Wu
Apex, NC
Mr. and Mrs. David Young
Lancaster, PA
Berean Baptist Church
Springfield, IL
Berean Baptist Church
Portage, MI
Cedar Lake Christian Center
Cedartown, GA
Centerville Community Church
Centerville, OH
Central Baptist Church
Hobart, IN
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Toledo, OH
Gateway Cathedral
Staten Island, NY
Grace Baptist Church
Cedarville, OH
Hillside Chapel
Beavercreek, OH
Montrose Baptist Church
Montrose, MI
North Park Baptist Church
Grand Rapids, MI
Puyallup Community Baptist Church
Puyallup, WA
Shortsville Baptist Church
Middlebury Center, PA
Southgate Baptist Church
Springfield, OH
Temple Baptist Church
Portsmouth, OH
Wonderland Community Church
Gahanna, OH
dturck
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PATRONS C)
Abas, Jennifer 98, 165
Abbey, Jennifer 77
Abbs, Christy 77, 204,
206, 221
Abe, Elizabeth 86, 170
Abel, Melanie 98
Abraham, Paul 66, 200
Acker, Jessica 77, 150
Ackerberg, Arik 222
Ackerman, Michelle 77,
217
Acton, Caleb 86
Adam, Melissa 86
Adamowich, Elizabeth 77
Adams, Daniel 98
Adams, Torrey 66
Aittama, Stephanie 12, 77,
239
Ajayi, Bamidele 66, 248
Albanese, Emily 66, 200
Albert, Joel 66, 268
Albertson, Dawn 98
Alexander, Jason 98, 194
Alexander, Jessica 66,
194, 239
Allcorn, Eric 86
Allen, Cynthia 98
Allen, Danette 86
Allen, Hannah 86, 187,
224
Allen, Joanna 66, 196
Allen, Kara 77, 187, 224
Allen, Luke 86, 217
Allen, Rebecca 66
Allen, Sarah 66, 77, 181,
196
Allen, Shawn 77
Alley, Jewel 77, 200
Allport, Brian 66
Alt, Emily 98, 140
Alt, Jennifer 98
Aman, Charles 66
Amann, Michael 66
Ament, Jennifer 86
Amstutz, Rebecca 66
Amstutz, Timothy 86, 229
Anderlini, Lindy 66, 188,
227, 229
Andersen, Erin 66
Anderson, Cara 86
Anderson, Michael 66
Anderson, Paul 66
Anderson, Richard 226
Anderson, Shiloh 66
Andras, Michal 66
Andrews, Adina 28, 77
Andrews, Corrine 66
Anglund, Dana 86, 186,
202
Anolegate, Jared 200
Antes, Brian 66
Anthony, David 29
Apple, Jennifer 66, 184
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